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ABSTRACT
Archaean rocks of the area make up three depositional series 
which are separated in time one from another by periods of folding. 
The oldest rocks, exposed in the southern areas, consist of 
marine-laid basic lavas overlain by felsic volcanics and clastic 
sediments, all sheared and folded in a northwesterly direction. 
During the folding, regional metamorphism to the greenschist and 
amphibolite facies and intrusion of gabbro and ultrabasic rock, 
took place.
The medium-aged rocks were deposited in a broad geosyncline 
which deepened to the north. In the central parts of the area, 
shelf facies deposits consist of basic lavas overlain by felsic 
agglomerate and coarse clastic sediments, but northward these rocks 
give way to uniformly banded fine clastic sediments deposited in a 
deeper sea environment. During the later stages of volcanism and 
sedimentation the rocks were folded synchronously along north-south 
and approximately east-west lines and metamorphism to greenschist 
and amphibolite facies took place. Domal structures controlled the 
locations of volcanic centres, igneous intrusion, and orebodies.
The youngest group of rocks, which occurs in the northwestern 
area, was folded along dominantly east-west lines. Metamorphism 
of the original sedimentary rocks to gneisses of the high amphib­
olite facies may have taken place at this time.
Faulting and the related intrusion of diabase dykes along 
north-south, northeasterly and northwesterly lines took place as , 
uplift occurred in the northern areas during Proterozoic time. 
Widespread, severe retrograde metamorphism accompanied the faulting. 
Glacial, g 1 a ci a 1-lacustrian, and fluvio-glacial deposits of 
Pleistocene age now cover most of the bedrock to depths which 
range up to 400 feet.
ERRATA
Read "compresslonal" for *’cylindric* 
at** and "shear" for "similar” in 
discussions concerning folding, 
p. 165, 1.17- read "northwesterly" 
for "northeasterly"
Add footnote, p. 169" Some data 
presented here about the Texas Gulf 
operations is based upon unverified 
rumours"
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CHAPTER 1 
The Porcupine Area
PART 1 : INTRODUCTION
Loca ti on, Access
The town of Timmins (Figure 1, p.11), located about half 
way between Lake Huron and James Bay in Northern Ontario, forms 
the geographical and commercial centre of the Porcupine Mining 
area of Canada. This area (which has undefined boundaries) is 
situated within the Superior Province of the Canadian Precambrian 
Shield and has been one of the most productive of gold mining 
areas of North America. Timmins is easily reached by road, rail 
or air, but the surrounding country, about which this thesis is 
mostly concerned, is considerably less accessable. Generally, 
most areas south of Timmins may be reached by float-equipped 
aircraft into any of the many small and picturesque lakes which 
dot the countryside. A few dusty bush roads allow access by 
automobile to certain areas. In the vicinity of Timmins itself, 
access by paved or gravel road is almost always possible, but 
northward the conditions are different.A general lack of lakes
11
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north of Timmins prevents access by fixed vlng aircraft, the 
scarsity of roads (except in certain areas) eliminates access by 
 ^ conventional ground vehicles, and the density of the forest 
cover makes helicopter travel difficult because of the lack of 
satisfactory landing sites. Muskeg tractors are sometimes used 
in areas where timbering operations have left bush roads, but 
helicopters are the most commonly used means of access, the 
landing problem being solved by timber cutters who travel to 
selected areas on foot and clear landing spaces.
General Character of the Area
South of Timmins, abundant lakes and streams with rocky 
shores surrounded by pine and spruce forests provide the 
traveller with ready access routes and picturesque scenery. 
Relief is slight to moderate, with a total range of about 400 
feet but with a local range seldom exceeding 50 feet. Rock 
exposure is plentiful and permits field mapping at scales of 
one inch to one mile or less.
North of Timmins occurs the clay belt of Northern Ontario. 
Here the lacustrian deposits of the proglacial lake Ojibway-
195^7
Barlow (Stockwell, p.480) have deeply buried bedrock in most 
places with clay. Relief, due to eskers and post-glacial stream 
erosion, is approximately 100 feet except in the western part of 
the area where a few large rock masses rise several hundred feet 
above the clay plains. Pine, birch and balsam stands occupy the 
surfaces of the several eskers in the area, otherwise it is 
covered by dense spruce, cedar and tamarack forests and swampy 
ground. Lakes are virtually absent, except in kettles in the 
eskers, but many sluggish, meandering streams are present which
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empty Into two rivers, the Mattagami and the Frederick House 
in the western and eastern parts of the area respectively. Both 
these rivers drain northward towards James and Hudson Bay,
Jamieson Mountain, a pointed rock mass in the western 
part of the area, occupies the highest elevation, 1366 feet 
above sea level. Lowest elevation, about 800 feet above sea level, 
occurs on the Mattagami River. However, the bedrock surface 
extends to much lower elevations (eg. 425 feet above sea level) 
as has been shown by several drill holes, thus indicating that 
the bedrock relief exceeds 900 feet.
A cold and long winter makes for a short summer and a 
correspondingly short field season in the area south of Timmins. 
North of Timmins the seasons do not seriously affect explorational 
activity which is confined to geophysical work and drilling, 
neither of which is affected to any great extent by the seasons. 
The summer field season extends from about mid-May to late 
October.
Previous Work
No geological work in the area was done before 1895 when 
the first government transit lines were cut across the country 
and a few geological notes made. With the discovery of gold in 
the outcrops in the area in 1908 and the discovery, subsequently, 
of large, mineable deposits in 1909, 1910 and 1911, the Mines 
Branch of the Ontario Government (the ODM or OBM) began a somewhat 
leisurely program of field mapping, with special attention given 
to a compilation of the geology of the various mines. This 
program has continued to the present time. In 1931 the geological
14
staff of Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines produced, for private 
use, an extremely detailed series of maps to cover much of Tisdale 
Township; in 1940-1944 McIntyre Porcupine Mines did the same, but 
covered a slightly different area.
A.G.Burrows and his associates of the OBM published the 
first geological maps of the gold area (1910, 1912, 1915, 1924) 
and S.A,Ferguson (1966) published all the results of this mapping, 
together with that done by various companies, with additional 
information from drilling and underground mapping and with 
additional geological and geophysical traverses of his own, at 
1000 feet to an inch. Ferguson's map, together with several 
others, is summarized in Figure 7.
Reconnaissance mapping within the areas of this study 
has been published by L.G,Berry and associates of the ODM for 
Robb and Jamieson Townships (1944), for Kidd, Murphy and Wark 
Townships ( 1939) and for Price Township ( 1938). Cote and Byers 
Townships have been mapped at one inch to one mile (Graham, 1931).
H.Carlson (1965) mapped, by helicopter, the townships of Geary, 
Thorburn, Vilhelmina and Moberly, but located almost no outcrops. 
In 1966 a reconnaissance survey, also supported by helicopters, 
covered the northern parts of the townships of Lamarche, Fournier, 
Ottaway, Lennox, Dargavel, Mabee, Laidlaw and Ford,' again 
without encountering many outcrops (P. George £_t , 1967). In
addition to the results of these geological surveys the ODM has 
published, between 1953 and 1962, geological compilation sheets 
which cover the townships of Loveland, Robb, Macdiarmid, Jamieson, 
Jessop, Murphy, Reaume and Mann. These show geological information 
available from all sources, whether trustworthy or not.
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Map 2046 of the ODM, published In 1965 and included here as 
Map 1, shows all published geological information available at 
the date of publication. This map also gives a good indication of 
the regional geology and serves as an Index to the various 
townships mentioned in the text of this thesis. It will be seen 
that Fripp Township, the subject of Chapter 2 of this study, and 
the area north of Timmins, the subject of Chapter 4, are each 
over 90 per cent uncoloured because of the lack of geological 
information concerning these areas. The geology of the Timmins 
area, the subject of Chapter 3, is known in considerable detail.
History of This Study
In 1961 the writer was employed by Hollinger Consolidated 
Gold Mines to map parts of the townships of Thornloe, Price and 
Fripp at a scale of 1320 feet to the inch as part of a stratigraphie 
and structural study of the area. A nickel-copper mineralization 
discovery was made at the end of the field season which resulted 
in considerable claim staking by Hollinger and subsequent 
employment for the writer, in 1962 and 1963, to map large parts 
of Fripp and Price Townships at scales ranging from 400 feet to 
10 feet to the inch. The results of this field mapping (with 
some additions made in 1967) form the subject matter of Chapter 
2 in this thesis and serve to describe the field occurence of 
the typical rocks of the area. The geological maps of one or two 
small areas which were mapped by the writer for Hollinger In 1962 
and 1963 and which are some distance from the Price-Fripp area 
(although nonetheless within the Porcupine Mining Area) are used 
within the thesis to illustrate certain points.
In 1964 a major zinc-copper-silver deposit was discovered
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as the result of diamond drilling of aetoe lectromagnetic anomalies 
by Texas Gulf Sulfur Company Limited in Kidd Township north of 
Timmins. As a result of this discovery a major mining exploration 
rush developed and considerable exploration undertaken by many 
organisations. In 1964 McIntyre Porcupine Mines explored the area 
by airborne electromagnetic devices (referred to as INPUT) and 
located many hundred anomalies in the area north of Timmins.
A preliminary geological map was made at the time by interpretation 
of aeromagnetic maps in an effort to sort out the INPUT anomalies, 
but the lack of geological information about the area, as a 
result of the paucity of outcrops and the secrecy of companies 
which had drilled through the overburden, resulted in an 
unsatisfactory geological interpretation.
In 1965 the writer was employed by McIntyre to produce 
a geological map of the area north of Timmins, to study the 
lithology, stratigraphy, volcanism, structure and economic 
mineralization of the area by means of
a) direct personal examination of all outcrops in the area,
b) personal examination of diamond drill core in all cases 
where access to the core could be gained,
c) interpretation of magnetic and electromagnetic and gravity 
survey maps which were made by various companies and
d) interpretation of aeromagnetic and aeroelectromagnetic 
survey maps.
Approximately 1800 drill holes were put down in the area of 
study of which the writer was able to obtain information for about 
1200,' Ground geophysical survey results were studied for only 
one-third of the area, but airborne surveys were obtained for the 
entire area of study.
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This thesis then is made up of two studies, one of an area 
to the south of Timmins and one of an area north of Timmins. A 
third area, that in the vicinity of Timmins where the geology is 
well-known,is described, as it is the key to the understanding of 
the history of the area as a whole.
For uniformity within this thesis, all maps have been 
drawn with the use of the same legend and symbols. These are 
to be found in Figure 2 and Figure 3, pages 18 and 19 respectively 
Occasional modifications of the legend or symbols, necessitated 
by various scales of presentation, where used, are described in 
legends on the maps whereon they occur.
PART 11 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING
General Geology
The Superior Province of the Canadian Shield is characterized 
by great areas of granitic gneiss and granite of Archaean age 
which contain isolated belts of volcanic rock and sediments 
generally referred to as Keewatin (Stockwell, 1957, p. 27) on the 
basis of assumed correlation with the type Keewatin rocks, which 
are similar both in lithology and age, in Western Ontario. The 
Town of Timmins and the Porcupine Mining area are within such a 
Keewa tin belt.
The volcanic rocks near Timmins consist mostly of andésites 
and basalts which form the base of the Archaean sequence of the 
area. Sometimes these lavas are pillowed and thereby suggest 
that they were deposited in water.
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The basic lava sequence, termed the Tisdale Group, is 
unconformably (Moore, 1953, p. 45) overlain by a layer of 
pyroclaatic rock termed the Krist Horizon and this in turn is 
unconformably (Ferguson, ODM Map 2075) overlain by a thick sed­
imentary pile composed mainly of greywacke end argillite and 
termed the Hoyle Group (Dunbar, 1948). The Hoyle Group is in 
turn overlain unconformably by conglomerate, argillite and 
greywacke of the Timiskaming sequence of the area. Distant from 
Timmins the stratigraphie relationships are less certainly known, 
but the same rocks do occurs andésites, agglomerates, tuffs, 
rhyolites, greywackes, argillites and conglomerates and their 
metamorphosed equivalents. In addition, siliceous, magnetite- 
bearing iron formation is to be found at various stratigraphie 
levels, except in the immediate vicinity of Timmins. An 
approximate total thickness for the volcanic-sedimentary pile 
has been estimated (Goodwin, 1962, p. 961) at 30,000 feet.
Sills of ultrabasic rock and plugs of quartz-feIdspar 
porphyry, both apparently intruded at the same time as folding 
took place, have invaded the above rocks. Distant from Timmins, 
large masses of granitic rocks occur due to the Kenoran orogeny.
Diabases are the youngest rocks of the area, there being 
three ages recognised: Matachewan dykes with a northerly trend 
and a radiochemical age of 2400 million years (Figure 5); Abitibi 
dykes with a northeasterly trend and an age of about 1200 
million years, and Sudbury dykes with a northwest trend and an 
age of about 1300 million years (Fahrig, 1965). The general rock 
sequence is indicated in Figure 4, p. 21.
All the rocks, with the exception of the diabases, are 
tightly folded and sheared in a dominantly northeast direction.
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Metamorphie grade varies from the low greenschiat facies in the 
area immediately to the north of Timmins to the high emphibolite 
or granulite facies elsewhere.
There Is little evidence near Timmins of any geological 
events between the Precambrian and the Pleistocene, but there is 
some indication (Stockwell, 1957, p.238) that Palaeozoic rocks, 
now eroded away, once covered the area, and that Palaeozoic 
igneous Intrusion and faulting also occured (Map 1, this thesis, 
George e^ £l^ , 1967b, pp 10, 15).
A.N. Boissonneau (1965) has described the glacial history
of the area summarised here. The earliest event that has been
discerned was a glacial advance from an easterly or westerly 
direction. This was followed by a second advance in a southwest 
direction which probably laid down a^ thin ground moraine of 
gravel over the bedrock. It was during the retreat of this 
glacier that the thick lacustrian clay deposits were laid down 
to depths of over 400 feet to obscure much of the relief of the 
area. Following the deposition of the clay an advance of the 
ice sheet from the northwest occured and this in turn was 
followed by an advance from due north which resulted in 
glacial grooving in the rocks of the area and in prominent
north-trending eskers which cover the clay deposits.
Age of the Rocks
Approximately 50 radiochemical age determinations have
been published for the Timmins area and these have been summarized
on Figure 5, p. 22.
The oldest age dates for the area are "anomalous lead" 
dates obtained from galena from mine workings near Timmins. These
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have been interpreted (Kanasewich et al, 1965, p. 374) as 
indication of the presence of crustal and sub-crustal faulting 
of 3000 million years ego, which in turn implies that the crust 
existed in the Timmins area at this age. Boyle (1959) questions 
the validity of any interpretations based on lead isotopes 
and it would appear that some doubt exists regarding this 
interpretation.
The Kenoran orogeny is indicated in Figure 5 by the great
number of age dates by various methods in the 2400 - 2600 million
year range. These dates indicate a metamorphie event or a period 
of intrusion and it may be that the metamorphosed lavas are of 
considerably greater age. However, Fairbairn ^  (undated) 
obtained fresh Keewatin lavas from Kirkland Lake which gave 
Rubidium-Strontium ages of 2508 a 23 million years, thus 
indicating that the lavas are barely older than the granitic 
intrusions which mark the orogeny.
Other radiochemical dates of interest to this study give 
the approximate time of intrusion of the diabase dykes of the 
area. As already indicated these are; Matachewan, 2400 m.y.; 
Sudbury, 1300 n,y., and Abitibi, 1200 m.y. Falaeomagnetie 
evidence in support of these age dates is given in Fahrig et al.,
pp. 283, 288 and 292.
Chemical Composition of the Rocks
Nearly 100 chemical analyses of rocks from the Timmins 
area have been made. Most of these have been compiled onto Tables 
1 to 7 (pp. 25-31) for three purposes;
1. The Chemical Identification qf Rocks (Table 1).
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TABLE 6 - ANALYSES OF ULTRABASIC ROCKS, DIORITE, AND GABBRO
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
S i 02 39.20 33.55— 43. 79 40.27 59.66 50.28 49.56 48.55
AI 2 O3 4.50 0.81———8.07 7.29 11.26 16.84 10.76 16.52
Fe 2 0 3 5.28 1.6 6 ——— 9.94 4.28 5.81 1.30 4.81 3.16
FeO 5.76 2 . 6  6 —— 1 0 . 2 0 9.08 7.05 7.46 10.49 8 . 0 0
MgO 29.23 11.80— 37.40 24.31 1.31 9.27 3.32 6.61
CaO 4.76 0.82— 16.00 7.15 2.96 9.72 8.48 9.49
Na2 Û 0.23 tr.———— 1.04 1.06 4.68 1.96 2.53 3.10
K 2 O 0 . 6 6 t r — 0 . 2 2 0.62 1.16 0.63 0.58 0.95
Ti0 2 0.30 0.10———0.43 1.30 1.65 0.89 3.90 1.91
P2 O 5 0.03———0.10 0.38 0.58 0 . 2 1 1.58 0.28
s tr.————0.09 0.003 0.006
CrzO] 0.30———0.70 0.15 0.31
MnO 0.13———0.30 0.25 0.14 0 . 2 2
H2 O + 7.52 0.83—— 10.70 3.69 1.85 0.47 2.83 1 . 1 1
H2 O" 0.13 0.17
CO2 2.56 0.56---7.63 2.62 0.15
1 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 100.87 99.47
1# Average of 5 ultrabasic rocks from Prest (1951) p .7 ; Hewitt 
(1949) p. 13; Abraham (1950) p.21; and Thomson (1947) p. 16. 
2, 3. Range of values In above 5 analyses.
4. Average alkali peridotite, Nockolds, p. 1063.
5. Quartz diorite, Godfrey township, Hogg (1954) pp 4, 5, 6 .
6 . Average norite, Nockolds, p. 1020.
7. Saussurized gabbro, Hogg (1954) p. 6 : Godfrey township.
8 . Hornblende Diorite, Nockolds, p. 1019,
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2. Volcanic Association.
3. Recognition of Alteration.
The Chemical Identification of Rocks. Because there is a certain 
amount of confusion in the hand specimen identification of rocks 
which have been variously metamorphosed, and because of the great 
number of geologists with varying standards who have mapped in the 
area, an attempt was made to identify and uniformly classify the 
rocks of the area by chemical means, using the standards shown in 
Table 1 for the more common rocks. In all, about 300
determinations of Si0 2 * AI 2 O 3 , MgO, CaO and total Fe were made by 
the chemist in the McIntyre Mine Assay Laboratory who also, from 
time to time, made determinations of CO2 and H 2 O to test for 
carbonization or hydration and Cu, Ni, Mo, S, Ag, Au, Zn, Pb and 
other metals to test for economic mineralisation. Thin-section 
examination was relied upon, with hand specimen examination, to 
test for silicification, although this could not always be proven, 
especially in the finer grained rocks. Some other alteration was 
detected chemically, as will be mentioned below.
Volcanic Association. The average chemical compositions of the rocks 
of the area are are compared with the averages given by Nockolds 
(1954, pp. 1007-1032)(Tables 3 & 5) and by Turner & Verhoogen (1960) 
pp.164-287 in an attempt to classify the volcanic rocks 
in terms of a particular Volcanic association. In general, these 
rocks show chemical similarity to the alkaline extrusives throughout 
the world, or perhaps to the tholeiitic flood rocks (Table 3). This 
latter possibility may have led to the conclusion expressed by some 
authors (eg. Ferguson, 1966, p.104) that the Porcupine lavas are 
of the tholeiitic type. However, Wilson e_t £_1 (1965) pp. 167-174,
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have compared the rocks of the area with those of the various 
volcanic associations and concluded that they belong to the basalt- 
andesi te-rhyo1ite association. This conclusion, based upon a 
mathematical treatment of a great number of new analyses from a wide 
area in the Canadian Shield and supported by geological evidence 
(idem, p. 172-3) is very convincing and it is concluded that the 
volcanic rocks of the Porcupine area do belong to the basalt-andesite- 
rhyolite association of continental mountain belts and island arcs,
"a highly characteristic accompaniment of orogeny, especially in its 
later stages" (Turner & Verhoogen, 1960, p. 272).
Recognition of Alteration. Some of the "ultrabasic intrusives" 
which occur along the planes of major faults near Timmins, although 
containing approximately the proper amount of SIO2 for an ultrabasic, 
were found to be so low in MgO content and so high in AI 2 O 3 content 
that they could not be equated with true ultrabasics from the Timmins ' 
area or elsewhere (Table 7, column 12; Table 6 ) but rather more 
closely approximated basic volcanic rocks insofar as alumina and
I
magnesia were concerned. It is concluded that these rocks, occurring ! 
as they do on fault planes, were probably produced by shearing of
I
basic volcanic rocks. In areas where the relationship between the 
"ultrabasics" and fault planes is not clear, it is believed that the | 
fault planes can be recognised by the composition of their contained 
"ultrabasic". 1
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CHAPTER 2 
The Prlce-Fripp Area
Location, Access
The centre of Fripp Township is about 17 miles south, and 
a little west, of Timmins. The township itse 1f--which forms, like 
other townships in the area, a square with six miles to the side-' 
is bounded on the north by Price Township and on the south by 
Musgrove Township (Map 1). Parts of both of these townships, 
together with much of Fripp Township, appear on the enclosed 
Map 2, The northwest part of Fripp Township, wherein is situated 
Quartz Lake, can be reached by Land Rover or Jeep, but is most 
conveniently reached by float-equiped aircraft into Quartz Lake. 
Similarly, Bruce Lake in the southwest part of Fripp Township, 
Bartlett Lake in the southeast part of the township, and 
Katoshastepeko ("Kato") Lake in the southeast part of Price 
Township are all most conveniently reached by aircraft. The 
northeast part of Musgrove Township can be reached with an 
ordinary automobile along a gravel road from Timmins,
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Previous Work
A small amount of geological information, of unknown 
authorship, for an area in the northeast part of Musgrove 
Township, appears on ODM Map 2046 (Map 1), Harding and Berry 
(1938) mapped all of Price Township at 1 inch equals 1 mile, 
including about 2 square mines of territory which is covered by 
this study. As can be seen on Map 1, no previous geological 
information has been published for any part of Fripp Township 
before the present study.
Field Procedure
The results of three seasons' field mapping in the area are 
shown on Map 2 at 1320 feet to the inch. The northwestern part 
of the area was mapped by normal pace-and-compass methods, with 
traverses run at approximately 800 foot spacings, in 1961. The 
rest of the map area was geologically traversed along cut picket 
lines at 400 foot spacings. The picket lines were cut to ground 
level through the thick bush and forest of the area from, and 
perpendicular to, base lines which were cut essentially parallel 
with the strike of the rocks. The lines were chained and, every 100 
feet, pickets were driven into the ground which were clearly 
marked as to distance from the base line and line number. Thus, 
any point In the field can be accurately located on a map with 
reference to the pickets and base line.
Field mapping was dome from field camps set up successively 
at Kato, Quartz, Bruce and Bartlett Lakes. Geophysicists preceded 
the geologists so that magnetic and electromagnetic maps were 
available to aid in the interpretation of the geology.
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Rock Nomenclature
It has long been the custom of the ODM geologists to use 
loosely defined genetic field terms to describe the variously 
metamorphosed rocks of the Porcupine area. The writer used the ODM 
terms when he mapped for Hollinger and has, for the sake of 
uniformity, continued to use them throughout the present thesis 
with but slight variation. Thus the term ande si te is often used to 
describe basic rocks which may be basaltic, andesitic or d a d  tic 
in composition and either intrusive or extrusive in origin. 
Argillite and greywacke are used to describe rocks which are 
believed to have originated as impure fine- to medium-grained 
clastic sediments, but without the rigid connotations of sediment­
ary petrologists such as Pettijohn (1957, pp. 20; 301, 341).
Grani te is used as a genetic term but granod i o r1 te is substituted 
for it where the compositions of the constituent minerals are known
GEOLOGY
The northeast part of the map-area is dominated by a broad, 
northwest-trending band of metasedimentary rocks which is steeply- 
dipping and overlain to the east by basic lavas. Because of 
faulting these two rock units are repeated in the western part of 
the map-area. A narrow band of basic rock-perhaps derived from a 
lava—occurs in the southwest between a granodiorite and a gabbro.
Intrusive rocks predominate in the southern part of the area, 
a coarse-grained felsic gabbro being the most abundant, although 
granodiorite occurs in the southeast, the southwest, and also in 
the central parts. Southeast-trending ultrabasic bodies occur 
in the southeast, the southwest, and in the northeast parts
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and a swarm of nearly north-trending, steeply dipping diabase 
dykes cuts across the area. These dykes are in turn cut by younger, 
east-trending diabase (Map 2).
VOLCANIC ROCKS 
Basic Volcanics
A band of nearly vertically dipping, brownish grey 
weathering, dark greenish grey rock which strikes in a northwesterly 
direction outcrops in the northeast and again (due to faulting) in 
the northwest part of the area covered by Map 2, in Price and Fripp 
Townships. The material in the northwest dips less steeply than 
does that 1# the northeast. A second band, also steeply dipping, 
outcrops in the southwest. Elsewhere the same rock-type occurs as 
xenoliths in the intrusive rocks described below. This rock is 
well-exposed in the southeastern part of Price Township and it is 
this area that is illustrated In Figure 6 a (p. 39).
The band In Price Township is exposed through a stratigraphie
thickness, in the west part of the township, of nearly a mile and 
in the east part (Figure 6 a) of about 1500 feet. Two varieties 
occur, pillowed and massive.
In the area illustrated in Figure 6 a nearly all the basic
rock is pillowed. The pillows vary from about 10 inches to four
feet in length and from four inches to two feet in exposed 
thickness. They are very uniform throughout, compositiona1ly and 
texturally. nearly free of spherules and other inclusions,and 
are separated, one from the other, by narrow selvages which are 
about k or k inch thick. The selvages are made up of material 
which in all respects is the same as that which makes up the bulk
FIGTO>UKS)6 a
GEOLOGicisoMMfNüFraiiiiARKaF BN i"
Geology by J.L.Kirwan, 1961 
Contour Interval, 250 gairanas*
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FIGURE 6 a
geological MAP OF AN AREA IN THE SOUTH PART OF PRICE TOWNSHIP, 400» equals 1"
Geology by J.L.Kirwan, 1961
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PLATE la - Unaltered pillow lava from Sothman Township
PLATE Ib — Drill core from the Pri ce-Fri pp area showing
laminated banded magnetite-bearing iron formation. 
The large'scale divisions are in Inches.
PLATE I
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The rocks are composed mostly of fine- to course-grained 
common hornblende and oligoclase with a little quartz and magnetite 
(Plate Ilb), The oligoclase has a composition of about Angi and 
the hornblende has the following optical characteristics: 
Pleochroismi X ** Straw yellow
Y * Green
Z « Bluish Green
Extinction: Z/c « 15-20®
Optic Angle: 27% « 80® 1 5®
A strong lineation, formed by the preferred orientation of the 
c-axes of hornblende crystals, plunges steeply to the southeast 
and lies in the plane of a strong schistosity which parallels the 
strike and dip of the rocks. In the easterly-most basic lavas on 
Figure 6 a, the lineation, though present, is less intense than 
elsewhere, chlorite is the principal mafic mineral rather than 
hornblende and elbite is the principal feldspar and occurs with 
fine epidote crystals (zoisite or clinozoisi te) scattered throughout 
it. Assuming that these mineral assemblages are due to the effects 
of regional metamorphi sm,then, from the data given by Fyfe et al. 
(1958, pp. 92, 167, 169, 2 2 2  and 228) it would appear that the 
area In the eastern part of Figure 6 a lies in the greenschist
facies of regional metamorphism and the rest of the area underlain
is
by laves in the amphibolite facies. Tj^ree Si0 2  determinations from 
pillowed rocks and one from the massive basic rock from this area 
yielded values between 49 and 53 7.. Assuming no change in silica 
content with time since extrusion of the lavas, this range, 
together with the mineralogical data, would classify the rocks as 
andésites (Tables 1 and 3).
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PLATE lia - Photomicrograph of metamorphosed greywacke, Kato 
Lake area, Price Township. Crossed Nicols X 100,
PLATE Ilb - Photomicrograph of metamorphosed pillow lava, Kato 
Lake area. Price Township, Plane light, X 100.
PLATE II
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Southward, as shown on Map 2, the lavas finger out and 
metasedimentary rocks bedome more abundant. As indicated above, 
the schistosity and lineation become more intense westward and 
reach a maximum, in the lavas, at their extreme west edge, 
continuing into the metasedimentary rocks. The texture nearly 
everywhere is gneissic and coarsely lineated, except as described 
below under metamorphism,
SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
A great variety of sedimentary rocks were deposited in the 
Price-Fripp area, the principal types being andesitic tuff, 
greywacke, shale ("argillite") and iron formation.
Tuff
The banded rock which separates pillow lavas, as mentioned 
above, is believed to be derived from an andesitic tuff. Stratiform 
banding is well-developed in this rock-type, lamination exists in 
individual bands, and grain size is finer than that which occurs 
in the nearby altered lavas. These rocks are mineralogically 
similar to the andésites.
Greywacke
On Map 2 and on Figure 6 a, greywacke is designated by the 
symbol Sg. The rock consists of about 50% free quartz, the 
remaining 50% being made up of oligoclase and hornblende (Plate IIa)« 
The sedimentary origin of this rock is indicated by: a well- 
developed stratiform banding in which is often preserved (in the 
northwestern part of Map 2) recognisable current bedding*, the 
presence of about 50% free quartz; the association with other 
sedimentary rocks; and a chemical composition, as revealed in 
3 analyses, that agrees with the greywacke classification of 
Table 1. Tops of the beds are everywhere to the north and northeast
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Argillite
Argillite, designated by the symbol Ss on the maps, is a 
loosely defined term which is used to describe rocks which are 
believed to have been derived from shales and possibly also from 
siltstones. These rocks are well-banded, fine-grained, buff 
coloured or grey on the fresh surface and silica-rich. They are 
composed almost entirely of quartz and sodic plagioclase feldspar, 
although some varieties contain mafic mi nerals--chlorite, biotite 
or hornblende--in quantities up to 2 0  7..
Bands of this rock can be traced northward for several miles 
from the area covered by Figure 6 a and Map 2 to where they are 
abruptly terminated against a fault plane which offsets them to 
the left for several miles so that they outcrop again on Map 2 
in the area near Quartz Lake. Good exposures occur along the 
western shores of Quartz Lake where the argillites have been 
altered to medium-grained quartzo-feIdspathic gneisses of the high 
amphibolite facies of regional metamorphism. These gneisses can be 
traced westward through a distance of a little more than a mile, 
along which they successively show the effects of lower grades of 
metamorphism. Near the Grassy River (Map 1) they are dark grey, 
well-bedded, fine-grained micaceous argillites and phyllites.
Iron Formation
Iron-bearing rocks occur at several levels in the sedimentary 
pile and as inclusions within the gabbroic intrusives (Plate Ib).
In the northeastern part of the area, in most of the inclusions, 
and in the western part of the area, the rock consists of 
alternating silica-rich and magnetite-rich bands, each about
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one-half an inch thick. Often the bands are laminated with 
alternating magnetite and silica layers (Plate Ib). Some iron 
formation in the southern part of Map 2 (too small to differentiate 
on the map) and one band of it which occurs in the area covered by 
Figure 6 a contains pyrite or pyrrhotite, or both, instead of the 
magne tite.
The silica-rich layers consist almost entirely of interlocking 
grains of quartz which sometimes (eg. Plate 3a) show a grain 
variation which suggests graded bedding. Small, low-angle uncon­
formities are also sometimes encountered between the silicious 
and the ferruginous layers (Plate Ib) which, in the examples seen, 
give accurate top determinations. Individual beds and laminae can 
often be traced for some tens of feet, being lost by passing under 
overburden rather than by tapering out.
The iron-rich beds are variously composed. Some are virtually 
pure magnetite, pyrite or pyrrhotite, or mixtures of pyrite and 
pyrrhotite,and some contain fine layers of quartz. Commonly, 
however, the beds are made up of several minerals. The combinations 
magnetite, hornblende and quartz (Plate 3b), pyrrhotite, py ri t e , 
hornblende and garnet (Plate 3c), and magnetite, hornblende, 
oligoclase and quartz were observed. Like the quartzose layers, 
the ferruginous layers can be traced for many feet across outcrops 
without any visible change. The combination of graded bedding, 
great horizontal persistence of individual laminæ, and local 
minor unconformities separating siliceous from ferruginous layers 
leads to the conclusion that original sedimentation must have 
involved the deposition of detrital grains in a nearly (but not 
absolutely) current-free basin in which there was a time lapse 
between the depostion of the siliceous and the ferruginous beds.
(a)
(b)
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- 1 -
(c)
PLATE 3 - Photomicrographs of iron formation. All X 100.
(a) Magnetite-Quartz with graded bedding. Crossed Nicols.
(b) Magnetite-Hornblende-Quartz• Plane light.
-Owar^ z
(c) Pyrrhotite-Pyrite-Hornblende-Garnet. Plane light.
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Govett (1966, pp. 1199, 1201) has recently reviewed the 
Archaean iron formation problem and concluded that these deposits 
were laid down, in the absence of photosynthesizing life, in 
lacustrine (though not necessarily fresh water) basins. The 
mechanism he describes involves simultaneous deposition of FegOg 
and Si0 2  during the winter of the year, dissolution of the iron 
during the summer months, deposition of more SiOz during the 
summer months, and deposition of the Fe2 0 3  again in the autumn.
If, indeéd a climatic control is responsible for the alternation 
of ferruginous and silicious layers in the Price-Fripp area, then 
the mechanism may well be simpler than that suggested by Govett, 
when the alternating laminæ are considered. Their presence 
throughout the silica-rich layers would seem to indicate that no 
general period of summer dissolution of iron occured but rather 
that more or less continuous sedimentation took place, with 
(in one season) silica predominating and iron periodically added 
and (in another season) iron sedimentation predominating with 
silica periodically added. Thus two seasons (eg. winter and summer) 
are indicated, with conditions in each so similar to conditions in 
the other that throughout each season the conditions of the other 
frequently obtained.
INTRUSIVE ROCKS
Despite the presence of extrusive igneous rocks, no intrusive
feeders for these have been recognised although, as already
mentioned, some of the massive andésites may be intrusive and,
though sills, connected with feeders of the lavas. More definitely 
recognisable as intrusive rocks are the ultrabasic intrusions
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which occur In the northeast and southern parts of the area, the 
gabbro mass In the central and southern parts, the granodlorite 
bodies of the eastern and western parts, and the diabase dykes 
which occur throughout the area (Map 2).
For many years it was customary in the Porcupine Area to 
assign particular ages to rocks of particular compositions. In 
order of decreasing age these were; Haileyburian for ultrabasic 
and basic intrusions; Algoman for intermediate and acid intrusions; 
Matachewan for quartz diabase dykes, and Keweenawan for olivine 
diabase dykes (eg. Abraham, 1953, pp. 7-15; Berry, 1944, pp. 5, 
9-13). Recently (eg. Hogg, 1954, pp. 14-26) pétrographie evidence 
has been quoted to indicate that the Haileyburian basic rocks 
and the Algoman rocks are differentiates of the same magma. Other 
reports (eg. Ferguson, 1957, pp. 6- 8 ) merely refer to "post 
Keewatin" intrusives, except for the diabases which are designated 
as Matachewan if they have a dominantly northerly strike,or 
Keweenawan (Abitibi) if they have an east-northeasterly strike.
Palaeomagnetic end radiochemical data have been published which 
' support this age classification of the diabase dykes of particular 
dominant trends (Fahrig et al.). The writer is of the opinion that, 
considering the several periods of mountain-building to which the 
area has been subjected (to be outlined in Chapters 3 and 4), there 
may well have been several different times of intrusion of rocks 
which could have a great range in composition during each such 
period. The terms Haileyburian and Algoman, therefore, as used on 
Table 1, are used in a lithologie sense and without time signific­
ance, Also, other rocks of probably intrusive origin (such as 
sills within lava pi le ^  are not differentiated from the lavas for 
lack of any reliable criteria that enables one to do so. Some
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geologists map "dlorite" for basic rocks which are coarsely fine­
grained and lacking in volcanic structures (eg. Plate Xb) and 
"andésite" for such rocks which are finer grained (eg. Plate Xa). 
This practise is avoided here because of gradation of one type 
into the other which the writer has observed in the Yellowknife, 
Porcupine and Arctic areas of Canada both in intrusive and in 
extrusive rocks.
Ultrabasic Rocks
The ultrabasic rocks of the Price-Fripp Area are made up 
of steatite, serpentini te, pyroxenite and hornblendite and 
occur in several places in the map-area (Map 2). The area included 
in Figure 6 a contains a massive, structureless, dark green, white- 
weathering body consisting almost entirely of serpentine and 
calcite with minor magnetite and, near the contact s,, pyrrho ti te, 
Northward it is locally sheared in a north-northwest direction 
and contains talc as well as the other minerals. That it contains 
xenoliths, large and small, of the nearby lavas is considered io be 
evidence of its Intrusive origin.
The ultrabasic body which extends through the southeast 
part of the area consists of several rock types which grade one 
into the other, Pyroxenite is the commonest* a nearly black, 
rust-weathering, structureless to finely banded rock made up of 
medium-grained interlocking crystals of enstatlte (sometimes 
locally or completely altered to magnetite-bearing bastite as in 
Plate IVd), augite (usually altered to fibrous hornblende as in 
Plate Va) and opaque minerals (often magnetite as in Plate IVd, 
but sometimes pyrrhotite, violaritized pentlandite and chalcopyrite 
as in Plate IVc). Towards the contacts of the body, carbonate-
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PLATE IV - Photomicrographs of ultrabasic rock. All X 80,
(a), (b), (d) under crossed ni cols, (c) by plane light.
( a )  Steatite (b) Serpentinite (c) pyroxenite (d) Pyroxenite
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PLATE V - Photomicrographs of thin-sections. All under crossed 
ni CO la; all X 80.
(a) Hornblendite (b) Gabbro (c) Granodlorite
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bearing serpentinite (Plate IVb) and steatite (Plate IVa) generally 
occur. The small ultrabasic body south of this one, to the east of 
Bruce Lake, consists almost entirely of serpentine with carbonate 
and magnetite, but locally has fine intersecting bands of asbestos 
with fibres about 1 mm long.
The small ultrabasic bodies west of Bruce Lake and east of 
Quartz Lake consist of serpentinite and steatite respectively.
It may be supposed that, because the ultrabasic bodies 
generally lack any strong lineation such as is present in the 
surrounding lavas, they must therefore have been Intruded after 
the lineation was formed. However, on the west shores of Kato Lake,
t
numerous xenoliths of these lavas occur in the ultrabasic body 
and do not show the lineation and foliation which is present in 
the nearby lavas from which they appear to have been taken. This 
lack of linear and planar texture in the xenoliths is interpreted 
as indicating that the soft ultrabasic material which surrounds 
them acted as a cushion to protect the xenoliths from the shearing 
forces and that therefore the shearing forces post-date the time 
of intrusion of the ultrabasic.
Gabbro
The large mass of gabbroic rock which dominates the southern 
half of Map 2 is a medium- to coarse-grained structureless body 
consisting of nearly equal amounts of hornblende and oligoclase, 
with minor quartz, magnetite and alteration products (Plate Vb).
All of the described minerals, however, are derived by retrograde 
metamorphism from those which make up a noritic gabbro. The fresh 
gabbro, in the few locations where it is preserved,consists of 
labrador!te (An^^.yo), hypersthene (marginally altered to
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hornblende)» and magnetite (Plate Vila), The altered gabbro will be 
described more fully below, under Alteration,
Evidence of the intrusive nature of the gabbro into the 
metasedimentary rocks is found in the outcrops along its eastern 
contact east of Bruce Lake, Here the gabbro has invaded the 
metasediments, lit-par-lit, with the individual lits of gabbro 
sometimes connected by veins of the same material.
Evidence of the intrusive nature of the gabbro into the 
ultrabasic body is found in the outcrop about 3000 feet to the 
north of the point represented by the extreme southeast corner of 
Map 2, This outcrop, on the south shore of a small lake, consists 
of gabbro and ultrabasic. The gabbro contains several xenoliths 
of ultrabasic rock.
No lineation or foliation was detected in the gabbro,
Unlike the soft ultrabasic rock, it is of similar mineralogy 
to the lavas and therefore, it seems logical to assume, equally 
capable of acquiring the same textures as the lavas. Because, 
however, it did not, it may have been intruded after the forces 
which produced the textures in the lavas ceased to operate,
Granodi ori te
Two types of acid intrusive rock were recognised in the 
area of Map 2. The small plug at the east end Of Quartz Lake 
consists of about equal proportions of quartz, oligoclase and 
hornblende, with a very little potassium feldspar (Plate Vc). The
is
rock equigranular, grey-to pink-weathering, medium- to coarse­
grained and considerably altered. In appearance and mineral 
content it is typical of several granitic masses that occur in 
Price, Fripp and surrounding townships.
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The granitic rock which occurs in the east and west parts 
of Map 2 is pink-weathering, variably fine- to coarse-grained, 
and low in mafic constituents. It is made up of albitic oligoclase 
(from 60 to 100 %), potassium feldspar (0 to 5 %), and quartz 
(0 to 20 %) with minor hornblende. Locally, however, the rock is 
similar to that described in the preceding paragraph. Some 
porphyrltic varieties were seen in which the large pink phenocrysts 
showed Carlsbad twinning. Accessory minerals in the granitic rocks 
are magnetite or pyrite, apatite and sphene but, due to the severe 
alteration which affected the rocks of the area (see below under 
Alteration) considerable sericite, albite, chlorite, epidote, 
kaolin, calcite and hematite ere commonly present as well.
Diabase
Diabases of two types, quartz-bearing (Matachewan) and 
olivine-bearing (Keweenawan or Abitibi) have been recognized in 
the Porcupine area, the former trending in a northerly direction 
and the latter in a nearly easterly direction. A third type, 
termed Sudbury, which trends in a northwesterly direction is 
also present in the district, but not in the Price-Fripp area. 
Thin-sec ti ons have been examined from both the dyke systems in the 
Price-Fripp area without any great differences in mineral make-up 
being detected, except that those from the Abitibi set were less 
altered than those from the Matachewan set. The relative 
freshness of the Abitibi diabases and their apparent intrusion 
through the Matachewan diabases (seen in outcrop in Quartz Lake) 
support the radiochemical and palaeomagnetic data which place the 
Abitibi dykes at a much younger age (Fahrig et al., 1965).
Both diabases are aphanltic to medium-grained, dark, rusty-
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weathering rocks consisting (Plate Vila) of abundant labradorite 
laths and augite with minor interstitial quartz and ilmenite. In 
hand specimen the Matachewan diabase shows a greenish coloured 
tinge in the feldspars due to the presence of alteration products 
not found so abundantly in the Abitibi diabases.
ALTERATION
Regional Metamorphism
As mentioned above (p. 42) the transition in the basic 
lavas from a mineral assemblage consisting of albite, epidote, 
chlorite and quartz to an assemblage made up of oligoclase, 
hornblende and quartz marks the transition from the greenschist 
facies of regional metamorphism to the amphibolite facies. The 
line along which this transition occurs is irregular and trends 
northwestwardly along the strike of the rocks in the area shown 
in Figure 6 a. The greenschist facies occurs to the east in this 
figure and the remaining area lies in the amphibolite facies. The 
transition is accompanied by an increase in grain-size and an 
accompanying strengthing of the visible lineation in the rocks. 
Throughout almost all of the remainder of the Price-Fripp area, 
the strong lineation and foliation and the mineral assemblage 
of the amphibolite facies were observed wherever later alteration 
did not obscure them. An exception is the area by the Grassy River, 
already described (p. 45) where micaceous and chloritic rocks 
occur which were derived from shales. Their mineral content would 
place them in the greenschist facies (Fyfe et al. 1958, pp. 219- 
224). Thus the non-intrusive rocks shown on Map 2 belong to the 
amphibolite facies of regional metamorphism, except for those in
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the extreme northeast as veil as an area in the western pert 
of the map. Both of these two areas contain rocks which belong to 
the greenschist facies.
Contact Metamorphism
Only minor metamorphlc effects were observed about the
diabase dykes of either age. These were a general hardening of
the surrounding rock and a severe hydrothermal alteration^ but the 
hydrothermal alteration may well have preceded the diabase as will 
be discussed below.
Within the lit-par-lit zone around the gabbro mass, and in
the hundred feet or so around the margins of the granodlorite at
Quartz Lake, and also along the contact of the granodlorite at the 
southwest of Map 2, metamorphlc aureoles exist. In the vicinity of 
the granodlorite plug at Quartz Lake, the normally gneissic 
metasedimentary rocks are massive and equigranular and totally 
lacking in the planar and linear textures which they exhibit a few 
hundred feet away. The rocks are fine-grained and are made up of 
quartz and oligoclase with larger acicular crystals of hornblende 
(plate Via). The metasedimentary rocks in lits near the gabbro 
are similarly recrystallized, the gneissosity having been destroyed.
A similar effect is observed in the basic rocks near the 
granodlorite at the southwest of Map 2, although there is 
nothing to indicate which produced the contact metamorphism, the 
granodlorite or the gabbro. Again, the gneissosity has been 
destroyed and the rock consists of nearly equigranular oligoclase, 
hornblende and quartz (Plate VIb). The mineral assemblages 
quoted belong to the hornblende hornfels facies of contact 
metamorphism (Fyfe ct a 1., 1958 , p. 209).
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(a) Altered metasediment, Quartz Lake.
(b) Altered metavoleantc, southwest part of Map 2.
PLATE VI - Photomicrographs from contact metamorphic rocks.
Both, X 80. Both under crossed niçois.
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As mentioned above, the gneissosity and lineation increase 
with the metamorphism. Moreover, particular minerals which formed 
with the regional metamorphism (eg. hornblende) also formed in 
such an orientation^to produce the linear texture. Therefore, the 
lineation (and probably also the foliation) formed at the same 
time as the regional metamorphism took place. As the contact 
metamorphism from the granodlorite and from the gabbro destroyed 
these textures, it seems most likely that they were intruded at 
some time after the regional metamorphism took place.
Retrograde Metemorphism
Most of the rocks of the area are more or less altered to 
assemblages of hydrous minerals such as chlorite and sericite, 
indicating that at some time they have been subject to widespread 
alteration involving the addition of water. Some of this 
alteration may be due to deuterisra--for example the hornblende 
developed on the pyroxene crystals in gabbro as shown in Plate 
VIIa--but mbst is due to hydrothermalism which is related to 
faulting.
The alteration is easily detected in hand specimen, especially 
in the gabbro, but it can also be recognised in specimens of 
diabase and granodiorite. Fresh gabbro exhibits glittering, nearly 
black, pyroxene and dark grey feldspars. Even when only slightly 
altered, however, the pyroxene is almost entirely converted to dull 
greenish black hornblende while the feldspars show a rim of whitish 
material which contrasts with their darker core. Thin-section 
examination shows that this whitish material is made up of albite, 
sericite, end other secondary minerals.
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(b)
(d)
PLATE VII- Photomicrographs showing hydrothermal alteration.
All under crossed nicols. (a), (b), (d) X 80; (c) X 120
(a) Unaltered gabbro (b) Highly altered gabbro from the east 
shore of Bruce Lake (c) Unaltered Matachewan diabase 
(d) Highly altered Matachewan diabase from Bruce Lake.
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The most commonly observed gabbro Is made up of the 
whitish (sericitized) feldspar, hornblende, quartz and magnetite. 
Where alteration is extreme the feldspars are brick red and the 
hornblende dull green. All stages of sericitization of the 
feldspars exist, from the unaltered variety in the fresh gabbro 
through marginally and entirely whitened feldspars to the brick 
red alteration referred to above. The reddening of the feldspars 
is also to be found in all stages from marginally to entirely 
altered. It is due to staining from minute inclusions in the 
sericitized feldspars of hematite which was in all probability 
derived by oxidation from the magnetite in the gabbro (Plate Vllb). 
In the most severely altered rocks the magnetite has been entirely 
converted to hematite,and epidote, kaolinite, chlorite and calcite 
are also present.
Alteration in the granodiorite at the east end of Quartz 
Lake is similar: the feldspars are whitened or reddened by sericite 
or hematite and the hornblende has been partly converted to 
chlorite. In the diabase which outcrops near the shores of Quartz 
and Bruce Lakes (Plate VIIc and Vlld) similar alteration occurs.
The alteration is distributed along north-south lines. In 
its severest form (the brick red variety) it occurs in a band 
perhaps 200 feet wide along the east shore of Quartz Lake and the 
west shore of Bruce Lake and continues for at least a mile beyond 
the ends of these lakes in a north and south direction. It is also 
found for a few inches in both the gabbro and the granodiorite 
at either contact of the diabase dykes, but is not found beyond a 
mile eastward or westward from Bruce and Quartz Lakes--except in 
the southeast portion of Map 2 where it follows a northwest- 
trending fault.
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The alteration which occurs at the margins of the diabase 
dykes may well have been produced by solutions which emanated 
from the dykes at the time of their intrusion, but the broad 
band of alteration which follows Bruce and Quartz Lakes exactly 
parallels and is very close to the plane of a major fault which 
bisects the map area (see below) and appears therefore to have 
been produced by solutions which emanated from it. Similarly, the 
alteration near the fault in the southeast part of the area appears 
to have been produced by solutions from that fault. As will be 
indicated in Chapter A, the diabases probably occupy fault planes 
which antedate their intrusion and it may well be that the 
alteration is related to these faults rather than directly to 
the diabases.
Silicification
The alteration zone which is marked at the southeast 
corner of Map 2 is similar to that described above in that the 
feldspars have been altered to hydrous minerals and stained with 
hematite and the ferromagnesi an minerals have been altered to 
chlorite. However, the percentage each of feldspar-derived and 
ferromagnesian-derived minerals is considerably less than in the 
altered gabbro which occurs elsewhere in the map area and the 
percentage of quartz is considerably more. The quartz, which in 
places accounts for 50 % of the rock, occurs as fine disseminations 
and veinlets within and through the coarser-grained minerals which 
make up the gabbro and appears, therefore, to have been introduced. 
This zone of alteration (silicification), occuring as it does near 
a fault, may well have been produced by solutions from the fault. 
However, it more closely outlines the contact of a serpcntinized
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ultrabasic body and it is possible that it was derived from the
ultrabasic body itself if the serpentiniration preceded in such
a way as to release silica, A balanced equation for such a process 
is given in Turner and Verhoogen (1960, p. 319), but this Involves 
the release of magnesia as well as silica and no magnesia 
metasomatism is found near to the silicification. Throughout the 
ultrabasic body, however, veinlets of magnesite frequently occur
which may account for the magnesia in the equation.
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
Folding
Volcanic pillow tops and sedimentary structures indicate 
that all rocks in the area covered by Map 2 have tops to the 
north or northeast. In the area immediately to the north of Map 
2, on the east shore of Kato Lake is an outcrop of basic lava 
with pillow tops facing to the southwest. Thus a synclinal axis 
trends in a southeasterly direction through Kato Lake.
The sedimentary rocks which outcrop to the west of Quartz 
Lake all top to the north and northeast. Farther to the west, 
about 1^ miles beyond the area of Map 2, these rocks appear to 
swing southward and to contain sedimentary structures which 
indicate tops to the west, although this conclusion is doubtful 
as, due to metamorphism of the rocks to gneisses, the identification 
of the original rock type and of sedimentary structures is not 
positive. It appears, however, that an anticline trends and also 
plunges in a northwesterly direction in the southwest part of 
Map 2 with its axis through, or near to, the gabbro mass.
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Lineation in the rocks plunges to the southeast and it may 
be that, if the lineation is formed by the intersection of the 
schistosity with the bedding traces (de Sitter, 1964, p. 271), 
the folds also plunge to the southeast. However, the basic lavas 
in the syncline thicken in exposed width towards the northwest 
and thin, in fact appear to terminate on the fold axis, to the 
southeast, thus indicating that this fold may plunge to the 
northwest. As indicated above, the anticline also appears to 
plunge to the northwest. Attitudes of the bedding near the nose 
of this fold are such as to indicate that the angle of plunge is 
about 40°, The lineation is nearly perpendicular to this, plunging 
at about 50° to the southeast. It appears to mark the intersection 
of two s-planes, the schistosity and a weaker foliation. This 
weaker foliation, where exposed, strikes at about 70° east of 
north and dips at about 50° to the southeast. The significance 
of the weak foliation is not known, but it is nearly parallel, 
at least in strike direction if not dip, with the younger 
schistosity in Tisdale Township to the north. In Fripp Township, 
however, it would appear that the schistosity is younger as it 
is much more highly developed than the weaker foliation, although 
the possibility that they are both synchronous cannot be 
overlooked (Turner and Weiss, 1963, p. 125).
Fau 1 ting
In the northeastern part of Map 2 a fault, with an unknown 
direction of or amount of displacement, is indicated by a band of 
intense shearing within and parallel with the ultrabasic body of 
Kato Lake,
In the southeastern part of Map 2 an Abitibi diabase dyke
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has been clearly offset with a left-hand displacement of about 
400 feet, with a vertical displacement of about the same amount 
as Indicated by slickensides which plunge northward at 45°. Thus 
the vertical displacement is such that the west side has moved 
upwards. The fault plane is indicated by a strongly sheared band 
within the ultrabasic body with a northwesterly strike and a 
vertical dip, both apparently parallel with the ultrabasic. No 
other evidence of the existence of this fault is found in outcrop 
farther to the northwest, but the isomagnetic contour lines which 
outline, on the geophysical maps, two diabase dykes show that 
these diabase 'dykes are each offset with a left-hand displacement 
of about 800 feet where they cross the ultrabasic body. As this 
offset is within the ultrabasic body, on strike with the above- 
mentioned fault, and with left-hand displacement, it is concluded 
that it was produced by the same fault. The two dykes which are 
offset by this fault by 800 feet belong to the Matachewan swarm 
and are therefore considerably older than the Abitibi dyke which 
is offset by only 400 feet. It therefore seems that the fault 
was active, after the Matachewan dykes were intruded, both before 
and after the Abitibi dykes were intruded. In each case the 
horizontal displacement was 400 feet.
In the southwest part of the area covered by Map 2, an 
cast-trending fault with a left-handed offset of about 400 feet 
is indicated by a displacement of a band of basic rock, by the 
abrupt termination of diabase dykes and by a nearly straight 
erosional valley along its course. In the area to the north of 
this a small, parallel fault is Indicated by the left-handed 
displacement of a band of basic rock. There is some indication of 
the existence of an east-trending fault with right-handed offset
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of a few hundred feet which occurs about Ik miles to the east of 
the fault referred to immediately above. Its existence is suggested 
by isomagnetic contours which are indicative of diabase dykes and 
which show apparent offset of these dykes of about 600 feet,
A fault which passes up Quartz and Bruce Lakes and has a 
displacement of several miles was first discovered during the 
field mapping of 1961 and named the Quartz Lake Fault, Since then 
it has beeb traced southward for over 50 miles and northward for 
nearly 1 0 0  miles and is followed for much of its length by the 
valley of the Mattagami River, by virtue of which fact it is now 
known as the Mattagami River Fault (see Chapter 4). In the Price- 
Fripp Area the Mattagami River Fault is indicated by *
1, horizontal offset of the Archaean rocks of the area with a
left-handed displacement of 3,1 miles,
2, horizontal offset of the Proterozoic intrusive rocks with a 
left-handed displacement of 3000 feet,
3, severe shearing in the Matachewan diabase at the northwest of 
Bruce Lake which, owing to north-plunging slickensides in 
the shearing, indicates that the west side has moved upwards,
4, a strong left-handed drag in the sedimentary rocks in the area 
to the north of Quartz Lake,
5, a zone of hydrothermal alteration which extends, in its
severest form, for at least 1 0 0  feet on either side of the 
fault plane and, in a less severe form, for about one mile 
on either side of the fault plane, and
6 , a pronounced topographic depression over the fault plane 
(Frontispiece and Plate VIII),
It will later be shown (in Chapter 4) that the Mattagami 
River Fault is the principal and youngest fault in a system of
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PLATE VIII - Aerial Photograph of the Price-Frlpp-Musgrove Area.
Royal Canadian Air Force Photograph A 16551 - 63 
Approximate Scale* 1 inch » 1 mile
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closely spaced, north-trending, parallel faults which are 
related to a Proterozoic rift system which reached its maximum 
development in an area to the north and west of the areas of 
study covered by this thesis. The earliest displacement of the 
faults in this system antedated 2400 m.y. (million years), the 
approximate date of intrusion of the Matachewan diabase dyke 
system, but the major displacement postdated 2400 m.y. and some 
of the displacement occured later than 1 2 0 0  m.y. ago, the 
approximate date of intrusion of the Abitibi diabases.
Northward from the Price-Fripp area the net horizontal 
displacement of the Mattagami River Fault increases from 3 to 
7% miles in a distance of about 50 miles. It is believed that 
much of this increase in displacement was produced by a number 
of northwest-trending left-handed faults which join the main 
fault at various places. The fault described on page 65 above 
is believed to be one of these.
GEOMORPHOLOGY
Because of severe modification of the topography of the 
area by glaciers and recent sedimentation, there is little 
topographic expression of the lithology and structure of the 
area, except as follows (Plate VIII);
1. The Mattagami River Fault is indicated by a topographic 
depression which extends for many miles and which is occupied 
by lakes, streams and eskers,
2, The ultrabasic intrusion at Kato Lake occurs In a topographic 
depression and it (or a fault within it) can be traced to the 
southeast for several miles.
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3. The gabbro-metasedimentary contact area to the east of Bruce 
Lake, the Abitibi diabase in Quartz Lake, and the east-trending 
fault in the southwestern part of Map 2 are all marked by 
topographic depressions,
4. The light grey area on Plate VIII to the west of Bruce Lake is 
underlain by granite, gabbro, and felsic gneisses,
GEOPHYSICS
Isomagnetic contour maps were used extensively as a means 
of determining rock types in areas of no outcrop in the areas 
covered by Maps 2, 3, and 4 in this thesis. In the northeastern 
part of Map 2 the relationship between the lithology and the 
geophysical results is particularly well shown because of the 
great amount of outcrop present.
Two geophysical surveys were made for Hollinger Consolidated 
Gold Mines along the picket lines shown on Map 2, An electromagnetic 
survey outlined the extent of certain geological features--mainly 
clay layers in the overburden, graphitic zones, fault planes, and 
sulphide bodies--which conduct electricity more readily than the 
surrounding rock or overburden, A magnetic survey was useful for 
locating geological contacts between rock units which have 
contrasting magnetic susceptibilities.
An example of a magnetic survey is shown as an isomagnetic 
contour map (Figure 6 b, p. 38 above) which is a transparent 
overlay for the geological map of Figure 6 a, Although contoured at 
intervals of 250 gammas (maps used for interpretation of the 
geology were contoured at 2 0  or 25 gammas) the overlay shows that 
the isomagnetic contour maps are useful for outlining the geology 
of an area in the Porcupine, without the use of the mathematical
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interpretation methods of the standard geophysical textbooks 
(eg. Nettleton, 1940, pp. 199-225).
The rocks in the area covered by Figure 6 a have increasing 
magnetic expression on Figure 6 b in the following order;
me ta sedimentary rocks, 
basic lavas, 
diabase , 
ultrabasic,
magnetite-bearing iron formation.
One band of iron formation showed no magnetic contrast with the 
surrounding metaaedimentary rocks because of the lack of contained 
magnetite, the iron being bound up in pyrite instead. Magnetic 
"highs" in and near the contact of the ultrabasic body were found 
to indicate the presence of disseminated pyrrhotite in the 
ultrabasic, while similar "highs” In the volcanic rocks were 
found to be over tuffaceous layers at points where a little 
disseminated magnetite occurs in the tuffs.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
1, The earliest event that is recorded in the Price-Fripp area 
is the deposition of a thick pile of sedimentary rocks consisting 
of shale, greyvacke, and iron formation. There is no indication of 
a basement on which this pile was laid down or from which the sed­
iments which make it up are derived, although the abundance of 
greyvacke might indicate basic lavas in the source area. There is 
in fact no absolute proof that the sediments are definitely older 
than the overlying basic lavas due to the possibility of knife-edge 
faulting which is difficult to detect without the presence of foss­
ils to indicate relative age. However, in the absence of any evid­
ence of the presence of such faulting the apparent stratigraphie 
relationships must be accepted. At the top of the sedimentary pile 
there is evidence of slight discordance, but not of faulting.
The stratigraphie thickness of the sedimentary rocks has 
been estimated, by multiplying the cosecant of the angle of dip 
by the amount of outcrop thickness of the sedimentary pile, at 
about 6000 feet. This method is accurate for rocks which simply 
dip into the ground but may not hold for rocks in which similar 
folding took place. Carey (1960, pp. 115-116) suggests that true 
thickness can only be determined by measuring up the schistosity 
where similar folding has taken place. This could give several times 
the thickness as determined by the cosecant method. In the Price- 
Fripp area there is no way, with the available information, of 
determining the relative amounts of concentric folding (for which 
the cosecant method holds true) and similar folding (for which the 
schistosity is used). The estimated thickness of the sedimentary
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pile, d e t e r m i n e d  by the cosecant method to be about 6000 feet, 
therefore gives a m i n i m u m  value for the true s t r a t i g r a p h i e  thickness, 
assuming no r e p e t i t i o n  or o m i s s i o n  due to faulting. West of the 
Mattagami River Fault these rocks may be about 2000 feet thicker.
Some indication of the time which was required to deposit the 
sedimentary pile may be given by the iron formations if the seasonal 
hypothesis for their deposition (p, 48 above) is accepted. The bands 
which are made up of one layer of iron and one layer of silica are 
deposited during the course of one year and, as they each equal about 
one inch, the sedimentation takes place at the rate of one inch per 
year. Near Kato Lake one section of iron formation can be traced 
along strike into an equal thickness of material derived from a shale, 
thus indicating that the shale may have been deposited at the same 
rate of about one inch per year. At this rate the aggregate thickness 
of shale was deposited in about 50,000 years. If the greyvacke was 
also deposited at about the same rate then the total time required 
for the deposition of the Price-Fripp sedimentary pile is estimated 
at 100,000 years, but the figures given by Petti John ( 1957) pp, 6 8 8 - 
689 indicate that 10,000,000 years would be a more accurate estimate. 
However, an examination of the iron formation (Plate lb) shows that, 
although each "year" consists of an iron band and a silica band, each 
silica band and each iron band contains about 2 0  iron-silica cycles.
It may be, therefore, that the figure of 100,000 years should be 
multiplied by 40 to give a better estimate of sedimentation time.
2, A series of basic lavas was laid down over the sedimentary rocks, 
probably in water, to judge from the pillows and the sedimentary rock 
association, Basic sills were intruded into the lavas, probably not 
long after the lavas were laid down,Some sills also occur among the 
Sedimentary rocks.
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3. Folding was in two directions. One, with the fold axes trending 
to the northwest, is paralleled by the dominant schistosity of the 
area. The other is Inferred from the plunge of these folds to the 
northwest and may have had its fold axis trending to the northeast, 
perhaps with the anticlinal axis within the area covered by Map 2. 
The relative ages of the two sets of fold axes is not known and they 
may in fact be contemporaneous.
4 . At the same time as folding took place, shearing and regional 
metamorphism of the rocks also took place, developing in them 
mineral assemblages of the greenschist and of the amphibolite facies 
of metamorphism. Preceding the regional metamorphism, but probably 
during an early phase of the folding, ultrabasic intrusives were 
emplaced, at least one of which was along the axis of a fold. It 
may be that, as the ultrabasic intrusives appear to antedate the 
shearing, and therefore the similar folding, they were intruded 
during a period of concentric folding which may have preceded the 
similar folding. Concentric folds, originating by horizontal 
compression (Carey, 1962, p.127) might be expected to have zones
of distension along their crests which would accept magmatic 
intrusion. As all of the ultrabasic intrusions trend to the 
northwest, this may be the direction of the earlier folding,
5. Post-dating the regional metamorphism, intrusions of noritic 
gabbro and granodiorite occurred. These intrusions took place at 
considerable depth as evidenced by their coarse-grained (i.e. 
unchilled) contacts. The granitic intrusions of the Porcupine area, 
and of the Superior Province in general, mark the close of the 
Archaean in Canada (Stockwell, 1964, p.l).
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6 * The first event that is recorded in the area In Proterozolc time, 
but occurring so close to Archaean time as to be almost inseparable 
from it by radiochemical means (Figure 5, p . 22), vas the intrusion 
of a svarm of north-trending Matachevan diabase dykes* These dykes 
are associated vith a fault system which has had a very long period 
of activity and which has produced widespread alteration in the 
surrounding rocks by providing channelways for hydrothermal 
solutions.
7. A second set of diabase dykes was Intruded in late Proterozolc 
time and has a northeasterly trend.
8 . The faulting referred to above is demonstrated most clearly by 
the Mattagami River Fault which bisects the Price-Fripp area along 
a north-south line. There is evidence that it is younger than the 
older diabase dykes and that its greatest displacement took place 
before the intrusion of the younger diabase dykes, but that some 
of its displacement took place after the intrusion of the younger 
diabase dykes. Apparent horizontal displacement is 3.1 miles in a 
left-handed direction. However, there is evidence that the west side 
has moved upwards relative to the east side and, as the rocks which 
were used to determine the displacement dip northwards, the vert­
ical displacement has made the apparent displacement less than the 
real horizontal displacement. A few miles to the north the apparent 
displacement of vertically-dipping rocks is 4.5 miles, but it is 
known that the displacement across the main fault decreases south­
wards due to southeast-trending subsidiary faults which have taken 
up some of the offset. One of these occurs in the Price-Fripp
area and has a left-handed displacement of 800 feet, measured
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horizontally, and a vertical displacement of at least 400 feet, the 
vest side having moved upwards in relation to the east.
9. The alteration referred to in item 6 above is most strongly 
developed in the gabbro and least strongly developed in the diabase 
dykes, especially the younger ones. Its effect has been to convert 
pyroxene to hornblende, chlorite, magnetite and quartz, to alter 
magnetite to hematite and to change plagioclase feldspar into 
assemblages consisting of albite, sericite and kaolinite
(and probably also paragonite, margarite and montmori 1 lonite) 
due to the addition of water to the rock.
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CHAPTER 3 
The Timmins Area
Introduction
During the past 60 years the 20 mines which have from time 
to time operated near Timmins have extracted about $1,600,000,000 
worth of gold and other metals from the Archaean rocks of the area 
More than 1000 miles of underground workings, to a depth of 8000 
feet, and over 3500 miles of diamond drilling have explored the 
rocks as a result of these mining operations and a great amount of 
geological information has been obtained by underground geological 
mapping and drill core examination. As mentioned
above (p. 14) a detailed geological map has been published to
cover Tisdale and surrounding townships, wherein are situated most
of the mines, and this information is summarised here on Figure 7.
Underground information from the McIntyre Mine is presented on 
Section 1,
No recent general report which describes the geology of the 
Timmins area has been published, but the information contained on 
Figure 7 and on Section 1, combined with information from various
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published sources and from personal field work and geophysical 
interpretation, is here summarised to outline the probable 
geological history of the area.
The area to be described in Chapter 4 lies immediately to 
the north of Timmins but contains, unlike the area near Timmins, 
very little outcrop. It is felt that, to unravel the geological 
history of the area to the north of Timmins, an understanding of 
the geology in the vicinity of Timmins where outcrop and other 
information Is abundant, should first be obtained.
Strati graphy
A brief account of the geology in the vicinity of Timmins 
is presented on page 2 0  above and in tabular form on page 2 1 .
The oldest rocks exposed are andésites, basalts, basic sills and 
jtuffaceous rocks which form the Tisdale Group. These rocks are 
overlain by an agglomerate and sedimentary layer termed the Krist 
Horizon which is in turn overlain by a thick sedimentary sequence 
termed the Hoyle Group. The Hoyle Group Is overlain by the 
Timiskaming sedimentary series. Intrusive rocks include serpentin- 
ized peridot!te, porphyry, and diabase as well as the sills of 
basic rock within the Tisdale Group.
Another group of rocks, not mentioned in the Table of 
Formations on page 21 above, is the Deloro Group which outcrops 
at the extreme southeast corner of Figure 7 and which is separated 
from the rocks of the Tisdale Group (and the other rocks mentioned 
above) by a fault. The fault is known as the Destor-Porcupine 
Fault or, in older literature, the Porcupine Creek Fault. It and 
the Deloro Group will be discussed later in this Chapter.
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FIGURE 7a- Structural Map of the Tisdale Area-
The open circles indicate mine shafts.
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TISDALE GROUP. The basic rocks which make up most of the Tisdale 
Group occur in distinctive, steeply-dipping bands which are usually
termed ’^ uniform” or "structured" on the basis of the absence or
of
presence spherules, pillows and other visible textures and struct­
ures that allow their differentiation In hand specimen. The terms 
are far from rigid, and rocks containing quartz "eyes"— the 
criterion for recognising d a d  ted in the area (Plate Xc)-- are 
included with the *uni form' rocks, and all rocks have a strongly 
developed linear and planar texture (Plate IXa) . On the basis of 
the spacings between, and the order of, particular bands of 
''structured'rock and their parallelism with tuff bands, a detailed 
stratigrophic subdivision of the Tisdale Group has been made (Jones, 
1960, p. 59) and the structure determined. Section 1, p.83, 
illustrates the structure as determined in the McIntyre Mine,
The basic rocks in the Tisdale Group are described as lavas 
and termed either andésite or dacite, although it may well be that 
some of the uniform rocks are sills. Nearly 100 5102 determinations 
have been made from the rocks in the McIntyre Mine which were 
identified both in hand specimen and thln-section as dacite or 
andésite. The "dacites" varied from 48 to 54 7. S102 and the 
*Vinde si te s" f rom 43 to 66 %, thus indicating that the visual identif­
ication of the rock was often in error (Table 1). In the vicinity 
of quartz veins the values were as low as 31 % S102» suggesting that 
the silica in the veins may have been derived from the basic rock. 
Similar observations have been made at other mines in the Tisdale 
area (T.C.Holmes, personal communication) and elsewhere (Boyle, 1961) 
The basic rocks are made up of albite, quartz, epidote, 
carbonate, chlorite, leucoxene, hematite, sericite and other second­
ary minerals (Plate Xa, Xb and Xc) and therefore belong to the
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(a)
(b)
PLATE IX
(a) Lineated andésite, southwest Tisdale Township.
(b) Lineated porphyry, southwest Tisdale Township.
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M is
(a)
(b)
( c) )
PLATE X - Photomicrographs of basic lavas from the McIntyre Mine.
All X 80, crossed ni cols.
(a) Andésite (b) Coarse-grained Andésite (c) Dacite
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greenschist facies of regional tne tamo r phi stn (Fyfc » 1958 , pp.
167, 169).
Tuffaceous bands within the Tisdale Group are thin, being 
measured in a few tens of feet or in Inches, and are composed of 
small fragments of felsic material in bands measuring a fraction of 
a millimetre thick which alternate with bands of carbon. Sometimes 
the rock is predominantly of carbon (Plates XIa, Xlb).
A total thickness for the Tisdale Group is difficult to 
determine. By measuring up the schistosity as recommended by Carey 
(1960, p. 127), a value of about 25,000 feet is reached. This inclu­
des the 8000 feet exposed in mine workings (Section 1 % the schist­
osity is nearly vertical) and a further 17,000 feet added to this 
by projecting the upper contact of the Tisdale Group from where it 
occurs to the east of the plane of section, up the plunge of the 
rocks to the plane of Section 1. The line of section is marked on 
Figure 7; the rocks plunge eastward at 40 to 45®. However, as with 
the folds in the Price-Fripp area (p. 71 above) the amount of 
similar folding as compared with cylindrical folding is not known 
and the figure of 25,000 feet must be considered to be a maximum 
value for the thickness of the exposed Tisdale Group. A much lower 
thickness, presumably based upon the assumption of concentric 
folding has been given by Ferguson (1966, p. 101) at 4000 feet; 
Goodwin (1962a, p. 961) estimates between 10,000 and 20,000 feet.
The base of the Tisdale Group is not exposed.
THE KRIST HORIZON. The base of the Krist, immediately above the 
Tisdale Group, is a band of slate-like tuffaceous material in 
thicknesses up to 200 feet. Drilling by McIntyre Mines (Moore, 1953, 
p. 45) through the Krist Horizon shows that it lies on the older
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(a)
(b)
PLATE XI - Photomicrographs of tuffs from the Tisdale Group.
Both X 80, Plane Light.
(a) Felsic Tuff, McIntyre Mine (b) Carbonaceous Tuff from
the Hollinger Mine
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Tisdale Group with an angular unconformity of about 10® and that 
it was laid down on a terrain which exhibited topographic relief 
of about 1 0 0  feet.
The bulk of the Krist Horizon is made up of a coarse 
agglomerate (Plate Xll). This agglomerate contains fragments of 
basic rock similar to that in the Tisdale Group (Plate Xllla) and 
of felsite (Plate Xllb), but these are rare and the commonest 
fragments are of grey feldspar porphyry. T^e porphyry fragments 
are angular to sub-rounded and range in size up to a foot or more 
in length, but most commonly are about three inches in length.
They are enclosed in a groundmass of similar material which is 
commonly finer grained than the fragments.
The Krist Horizon has been described as a latite welded 
tuff (Ferguson, 1966) and both the groundmass and the porphyritic 
fragments are chemically and petrograph!ca11 y (Evans, 1944, p.1132) 
indistinguishable from several feldspar, porphyry bodies which 
intrude the Tisdale Group. This has led some writers (eg. Evans,
1 dem) to conclude that the porphyry bodies may have been volcanic 
feeders for the Krist Horizon.
The mineral composition of the porphyry bodies (and therefore 
of the Krist Horizon) will be outlined below,
THE HOYLE GROUP. The thick sedimentary pile which overlies the 
Krist and Tisdale rocks both to the east and to the west of Timmins 
is termed the Hoyle Group. In the eastern part of the area (Figure 
7) it is nearly conformable with the Krist rocks, but in the 
western part there is an angular unconformity between the two rock 
units of nearly 90®. Two rock-types alternate to make up the group; 
greywacke and argillite.
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(a)
(b)
¥
PLATE XII - The Krist Horizon
(a) Porphyritic fragments in a porphyritic groundmass
(b) A felsite fragment in a porphyritic groundmass.
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(a)
m
(b)
PLATE XIII - Photomicrographs from the Krist Horizon.
Both X 40, crossed nicols.
(a) The contact between a basic fragment and the groundmass.
(b) Part of a fragment of feldspar porphyry.
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The greywacke occurs in steeply dipping beds which are 
between one and 10 inches thick (Plate XlVa) and are composed of 
angular fragments of rock and minerals which occur in all sizes 
up to about 1 mm. (Plate XVa)• Quartz, feldspar and hornblende 
form the principal mineral grains while calclte, sericite and 
chlorite commonly occur between the grains to form a matrix. A 
few fragments of basic rock were recognised in thln-section. It 
is a common assumption among the geologists in the Timmins area 
that the Hoyle Series was derived from the rocks of the Tisdale 
Group, but Donaldson and Jackson (1965) point out that the 
abundance of quartz grains in greywackes, in grain sizes larger 
than those found in the basic rock piles, suggests that the clastic 
sediments were derived from a terrain in which quartz-bearing 
intrusive rocks were exposed at the time of sedimentation. Their 
argument concerns an area which is several hundred miles to the 
northwest of Timmins , but it could just as well apply in
the Timmins area. Also, the writer has obtained 14 Si0 2  determin­
ations from the rocks of the Hoyle Group and these have an average 
value of 64 %, which is about 5 % higher than the average obtained 
from the rocks of the Tisdale Group. This may indicate that the 
sediments for the Hoyle rocks were eroded from a terrain that 
contained rocks which were more siliceous than those in the Tisdale 
G roup.
The argillites in the Hoyle Group are texturally and 
ml neralogica 1 ly similar to the greywackes, but finer grained and 
with a greater percentage of mafic constituents (Plate XVb). Where 
very fine-grained, the argillites contain considerable amounts of 
carbon (Plate XVb). It is likely that rocks derived from shales, 
mudstones and impure siltstones are included in this category.
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(a)
% •a
(b)
PLATE XIV - (a) Alternating greywacke and argillite of the Hoyle
Group, southeast Tisdale Township.
(b) Unconformity between the Hoyle Group and the
Timiskaming Series, southeast Tisdale Township,
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(a)
(b)
PLATE XV - Photomicrographs of sedimentary rocks from 
the Hoyle Group. Both X 50, Plane Light.
(a) Greywacke (b) Argillite
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Although there is a foliation developed in the rocks of the 
Hoyle Group, it is neither so strongly developed nor as uniformly 
present as it is in the Tisdale rocks. Very little, if any, 
evidence of regional metamorphism is present. As a result, sediment­
ary structures such as current bedding, graded bedding, flow casts 
and ripple marks are preserved. Bedding-plane s1ickensides, an 
indication of concentric folding (de Sitter, 1964, p. 185) are very 
common. The Hoyle Group is at least 3000 feet thick.
THE TIMISKAMING SERIES. Overlying the Hoyle rocks with a very great 
angular unconformity are the Timiskaming conglomerate, greywacke and 
argillite. These rock-types make up the Timiskaming Series in the 
area and reach a total combined thickness of a little over 1300 
feet. The conglomerate consists of a matrix made up of lithic and 
mineral fragments which contains pebbles which are occasionally 
several feet in length, but most commonly are between one and two 
inches in size (Plate XVI). The pebbles are chiefly of basic rock 
(Plate XVIIa) similar to that which occurs in the Tisdale Group, 
but argillite, greywacke, felsite and porphyry pebbles also occur. 
The porphyry (Plate XVIIb) is very similar to that which occurs in 
the Krist Horizon and in the porphyry intrusives of the area, except 
that it is commonly fresher (Holmes, 1964, p. 33).
Folding
The Timiskaming rocks, the youngest in the area, have been 
folded into a syncline with steeply-dipping limbs. The axial 
plane is nearly vertical and the axial plane cleavage strikes at 
an azimuth of 070®. At its western extremity the Timiskaming 
syncline plunges eastward at an angle of about 40®.
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(a)
'S.
(b)
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PLATE XVI - The Timiskaming Conglomerate
(a) In Taylor Township (b) In Tisdale Township
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It is apparent that the Timiskaming rocks have been subjected 
to two periods of deformation: one which folded them along a north­
east line and another which tilted them towards the northeast. They 
rest unconformably, in the eastern part of Tisdale Township (Figure 
7), on Hoyle rocks in which two periods of deformation are also 
recorded: one along northeasterly-trending axes and the other along 
northwesterly-trending axes.
The northeasterly fold axes in the Hoyle Group may well have 
been produced at the same time as the northeasterly folds in the 
Timiskaming rocks, but the northwesterly folds (produced by what 
will be termed the Tisdale folding) are older. A syncline which was 
produced by the Tisdale folding is seen in sedtion in the eastern 
part of Figure 7. This may well have been flattened by subsequent 
folding from another direction, but its original attitude may be 
approximated by "unfolding" the overlying Timiskaming rocks using 
models or stereograph!c projections. In the present study a plasti- 
cene model was used and, after it was "unfolded'% it appeared that the 
syncline trended in a northwesterly direction and pitched gently 
to the southeast when the Timiskaming rocks were laid down.
An anticline to parallel the above-mentioned syncline can be 
inferred on Figure 7 to the west of the syncline. This anticline, 
whose axis can be located through the symmetry of various marker 
horizons in the Tisdale Group (Figure 7a), trends nearly east-west 
in the southernmost part of Tisdale Township, but swings northward 
in the southwestern part of Tisdale Township and trends north-south 
throughout the remainder of Tisdale Township and Murphy Township.
The limbs of this anticline (here termed the Tisdale anticline) have 
not been observed in outcrop in the Hoyle rocks, but their attitudes 
can be measured in the Tisdale Group in mine workings. The west limb.
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is overturned and dips to the east at 80®; the east limb dips to 
the east at about 40®. The lineation in the Tisdale Group plunges 
to the east at about 45® or, in places, a greater angle and may 
mark the intersection of the axial plane of the Tisdale folds vith 
the plane of the later schistosity in which it lies.
Northeast-trending folding in the Tisdale Group, although 
parallel with the folding in the Timiskaming rocks, is older-- 
8 1 least in part— because the dips which were produced in the rocks 
of the Tisdale Group are steeper by at least 10® and commonly by 
20® or even 30®. Moreover, the schistosity and metamorphic alter­
ation is much more highly developed in the Tisdale rocks.
Evidence of yet another direction of folding is to be found
in the McIntyre Mine. Although the dominant schistosity there is 
in a northeasterly direction and parallel therefore with the long
axes in the larger folds in the Tisdale Rocks as shown in Figure 7,
/
the intrusions of porphyry (to be discussed later) occupy anticlinal 
axes which trend nearly due east and plunge to the east at about
40® .
The wavelength of the east-west folds referred to above is 
about 4000 feet and their amplitude as shown in Section 1 is about 
2000 feet. The Tisdale folding has a wavelength of about 6 miles 
and an amplitude of 4 while the northeast-trending folds in the 
northern part of Tisdale Township have a wavelength and amplitude
of 2 and 3 miles respectively.
Faulting
Two major faults are shown in Figure 7. The earlier is the 
Destor-Porcupine Fault which appears in the southeastern part of 
the figure and strikes in a northeasterly direction. The later 
fault is called the Burrows-Benedict Fault and strikes to:tha
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north throughout Tisdale Township, but bends or forks to a 
northwesterly direction in Murphy Township (Figure 7).
The Burrows-Benedict Fault has a left-handed displacement of 
about half a mile and a nearly vertical dip, but the vertical 
displacement is not known. It is a subsidiary fault of the Mattagami 
River Fault System which will be discussed in the next chapter.
The Destor-Porcupine Fault dips steeply to the northwest 
(Moore, 1953, p.48) and is followed for most of its length by talc- 
carbonate schists which are usually considered to be ultrabasic 
intrusives. However, numerous chemical analyses by the assay 
laboratories of Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines and McIntyre 
Porcupine Mines have indicated that the rocks in the fault are not 
ultrabasic intrusives but more likely are sheared basic lavas. 
Specifically, MgO values from the fault rocks approximate 6 7. and 
AI2 O 3 values exceed 12 7. which, as Tables 3 and 6 above indicate, 
are more typical of the andésites than of the ultrabasics.
Displacement across the Destor-Porcupine Fault has not been 
determined as there are no equivalents of the rocks which occur on 
one side of the fault recognised on the other side. The Tisdale 
Anticline can be traced for nearly 40 miles northward from the 
fault (Chapter 4) along which distance it trends almost perfectly 
in a north-south direction. However, at about 3 miles from the 
Destor-Porcupine Fault it swings eastward so as to be nearly 
parallel with the fault where the two meet. This swing in the strike 
direction of the fold is here Interpreted as being due to drag from 
the fault, which in turn indicates that the fault has moved with 
considerable displacement in a left-handed direction. Drag of a 
similar magnitude was produced by the Mattagami River Fault, as will 
be shown in Chapter 4. Because progressively older horizons in the
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Tisdale Group are exposed as the Destor-Porcupine Fault is approa­
ched from the north it would appear, by similar reasoning, that 
the south side of the fault has moved upward in relation to the 
north side. However, the possibility that folding has produced this » 
effect cannot be overlooked. In support of the view that the south 
side of the fault has moved upwards, it should be mentioned that 
the rocks of the south side (the Deloro Group) are in a considerably 
higher grade of metamorphism than are the rocks of the north side, 
which may indicate deeper burial for the Deloro rocks at the time 
of metamorphism.
Intrusive Rocks
As already mentioned, some of the "uniform lavas" in the 
Tisdale Group may well be basic sills; however, a a with the 
supposed basic sills in the Price-Fripp area, there is no direct 
evidence of their intrusive origin. The lavas themselves must 
have had feeders, but none have been recognised.
Ultrabasic intrusions which were believed to occupy the 
Destor-Porcupine Fault, as mentioned above, may merely be altered 
basic rocks if the chemical evidence is trustworthy. However, the 
ultrabasic intrusions which occur in the northern part of Tisdale 
Township are chemically more typical of the ultrabasic rocks of 
Table 6 . Detailed mapping and geophysical work by S.A.Ferguson 
(ODM Map 2075; Figure 7) has shown these bodies to be sills within 
the basic rocks of the Tisdale Group; their outcrop pattern 
outlines the intersecting folds which have affected the rocks. As 
will be Indicated below, the Tisdale folding and the early north­
east folding were probably synchronous. It seems most likely that 
the ultrabasic intrusions were emplaced while this folding was In
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progress. The ultrabasic rocks are serpentin!tes which are
petrographica11 y similar to those already described from the Price-
Fripp area.
THE PORPHYRIES. In the southwestern and southern parts of Tisdale 
Township occur several bodies of acid intrusive rock which is 
usually referred to as porphyry on the basis of a commonly (though 
by no means always) displayed porphyritic texture.The phenocrysts 
are usually made up of highly altered albite and sometimes also of 
quartz (Plate XVIIIa). They commonly measure about 4mm. in diameter 
and are surrounded by a matrix which is made up of a very fine­
grained assemblage consisting of quartz, feldspar, calcite, sphene, 
magnetite, carbon, zircon and numerous secondary minerals, chief 
among which is sericite or paragon!te. Many of the porphyries are 
highly altered to hydrous secondary minerals and carbonates (Plate 
XVIIIb), an example being the Pearl Lake Porphyry at the McIntyre 
Mine in which streaks and disseminations of chalcopyrite, born!te 
and tetrahedrite make a mineable copper deposit. Surrounding the 
porphyry bodies, and sometimes partly contained within the margins 
of the porphyries themselves, complex stockworks of quartz veins 
exist which contain economic concentrations of gold and other 
metals. There is some Indication that the quartz veins were derived 
from the basic rocks which surround the Intrusives: for example, at
the Hoi linger Mine the total Si0 2  content of the quartz veins plus 
the surrounding "andésite" which is mined with the quartz veins 
does not exceed the Si0 2  content fof the average andésite from the 
area (Table 3) by more than 3 7. (R.M.Ginn, personal communication). 
Chemically, the porphyries approach the composition of a dacite or a 
tonalité (Table 5; Nockolds, 1954, p. 1015), but are richer in soda.
1 0 0
(a)
(b)
PLATE XVIII - Photomicrographs of porphyries from Tisdale
Township. Both X 80, both under crossed ni cols.
(a) Quartz-FeIdspar Porphyry from Northern Porphyry, McIntyre Mine
(b) Seri citized Porphyry from Pearl Lake Porphyry, McIntyre Mine.
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The pétrographie evidence that the Krist rocks and the 
porphyries are identical in composition, texture and mineral 
content has led to the conclusion that the porphyry bodies were 
volcanic necks which fed the aggloméra tic Krist Horizon (Evans, 1944, 
Moore, 1953, p . 46). Some further evidence for this conclusion is 
to be found in the Krist Horizon itself which becomes finer-grained 
at progressively greater distances from the areas in which the 
porphjfries occur (Figure 7), thus indicating that the centre of 
volcanic activity must have been approximately where the porphyries 
now outcrop. At the McIntyre Mine the porphyry masses occupy the 
crests of east-west folds and it is concluded from this that the 
porphyry was intruded at the same time as these folds were formed 
and was introduced along zones of distension at their crests. 
Further, if these east-west folds were at the time horizontal, the 
porphyry masses would not occupy, as they do, the position at the 
crest for a considerable distance along the crest, but would more 
likely be clearly t'ransgr^sive to the folds. It is considered to be 
most likely that the east-west folds were tilted at the time of 
intrusion, a condition that would allow intrusion to take place 
from depth along the crests of the fold. If this is so, then these 
east-west folds must have formed on the flanks of an already-formed 
north-south fold --ie. the Tisdale Anticline.
The porphyries do not have any presently visible metamorphic 
aureole and are themselves, like the rocks of the Tisdale Group, 
sheared and lineated (Plate IX) although perhaps not so strongly 
as the Tisdale rooks. The porphyries therefore antedate some of 
the dominant northeasterly shearing in the area and the regional 
metamorphism as well as the rocks of the Hoyle Group. The fact 
that the porphyries appear to be less sheared than the Tisdale 
rocks (plate IX) and that the Hoyle rocks are less sheared than
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the porphyries, would indicate that the shearing took place over 
a considerable time during which explosive volcanism, igneous 
intrusion and sedimentation took place as well as folding.
An examination of Section 1 will show that a space problem 
exists in relation to the porphyries at the McIntyre Mine; if the 
porphyries are removed from the fold, the sides do not fit together. 
This suggests that some of the porphyry is of replacement origin, 
although local sharp contacts and lit-par-lit relationships with 
the Tisdale rocks would seem to contradict this conclusion. However, 
"porphyrit1zation" of the contact rocks in places in the McIntyre 
Mine as well as the considerable pétrographie evidence given by 
Evans (1944) add some support to the replacement hypothesis. It is 
a curious fact that the acid extrusive rock in the area to the north 
and east of Timmins, and indeed parts of the Krist Horizon to the 
northeast of Timmins, contain an average of nearly 80 7. Si0 2  although 
no intrusive rock has been analysed with much more than 70 7. Si0 2  
and the porphyries in Tisdale Township contain about 64 7. Si0 2  
(Tables 4 and 5). This may well indicate that considerable replace­
ment of the dominantly basic wall-rock took place by the intrusives 
which fed the acid extrusives. This may have happened to the porphyr­
ies in Tisdale Township,
The Deloro Group
Extending southward from the Destor-Porcupine Fault occurs 
a group of rocks,.termed the Deloro Group,which contrasts in 
lithology and metamorphic grade with the rocks, already described, 
which occur to the north of the fault. The uppermost members of 
this group are altered sedimentary rocks which were probably 
greywackes and slates and which pass downward into rhyolites. The
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rhyolites, which are typified by fine- to coarse-grained assemblages 
of muscovite, quartz and feldspar, pass downward into pillowed and 
massive andésites which contain (as does the rhyolitic horizon) 
bands of magnet!te-quartz Iron formation (Map 1). From the infor­
mation which appears on Map 1 and on the maps from which it was 
derived (ODM Maps 1931a; Harding and Berry, 1939, Map 47d; Map 47a) 
the andésite member of the Deloro Group extends through Deloro,
Ogden and Price Townships to the Prlce-Fripp area described in 
Chapter 2« Thus the basic rocks of the Price-Fripp area belong to 
the Deloro Group. As these are underlain by an older pile of meta- 
sedimentary rocks it is proposed to assign the older rocks to a 
new Group termed the Fripp Group,
It is noteworthy that the youngest members of the Deloro 
Group appear only in a narrow zone that borders the Destor-Porcupine 
Fault. As with the appearance of older rocks against the north side 
of the fault (pp. 97, 98 above) this appearance of younger rocks 
against the south side of the fault is interpreted as being due to 
drag from the fault and to indicate that the south side has moved 
upwards in relation to the north side.
It now appears to be well-established that rocks in the Can­
adian Shield and elsewhere are deposited in volcanic-sedimentary 
cycles which begin as a thick series of basic lavas which are 
followed by acid rhyolites and tuffs (including ignimbrites) which 
are succeeded by clastic sediments (in which greywackes are 
abundant) before a new cycle begins (Barager, 1965; Ferguson, 1966; 
Goodwin, 1962b, 1966, 1967; Williams, 1965). In the Porcupine 
area it is apparent that the Tisdale Group-Krist Horizon,-Hoyle 
Group sequence is one such volcanic-sedimentary çycle and that the 
Deloro Group is another such, but older, cycle. It is not known
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for certain, but it is assumed that the me ta sedimentary rocks of 
the Fripp Group (p. 103) belong to, and are the uppermost member 
of, a yet older voIcanic-metasedlmentary cycle. The abundance of 
greywacke may indicate the existence, at the time of sedimentation, 
of an older basic volcanic series from which the greywacke was 
derived, ^
The rocks of the Deloro Group have been severely altered by 
retrograde metamorphism to assemblages of hydrous minerals such as 
epidote, chlorite and sericite. Nevertheless it is often possible 
to identify in thin-section the minerals which were produced by 
regional metamorphism before the retrograde metamorphism. In the 
basic rocks these minerals are similar to those described at the 
top of page 42 above, thus indicating that the regional metamorphism 
was of the amphibolite facies grade. If, as has been stated (Good­
win, 1962b, p . 65) the acid volcanism in the volcanic-sedimentary 
cycles occurs in response to the onset of folding, and if the Deloro 
rocks are older, as is indicated, than the Tisdale rocks, then at i 
least one period of folding took place in the Timmins area in 
addition to the periods of folding mentioned on pages 92-96 above. 
Some of the folding in the Deloro and Fripp rocks is probably I
older than all of the folding in the Tisdale rocks.
GEOPHYSICS
Two airborne geophysical surveys have been conducted over the i
i
Tisdale Township area and northward from it and these have provided i 
valuable data from which geological information may be inferred. Thej
j,
subject will be discussed more fully in the next chapter but two ; 
items are more appropriately mentioned here as they are directly 
concerned with the lithology and structure in Tisdale Township,
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1, Electromagnetic Surveys.
Certain bands of carbonaceous sedimentary rock, the 
existence of which was either already known or later verified by 
drilling, were detected and outlined by electromagnetic devices 
from the air. Within the Tisdale Group the larger bands of tuff 
which occur in the northern part of the township were detected 
although their existence was not known at the time of the survey.
The lower parts of the Hoyle Group were also similarly detected, 
although the bulk of the Hoyle Group was not, thus suggesting that 
only the earliest sedimentation after the Tisdale Group is carbon­
aceous.
2. Magnetic Surveys.
The combination of the lithologie sequence and the fold 
pattern in Tisdale Township gives a method of recognising the fold 
patterns by means of aeromagnetic maps. The lithologie sequence is 
one of dominantly more magnetic rocks (basics and ultrabasics) 
overlain by less magnetic rocks (acid agglomerate and sediments).
A simple anticlinal fold with steeply dipping sides, when planed 
down due to erosion, will have brought the more magnetic rocks 
to the surface, or nearer to the surface than the less magnetic 
rocks, along its anticlinal axis. This will result in isomagnetic 
contours,on the map which covers the area of the fold, which reach 
maximum values along the axis of the fold. Where superposed folds 
meet at a high angle (as in Tisdale Township and northward) 
the locations of intersecting anticlinal axes will be marked on 
the isomagnetic map by circular or oval isomagnetic contours which 
reach maxima at the points of intersection of the anticlinal axes. 
Where oval contours are produced, the long axes of the ovals mark
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either the less-steeply plunging folds or else the more closely- 
spaced ones. Similarly, minima on the isomagnetic map may be used 
to locate intersecting synclinal axes. Where axial planes have a 
dip (ie. one limb on each fold is overturned) the adjoining 
synclinal and anticlinal fold axes, when located with the isomagnetic 
map, appear to be closer together on either side of the common 
overturned limb than on either side of the limb that is not over­
turned, Thus degree of overturning can be estimated by means of the 
aeromagnetic maps which cover the area.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
1, Three volcanic-sedimentary cycles, consisting of a lower basic 
lava sequence and an upper sedimentary sequence, have been 
recognised in the Tisdale-Fripp area. The oldest cycle is , 
represented only by its sedimentary member (which, by its comp­
osition, suggests that a basic member once existed) and outcrops 
in the northern and eastern parts of Fripp Township and in the 
southwestern part of Price Township. A second cycle, termed the 
Deloro Group, overlies the Fripp sedimentary rocks in Fripp and 
Price Townships and extends northeastward through Price and 
Deloro Townships (Map 1) to the Destor-Porcupine Fault south of 
Timmins. Almost all of this area is underlain by basic lavas, 
ultrabasic intrusives, granodiorite and iron formation, except
in the immediate area of the fault where the upper members of the 
cycle are exposed. These consist of highly altered rhyolites and 
sediments. North of the Destor-Porcupine Fault the youngest 
volcanic-sedimentary cycle is exposed, consisting of a lower 
' basic member (the Tisdale Group) overlain un conformab1 y by a 
middle layer of agglomerate (the Krist Horizon) which is in turn 
overlain by a sedimentary sequence termed the Hoyle Group. These 
rocks are unconformable overlain by a sedimentary sequence of 
rocks termed the Timiskaming.
2. The age relations between the Tisdale rocks and the Deloro rocks 
are partly obscured by the Destor Porcupine Fault. However, as 
progressively older rocks are exposed as the fault is approached 
from the north, as progressively younger rocks are exposed as the 
fault is approached from the south, and as the rocks to the south 
of the fault are in a higher grade of regional me tamorophism than
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are the rocks to the north, it is concluded that the south side
of the fault has moved upwards in relation to the north side and
therefore the Deloro rocks on the south side are older than the
Tisdale rocks on the north side.
3# Folding in the Deloro Group and the Fripp rocks appears to have 
been in two directions; northeasterly and northwesterly. These 
folds may well be older than the folding which affected the 
Tisdale rocks, at least in part, but some additional folding 
probably took place when the Tisdale and subsequent rock series 
were folded.
Three sets of folds are recognised in the Tisdale rocks; 
one in a northerly direction (marked in Tisdale Township by the 
Tisdale anticline), one in a northeasterly direction which 
parallels the dominant schistosity, and one in an easterly 
direction which appears to have introduced porphyry bodies in 
Tisdale Township. For convenience these fold systems will be 
called the Tisdale folds, the Regional folds and the Porphyry 
folds respectively.
Deformation from the Tisdale folding has antedated the 
Porphyry folds and postdated the deposition of the Timiskaming 
rocks. It also occurred between the deposition of the Tisdale 
rocks and of the Krist Horizon, between the deposition of the 
Krist Horizon and of the Hoyle rocks and between the deposition 
of the Hoyle rocks and of the Timiskaming rocks. Similarly, the 
deformation due to the Regional folds has antedated the Hoyle 
rocks and postdated the Timiskaming rocks. Thus the superposed 
fold systems, the Tisdale and the Regional, are at least in part 
synchronous, and were produced over a great length of time,
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during which volcanism, sedimentation, erosion and further 
sedimentation took place.
The Porphyry folds appear to have formed immediately 
before the Krist Horizon was laid down if the equivalence of 
the porphyries and the Krist Horizon is accepted. It is not 
known if the several folds which produce a sinuous pattern to 
the Krist Horizon in eastern central Tisdale Township (Figure 
7) belong to the Regional or to the Porphyry fold systems. If 
they are Porphyry folds then this folding may partly postdate 
the Krist rocks and would therefore indicate that the porphyries 
may be younger than the Krist.
4. The writer has long been intrigued with the problem of locating 
and identifying the feeders which brought the lavas in the 
Porcupine area to the surface. In the several areas where he 
has mapped, no basic plugs or large dykes which could be ident­
ified with the extrusives were found. However, plugs of 
pBft^ {TR.yry which are considerably more acid than the surrounding 
lavas are often found in the area and are usually surrounded by 
coarse or fine fragmental rocks which suggest a site of extrusion 
in the vicinity of the porphyry. One such plug is illustrated in 
Figure 8. It consists of uniformly pink quartz-feIdspar porphyry 
and granodiorite which outcrops with a surface area of about 1 
square mile and which is slightly elongated in a direction that 
is parallel with the Regional folding in the area; it appears tp 
mark the Intersection of two anticlinal folds, one which trends 
in a northeasterly direction and the other which trends in a 
northwesterly direction. Surrounding the porphyry is a series 
of rocks in which ignimbrites and coarse* agglomerates occur.
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Massive Andésite
PLUG OF
QUARTZ FELDSPAR/" PORPHYRY...
. GRANODIORITE
Ma>tffv
IgnirijJylri 
( "Porphyiri ti c D ^ i t e
FIGURE 8 - Varna Lake Area, Clifford and Ben Nevis 
Townships, Ontario. Scale, 1320' - 1"
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Beyond the southeast corner of the Figure, massive rhyolites 
and rhyolitic fragmentais predominate over all other rock types.
In the absence of other intrusive rocks which can be shown 
to have been the feeders for the fragmental rocks and the rhyol­
ites, the porphyry plug seems to be the most logical source to 
consider as a feeder. Insofar as the more basic extrusive rocks 
are concerned it might be argued that the porphyry is too acid 
to be considered a source. However, if volcanic extrusion becomes 
dominantly acid towards the end of particular volcanic cycles 
(p. 103 above) and if the porphyritic intrusives have Increased 
their volumes by substantial replacement and mixing with the wall 
rocks (p. 1 0 2 above), then no evidence of the earlier basic plugs 
which fed the basic lavas would remain as they would now be extr­
uded or replaced or both.
It is believed that the porphyritic rocks in Tisdale Town­
ship mark the location of the feeders for the lavas in the area 
and were themselves feeders for the Krist Horizon which is made 
up of agglomérat!c material which is identical in all respects to 
some of the porphyries. However, in the vicinity of the porphyries, 
evidence of volcanic origin (siich as radiating dykes and marginal 
breccias) is lacking. These may have been replaced by the porphy­
ries themselves, or they may not have existed at the depth now 
exposed by the present land surface, for it must be remembered 
that this land surface is nearly three miles below the level of 
extrusion of the Krist Horizon. Perhaps the dykes and breccias, 
if they existed, occured nearer to the surface of volcanism.
The porphyritic texture itself supports the view that the 
porphyries were volcanic feeders, for it implies a rapid
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change In the pressure, temperature or chemical e n v i r o n m e n t  
in the i n t rusive d u ring its cooling (Turner & Ver h o o g e n ,  1960, 
p. 62; M o o r h o u s e ,  1959, pp. 198, 199, 284, 285). These c o n d i t i o n s  
m i g h t  be e x p e c t e d  to o c c u r  in vo l c a n i c  necks.
Shima et al. (1963, pp 2485, 2486) have determined the
ratios between the sulphur isotopes and in sulphide
\
minerals in the copper orebody at the McIntyre mine and compared 
these ratios with those obtained in sulphides in meteorites, 
basic sills and granitic stocks. Their conclusion is that the 
granitic stocks tested were derived from melted sedimentary 
rocks and the porphyry at the McIntyre mine and the basic sills 
were derived from a sub-crustal layer, the two sources being 
indicated by great disparity or near equivalence respectively 
between the sulphur isotope ratios in the tested rocks and those 
in meteorites. If in fact the porphyry did originate below the 
crust, where the lavas might be assumed also to have originated, 
then the porphyries may well have followed the same route as 
the lavas.
5. A total thickness for the combined Fripp, Deloro, Tisdale, Krist, 
Hoyle and Timiskaming rocks cannot be determined at present 
because of the lack of detailed mapping in the area occupied by 
all these rocks and also because of the lack of understanding of 
the relative roles played by cylindrical and similar folding. 
Also, no complete section is available from which the entire 
thickness of the Fripp volcanic-sedimentary pile, if it ever 
existed, can be determined. Elsewhere in the Canadian Shield 
thicknesses of single cycles of basic-acid-sedimentary rock have 
been measured; in Western Ontario (Goodwin, 1966, p. 54) at 
31000 feet and at Yellowknife, NWT (Barager, 1965, p. 15) over
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40000 feet, A complete volcano-tectonic basin in Western Ontario 
(Goodwin et al., 1967, p. 780^ has been measured at 32000 feet. At 
Timmins the thickness of the Tisdale-Hoyle sequence has been 
estimated (Goodwin, 1962a, p. 961) at 25000 feet. It may be that 
the total thickness near Timmins of the three volcanic-sedimentary 
cycles approaches 100,000 feet. It will be apparent that the three 
cycles are progressively older in a southward direction so that 
their total thickness may never have occurred at one place.
6 ,So long as rocks from a single voIcanic-sedimentary cycle are dealt 
with, or the effect due to older cycles is negligible due to deep 
burial, the fold axes can be located, and the outline of certain 
rock units determined, by means of magnetic surveys. Certain bands 
of sedimentary rock can be located and outlined by means of electro­
magnetic (EM) surveys.
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CHAPTER 4 
The INPUT Area
PART 1 % INTRODUCTION
General
The location, topography and vegetation of the area to the 
north of Timmins, referred to as the INPUT area for reasons which 
will be given below, have been described above on pages 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2  
and 13, Access to and previous work in the area have been described 
on pages 10, 13, 13, 14 and 15. The history of the present study 
has been given on pages 15 and 16,
The area of study spans the ground between the well-mapped 
lavas of Tisdale Township and southward, which are described 
previously in this thesis, and the gneissic terrain to the north 
which has been mapped at reconnaissance scale by George and others 
(George, et al,, 1967, 1967b).
Method of Study
As a preliminary to the present study, a thorough compilation 
of all published geological information for the area was made at a
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uniform scale to make a base map at \ mile to 1 inch. Information 
from many private sources and unpublished government files (for 
the most part the result of diamond drilling) were added to the 
base map. Isomagnetic contours from several aeromagnetic surveys 
were also added to the map . Where feasible, field and thin section 
examination and sometimes chemical analyses were made of drilb core 
and outcrop samples, otherwise the information that was obtained 
from the various sources was assumed to be accurate.
At this stage many geological contacts had been located by 
means of the available geological information. These were followed 
and new contacts located by an interpretation of geophysical maps 
of various sorts. The result was a large map at \ mile to the inch 
on which the major faults and fold axes could be recognised. By 
assuming lithologie symmetry about fold axes and continuation of 
horizons, with offsets, across fault planes, further inferences 
regarding the distribution of rock types were made and a more 
complete geological map produced. A final geological compilation- 
interpretation was made at the same scale as the base map by using 
all real and inferred geological information. This appears at the 
back of this thesis as Map 3 in eight sheets. These sheets show 
all source geological data, aeromagnetic contours, defined and 
inferred contacts, the distribution of rock types and topographic 
details. Some of the faults are also shown. On Map 4, also at the 
back of this thesis, are plotted the major fold axes, the faults 
and the distribution of the various rock types on one sheet at 
2 miles to 1 inch. The aeromagnetic, geological and topographical 
source material which is to be found on Map 3 is not plotted on 
Map 4.
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Sources of Information
Of the 44 townships which make up the INPUT area, 42 
measure, like other townships (p* 34 above), six miles to the 
side and two (Ford and Oke Townships) measure nine miles to the 
side. About half of these townships are crown land and most of the 
land on the remaining townships is patented In the names of many 
individuals and companies who have various mineral, water, and 
surface rights to it. Retention of mineral rights on claims which 
have been staked on crown land is dependent upon the performance 
of geological and geophysical assessment work on these claims, the 
results of which work is submitted to the government as proof of 
it having been done. These results are eventually made public and 
can be consulted in the offices of the various resident geologists 
throughout the province of Ontario. About 1000 files were consulted 
in the office of the resident geologist in Timmins which contained 
information of use in the present study.
There is no provision in the Ontario Mining laws whereby 
geological and geophysical assessment work which has been done on 
the patented ground must be made public. As a result there has 
been a great amount of work done,the results of which remain in 
the private files of a great number of different companies. In 
the years 1964, 1965 and 1966, when activity in the area was at 
a maximum as a result of the Timmins rush (p. 16 above) an attempt 
was made to keep track of the work which was done by the many 
companies which operated in the area. This was done by means of 
aerial surveys at regular intervals and by collecting and sorting 
out rumours and news announcements. Subsequently,negotiations 
were made with the companies concerned to obtain geophysical data 
and to examine the drill core in the field, in many cases on an
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unofficial basis, but often through option agreements between 
McIntyre and the other organisations. During the same period, and 
extending into 1968, McIntyre drilled, geophysically covered, 
or geologically mapped over 50 properties in the area in addition 
to 45 others which had been investigated between 1918 and 1960.
Several independent compilations and interpretations of 
areas, in part within the INPUT area, have been made by various 
companies, including Noranda Mines Limited, the Prosser Syndicate, 
Holllnger Consolidated Gold Mines, Mespi Mines Limited, the 
International Nickel Company, Keevil Enterprises, Conwest Explor­
ation and the Ontario Department of Mines. Only one of these has 
been published, that of the ODM (George, 1967),
. PART II
GEOPHYSICS
Ground Magnetometer Surveys
Perhaps 25 7, of the area covered by the present study has 
been covered by magnetome ters--either the type which measures 
the earth's total magnetic field at a point or the type which 
measures the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field at 
a point-- at ground level. Examples of isomagnetic maps which 
have been produced by ground magnetometer surveys are shown in 
Figures 6 b, 9a and 11 (pp. 38, 122 and 129), The relationship 
between the Isomagnetic maps and the underlying geology, either 
observed or inferred, is given on pages 38, 39, 69, 70 and 122, 
Because of variations in readings between magnetometers of different 
types and uncertainties in their interpretation which are introduced
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by the lack of knowledge which exists in ; the area as to the 
thickness of the overburden between the magnetometer and the 
bedrock, no attempts were made to calculate magnetic properties 
of the bedrock from the magnetometer readings. Instead the rocks 
were identified by means of their dominant trends and their 
relative magnetic effect. Thus bands of relatively magnetic rock 
which appear to cut across the strike of the stratiform rocks and 
which parallel the strike of one of the known diabase swarms were 
assumed to be in fact diabase. In many instances they could be 
traced on the magnetic maps to outcrops of diabase. Using the 
magnetic effect of the diabase as a standard, other rocks could 
be tentatively identified; those which were in narrow bands and 
parallel with the stratiform rocks and which were much more 
magnetic than the diabases were classified as iron formations. If 
slightly more magnetic than the diabases the rocks were assumed 
to be ultrabasic intrusions; if slightly less magnetic then they 
were tentatively identified as basic lavas. The least magnetic 
rocks were presumed to be rhyolites, sedimentary rocks or else 
granodiorite, further sorting being done by geological means ot 
by 4 n interpretation of other geophysical surveys as well as, in 
many cases, drilling. Sometimes unexpected results were obtained, 
such as low magnetic values over diabase (due to reversed polar­
ization) or high magnetic values over rhyolite (due to disseminated 
magnetite in the rhyolite), but these situations were rare and the 
rock was correctly identified by other means; in the case of the 
diabase by its dominant trend and continuity for several miles and 
in the case of the rhyolite by drilling.
As a measure of the accuracy of this interpretation of iso­
magnetic maps, over 300 drill holes were plotted on the base maps
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DOMINION GULF COMPANY LIMITED
(GSC MAP 299G) - —  t; '
"y-,
AEROMAGNETIC SURVEY
1" equals 1 3 2 0 *
(Terrain clearance, Flight direction, line spacing 
not stated; contour interval equals 1 0 0 gairmas)
Geological interpretation of this map indicates that an east-west-trending 
band of magnetic rock goes through the centre of the map area.
FIGURE 9 d
\  ' ■' .V
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY CF CANADA 
AEROMAGNETIC SURVEY 
1 inch equals 1320*
(Terrain clearance 1000*, Line spacing 1320*, Contour interval 10 gszui.as)
Geological interpretation of this map indicates a nearly east-west-trending 
band of magnetic rock (andésite) with a curved strikeo The band of andésite 
may be truncated near the west bank of the Mattagami River*
FIGURE 9 c
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FIGURE 9 b
MESPI MINES LIMIT# (B,H,LANS)_
MÂÇDîâRl-ip W ,
alrcmagnstis survey
1 " equals 1320 *
(300 feet over land surface, moQ foot line spacing, 20 g« contouring)
A geological interpretation baaed on this data would describe the east? 
west zone of magnetic highs as a thick band of andésite which is truncated 
at the west side of the river by the Mattagami River fault which is known 
from other data to exist at that place, -
There is a slight indication of a north-trending diabase dyke just vest 
of the river and very slight indication that the andésite is offset with 
left-hand displacement across this dyke, but the evidence is inconclusive.
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O
CHANCE ÎÜNING AND EXPLORATION COMPANY LIMITED 
MACDIARMID TOWNSHIP
MAGNETOMETER SURVEY
1 inch equals 1320 Feet 
Magnetic contour interval, 100 g.
Several northerly-trending diabase dykes are indicated, the most obvious 
being about 1000 feet west of the Mattagami River and nearly parallel with 
it o
A nearly east-west trending broad magnetic zone, slightly less magnetic 
than the diabase, probably represents a band of andesitic lavas. Within 
this zone, a narrow band of rock occurs which is more magnetic than the 
diabase and presumably represents magnetite-bearing iron formationo
The andesite-iron formation layer is offset with left-hand displacement of 
about 200 feet by a fault which is now occupied by the diabase west of the
river® The andesite-iron formation layer is abruptly terminated under the 
river at a place where a large-displacement fault. The Mattagami River 
Fault, is believed to occur®
f i g u r e  9a
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after a first Interpretation had been made. In 286 cases of the 
303 holes plotted, the bedrock had been correctly Identified 
before the drilling took place.
Aeromagnetic Surveys
Many aeromagnetic surveys have been made over the INPUT 
area. These vary in quality depending upon the amount of terrain 
clearance, the direction of and spacing between the flight lines, 
the type of magnetometer used, and the profiency of the map maker 
who reduces the aeromagnetic data to isomagnetic contours. In the 
making of the base maps for the present study an attempt was made 
to obtain aeromagnetic maps which had been made from data which 
was obtained from low level, closely spaced flights, and contoured 
with as small a contour interval as possible. Of the various maps 
available, the only ones which coVered the area completely were 
those which are of the poorest quality; flown by the Dominion 
Gulf Company many years ago along east-west flight lines, with 
wide line spacing and with a contoùr interval of 100 gammas. These 
maps were used In Interpreting the geology in Tisdale, Jessop, 
Murphy, Evelyn and Little Townships, Elsewhere more detailed 
aeromagnetic coverage was used; In the northeastern quarter of the 
area Federal Government maps were used which were flown at 1000 
foot terrain clearance and 1320 feet line spacing and contoured 
at 1 0 gamma*, the flight directions being north-south; in the 
central and northwestern parts of the area privately owned or 
Provincial Government maps were used which were flown at a 500 
foot terrain clearance and 800 foot line spacing in north-south 
directions and contoured at 25 gammas; in the southwestern parts 
of the area the maps made for Mespi Mines, which were flown at
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300 feet above the land surface» along northeast-southwest flight 
lines at 800 foot spacings, and contoured at 2 0  gammas, were used. 
The ambiguity that is inherent in the interpretation of 
magnetic data (Nettle ton, 1940, p. 205) is more pronounced when 
aeromagnetic rather than ground magnetic data is used because the 
distance of the sensing instrument from the magnetic source material 
is Increased and the number of readings over the body is reduced.
For the same reasons the interpretation of data obtained from low 
level closely spaced flights is less ambiguous than that from higher 
or more widely spaced flights. In the present study, for example,
the quality of the geological inferences from the aeromagnetic data
in the southwestern part of the area (Map 3, Sheet 3) where the 
Mespi maps were used is much greater than that in the south central 
part (Map 3 Sheet 2) where only the Dominion Gulf maps were avail­
able. Other areas are intermediate between these two extremes.
The interpretation of the aeromegnetic maps was essentially 
the same as for ground magnetic maps (p, 1 2 2 above) except that 
more importance was attached to minor features when the aeromagnetic 
maps were used. Figures 9a, 9b, 9c and 9d (pp. 122, 121, 120 and 119 
respectively) can be used to compare the geological interpretation 
that can be made from various aeromagnetic and ground magnetc 
surveys. These show, on transparent overlays, the Isomagnetic
contours which were obtained over a magnetic body in southern
Macdiarmld Township at ground level and in the aeromagnetic surveys 
of Mespi Mines, the Federal Government and Dominion Gulf, The 
inferred geology is indicated on each figure.
Ground Electromagnetic Surveys
About 23 7. of the area has been surveyed with one or more
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geophysical instruments which generate, receive and measure 
electromagnetic waves in an attempt to detect highly conductive 
areas in the bedrock which are due to sulphide orebodies. There 
are a great number of different models of instrument used which 
differ in the power and frequency of the generated electromagnetic 
field, in the size, orientation and positioning of the primary 
field colls, and in the resolution and detection of deeply buried 
conductors, but generally speaking the instruments detect 
conductive material below ground. Further information concerning 
the design, construction, theory of operation, and interpretation 
of results of electromagnetic prospecting instruments is to be 
found in the textbook by Grant and WgSt (1965),
In the present study the results of ground electromagnetic 
surveys were used for tracing conductive horizons, particularly 
carbonaceous sedimentary rocks*, for locating fault and shear 
planes, which are often graphitic, and for sorting out magnetic 
da ta,par1 1 icular1 y magnetic "lows" which may be due to granite, 
rhyolite or sedimentary rocks, the last named of which are often 
conductive. Serpentin!tes are generally conductive and are 
recognised by magnetic "highs" as well as by their electromagnetic 
effect. Two difficulties in the interpretation of the data exist 
in the Timmins area: conductive horizons and fault planes are often 
undetected because of the inability of most instruments to 
penetrate the overburden in places where it is particularly thick, 
and many conductors are detected which are not due to bedrock
«
conductivity, but which are due to conductive zones within the 
clay-bearing overburden. Both of these difficulties were partly 
eliminated in the present study as will be indicated below under 
airborne electromagnetic surveys.
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An example of the use of ground electromagnetic (EM) results 
for geological interpretation is given on Figure 10, page 128, Two 
types of conductor are indicated by dashed lines: that which 
parallels the contacts of horizons and that which marks a fault 
plane. In the example given, the strike of the rocks is approxim­
ately indicated by the trend of the gravity contours, which the 
EM conductors in Lots 7, 8 and 9, follow. It will be iseen that 
this trend bends southward as the fault in Lot 10 is approached, 
a condition which is interpreted to be due to drag from the fault. 
This fault, which is the Mattagami River Fault (p, 6 6  above), is 
indicated on Figure 10 by a strong parallel conductor as well as 
by the gravity contours. The conductor probably indicates the 
fault plane itself, the fault symbols (which were located by means 
of aeromagnetic interpretation) being displaced.
Airborne Electromagnetic Surveys
Several electromagnetic surveys using airborne instrumenta 
have been made over parts of the area of study, notably by Keevil, 
Mespi, International Nickel, the Texas Gulf Sulfur Company, Conwest 
and McIntyre, The results of parts of each of these surveys (with 
the exception of that by Texas Gulf) were used in the geological 
interpretation but the McIntyre survey was used most extensively 
and is the reason why the present study was begun.
The McIntyre survey covered the entire area shown on Map 3 
and most of the area of Map 4. It was flown in 1964 using fixed 
wing aircraft, a mean terrain clearance of 350 feet and a line 
Spacing of 800 feet. The electromagnetic device used, referred to 
as INPUT (for Induced Potential Transients) does not measure the
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conductivity of the material it flies over, but rather measures 
the rate of decay of secondary electromagnetic fields which are j
produced in the conducting material by the primary field of the 
instrument. Secondary fields in bedrock conductors due to graphite, 
sulphide mineralisation or serpentine usually have a smaller rate 
of decay than those on overburden conductors which are usually 
water-bearing clay layers*, It is therefore possible to discriminate 
between the two types of conductors and eliminate the ones due to 
overburden, thus eliminating one of the problems commonly 
encountered in electromagnetic surveys (p, 125), The INPUT device 
has another advantage over conventional EM surveys, the ability to 
penetrate thicker amounts of overburden. This is due to a greater 
sensitivity and lower extraneous signal level as a result of the 
secondary field being detected during brief pauses in the relatively 
much stronger primary field. Further information concerning the 
INPUT system is to be found in the paper by Boniwell (1967),
The specific locations of the INPUT conductors cannot be 
given here because of the terms of a contract which permitted 
McIntyre to use the system. However, the various marker horizons 
in the area, some of which were located by ground and airborne 
electromagnetic devices, including INPUT, are shown on Map 4,
Gravity Surveys
Only a small amount, perhaps 5 %, of the area of study has 
been surveyed by gravimeter, but those surveys which were made 
available for this study were found to be very useful in sorting 
out other geophysical data, the gravity data indicating the 
relative densities of the underlying rock. Figure 10, page 128,
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shows the results of a gravity survey which was made by Mespi 
Mines in northwestern Reid Township, The gravity data is contoured 
in tenths of a mi 1 1 1 gal after corrections were made for regional, 
free air, and topographic effects. The results show, when used 
alone, the relative (but not the absolute) densities of the rocks, 
the trends of these rocks and the presence of several north- 
trending faults. One fault, at the east boundary of Lot 1 1 %  was 
not detected by previous aeromagnetic interpretation in this area, 
although it was detected farther to the south. Other faults were 
more clearly detected by aeromagnetic interpretation and are 
marked on the figure. When this figure is compared with Figure 11 
and with the data on Map 3, Sheet 4, it is seen that the gravity 
results, used in conjunction with ground or aeromagnetic data, 
gives a good indication of the bedrock geology. It will be seen 
that the areas of high gravity readings which also have high 
magnetic values (such as the southern part of Lots 10 and 11) are 
underlain by gabbro, a conclusion which was borne out by drilling. 
High gravity readings in areas of moderate magnetic values (eg, 
central Lot 9) are underlain by basic lavas, low gravity values
1
• Many townships in the Timmins area are divided into Concessions 
and lots. Six mile townships are divided into six concessions 
and seventy two lots: the Concessions measure one by six miles 
and are numbered I to VI from south to north; the Lots measure 
one by one half mile and are numbered 1 to 1 2 from east to west. 
The lots are divided into north halves and south halves and each 
half lot is subdivided into four claims which measure one quarter 
mile to the side. Locations within a particular claim are given in 
relation to the four corner posts of the claim, these being* 
numbered 1 to 4 in a clockwise direction from the northeast corner 
of the claim. Thus the extreme northwestern corner of a township 
(Reid Township, for example) would be described as the number 4 
post, northwest quarter, north half. Lot 12, Concession VI, This 
is usually abbreviated to *'#4 post, NW%, N^, L, 12, Con, ViV Where 
locations cannot be given by simpler means in the present thesis 
they will be given by this Lot and Concession method as used in 
legal surveys—even in townships which have not been so subdivided 
by government surveys.
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with associated high magnetic values (southern Lot 9) indicate 
serpentini zed ultrabasic Intrusives, and low magnetic and gravity 
values mark the location of sediments and rhyolites, the rocks of 
sedimentary origin usually containing bands of graphitic material 
which is detected with the electromagnetic devices. The diabase 
dykes which are so obvious on the magnetic map are not so apparent 
on the gravity map; the large gravity iigh in the southeastern 
part of Lot 9, although centred about a diabase dyke, is too great 
to have been caused solely by the narrow dyke which is indicated 
on the magnetic map and probably indicates a large topographic 
knoll in the buried bedrock surface (eg. Nettle ton, 1940, pp, 103- 
105),
It is not understood why the conductors i.n Lots 7 , 8  and 9 
can be traced across the two faults in Lot 9 without showing 
offset unless they are younger than the faults. The conductors 
are thin bands of graphitic material within bands of tuffaceous, 
sedimentary or volcanic rocks which themselves appear to be offset 
across the fault planes with left handed displacement (Map 4),
It seems probable that the conductors are themselves graphitic 
shear planes which were produced by differential slip when the 
rocks were subjected to drag from the Mattagami River Fault,
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PART III 
G E O L O G Y
General S t a t e m e n t
Northward from Timmins the rocks of the Tisdale, Krist 
and Hoyle Groups can be traced for nearly 50 miles, the rocks of 
volcanic origin becoming less abundant as the rocks of sedimentary 
origin become dominant. The rocks of the Deloro Group may outcrop 
in the southwestern part of the INPUT area. Another group of rocks, 
either older than the Deloro rocks or younger than the Tisdale 
rocks occurs in the northwestern part of the area and has been 
named the Beck-Oke Group, The dominantly northwestern trends due 
to folding in the Deloro rocks appear to have controlled the pattern 
of sedimentation in the overlying Tisdale rocks in the northeasterly 
parts of the area.
In the Tisdale rocks two fold directions are recognised, one 
in a north-south direction and the other in an east-west direction. 
Faulting has been predominantly along north-south lines and related 
to the Mattagami River Fault, Displacement has been left handed and 
with uplift to the west. Throughout much of the INPUT area the 
mineral assemblages of the greenschist facies of regional metamor­
phism occur, but in the northwestern, northern, northeastern and 
extreme western parts minerals of the amphibolite facies occur. 
Gneisses of the amphibolite facies can be traced for many miles 
northward and westward from the area of study.
Intermediate to Basic Volcanic Rocks
In this category, which is coloured green and marked on
Map 4, is included all fine-grained mafic rock of predominantly 
volcanic origin. Evidence of volcanism such as pillows (Plate XIX),
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(a) VI., 'é'p!
(b)
PLATE XIX - Pillowed Andésite 
(a) in Clergue Township (b) in central Carnegie Township
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amygdules and vessicles, flow structure, ropy tops and flow top 
breccia is common but often the rocks are nearly massive and 
structureless and no evidence of their origin— either intrusive 
or extrusive— is apparent. In the areas where the metamorphic 
grade is of the high greenschist and amphibolite facies the 
volcanic structures are destroyed (or at least not recognised in 
drill core) but it is probable that most of the rocks of this 
classification were derived from volcanics and from less abundant 
mafic sills. In areas of high grade metamorphism those rocks which 
have similar magnetic effect to the basic volcanics, but which 
were not seen in outcrop or drill core, are shown on the geological 
map as mafic gneisses. Chemically all the rocks of this classific­
ation are andésites or, less commonly, basalts or dacites,
A brief account of the mineral assemblages of the basic rocks 
of Tisdale Township has been given on pages 80, 82 and 84, The 
basic rocks in the INPUT area for about 35 miles north of Tisdale 
and indeed in the southern and eastern three-quarters of the area 
are similar in makeup and composition, varying within the green­
schist facies of regional metamorphism. Variations are chiefly in 
terms of texture rather than mineral components, the rocks of the 
higher greenschist facies being slightly coarser grained and the 
rocks of the lower greenschist facies being generally finer 
grained than the rocks of Tisdale Townships, Rocks of the 16we r; 
greenschist facies occur in Wark, Gowan, Prosser, Tully, Kidd and 
Murphy Townships, of the higher facies in Jamieson, Macdiarmld, 
Reid, Mahaffy, Carnegie, Crawford, Lucas, Beck, Reaume, Duff,
Tully, Gowan, Evelyn and Little Townships, Mineral assemblages of 
the amphibolite facies (Plate XX, p, 135; Fyfe et al,, 1959, p,229)
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(a)
(b)
PLATE XX - Photomicrographs of metamorphosed basic rocks.
Both X 60; (a) by plane light, (b), crossed ni cols.
(a) from Lamarche Township (b) from eastern Ford Township,
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which were most commonly encountered in the INPUT area are 
hornblende-o1 igoclase-garnet-epido te and hornblende-o1 igoclase- 
epidote-quartz• The minerals are of robust habit (although the 
hornblende is often corroded by chlorite), in medium-grained or 
coarse-grained assemblages, and usually arranged in parallel bands 
which reflect the schistosity or gneissosity which the rocks 
exhibit. Although the rocks which are in the greenschist facies 
are commonly both lineated and foliated, those which are in the 
amphibolite facies are strongly foliated but seldom lineated. They 
occur in the northwestern part of the area and in Cote, Byers, 
Moberly, Aubin, Dargavel, Ottaway, Fournier, Lamarche, Hanna and 
Mann Townships.
The basic and intermediate rocks become less abundant in 
the northern and northwestern parts of the area as compared with 
the southern and central parts.
Acid Volcanic Rocks
Rocks which are believed to have originated due to rhyolitic 
volcanism are outlined in yellow and marked by the symbol **R” on 
Map 4. An attempt was made to include in this category only those 
rocks which originated as rhyolite flows and to exclude those of 
pyroclastic origin, but the rocks cannot always be differentiated. 
Sedimentary banding can look, when seen in drill core, like flow 
banding, tuffs can appear massive, and both tuffs and flows have 
the same magnetic effect. It Is probable therefore that much 
tuffaceous material has been included with the rocks of this 
classification, particularly where the units have great strike 
length, a condition more likely to be produced by pyroclastics than 
acid flows.
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(a)
(b)
1  v j . .
J
m&m.
(c)
PLATE XXI
(a) Spherulitic rhyolite from southeastern Reid Township.
(b) Coarse rhyolite breccia from southern Jamieson Township.
(c) Photomicrograph of rhyolite from northeastern Kidd Township.
X 120, Plane light.
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Cream-coloured on the weathered surface (Plate XXIb), light 
green, pale brown or jet black on the fresh surface, cherty, 
flinty, brittle and hard, the rhyolites are easily recognised in 
hand specimen and outcrop# Commonly they are spherulitic (Plate 
XXIa), In thin section they are usually difficult to identify 
because of extreme fine grain (Plate XXIc) but physical properties 
or chemical analyses can be used for identification purposes. The 
rocks average about 70 % 5102 and 10 7. AI 2 O 3 and can be different­
iated from cherts or dacites by means of these values. However, 
difficulty is encountered in recognising the rhyolitic rocks where 
they have been re crysta 1 lized due to metamorphism; for example in 
Loveland Township where rhyolites give way to granites on strike.
The granites and the rhyolites are chemically and physically 
different (the granites are coarser grained and contain less silica) 
yet the on-strike relationship between the two rock types suggests 
that they may have originated in the same way.
At the Kam Kotia Mine in eastern Robb Township, pseudo- 
rhyolites exist which originated from andésites which were severely 
silicified. Elsewhere in the INPUT area such pseudo-rhyo1ites may 
also exist, but no means was found to recognise them.
The abundance of rhyolitic rocks and the presence of coarse 
agglomerates were used in the present study to help locate centres 
of volcanism. These were mainly in southern Tisdale Township, north 
central Murphy Township, southwestern Jamieson Township, southwest 
Prosser Township and possibly also in northeastern Loveland, 
central Reid and northern Beck Townships.
Sed iments , Tuffs
Pyroclastic and normal sedimentary rocks are shown on Map 4
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(a)
(b)
PLATE XXII
(a) Andesltic agglomerate, Mahaffy Township,
(b) Rhyolitic agglomerate, central Prosser Township.
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(a)
i
'à
(b)
PLATE XXIII - Photomicrographs of sedimentary rocks. Both X 40.
(a) by plane light; (b) under crossed niçois,
(a) Felaic tuff, central Murphy Township.
(b) Meta-siItstone ("argillite"), southern Hanna Township.
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in grey and marked with the symbol "S". Where Identified, the ,
types of rock in this category are marked beside the outcrops or 
drill holes where they are plotted on Map 3. During the making of 
the preliminary maps an attempt was made to differentiate the 
pyroclastic rocks from those of purely sedimentary origin, but 
this proved to be nearly impossible. Although agglomerates (Plate 
XXII) could be separated from greywackes easily enough, tuffs and 
argillites tended to be confused in hand specimen and, when 
metamorphosed, in thin section as well. However, where the rocks 
were identified with fair confidence in the southern part of the 
map-area It was generally found that, as might be expected, the 
pyroclasticspredominated within and near the areas of basic lavas 
and the true sedimentary rocks predominated in the sedimentary 
basins which separated them. In the northern part of the area it 
was found that sedimentary rocks predominated.
Agglomerates and tuffs serve as good marker horizons. The 
example of the Krist Horizon has already been given and this can 
be traced into northern Murphy Township from Tisdale Township. At 
the same stratigraphie level an agglomerate occurs in Kidd, Prosser, 
Carnegie and Wark Townships which can be traced because of a 
peculiar black rhyolite which forms the fragments in it. The 
rhyolite is found on Lot 3, Con. 6 of Kidd Township as an apparent 
flow rock. Graphite-bearing tuffs make excellent markers and have 
been traced by electromagnetic means. They are shown on Map 4 as 
dashed lines. One marker, a felsic tuff (Plates XIa and XXIIIa) 
has been identified in Tisdale, Murphy and Wark Townships,
Brief descriptions have already been given of the greywackes 
and argillites In Tisdale Township and similar rocks occur 
throughout the southern parts of the map area. A change occurs
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(a)
(b)
PLATE XXIV-Pho torn! crographs of me tasedlinents.
Both X 40; Both under crossed niçois.
(a) Quart2- carbonate-chlorite schist, Lucas Township.
(b) Granitic gneiss, Aubin Township.
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however in the type of sedimentary rock that was deposited in the 
northern part of the area. Instead of the great thicknesses of 
thick-bedded greywackes that occur in Tisdale, Murphy, Kidd, Wark 
Evelyn and Little Townships, thick piles of thinly bedded altered 
siltstones and shales predominate in tha area to the north of 
Prosser Township, In the same area the lavas are in thinner layers 
and alternate with equal or greater thicknesses of metasedlmentary 
rocks which increase in thickness northward as the lavas thin out.
A typical metasedlmentary rock from the northern part of the area 
is shown In Plate XXIIIb, p. 140.
Northward from Tisdale Township, particularly northward from 
the middle of Prosser Township, the metamorphic grade in the rocks 
increases within the greenschist facies of regional metamorphism 
(eg. Plates XXIVa) and into the amphibolite facies (eg. Plate 
XXIVb), North of the area of study and in the northwest part of 
the area granitic gneisses occupy the same stratigraphie position 
as the me ta sedimentary rocks and contain mafic inclusions which 
strike parallel with the metasedlmentary rocks. It is believed 
that the granitic gneisses are granitised sedimentary rocks and the 
mafic inclusions are altered basic lavas.
Basic Intrusives; Ultrabasics
Basic and ultrabasic Intrusives (not including diabase dykes) 
are marked in blue on Map 4 and with the letters "B" and "U" 
respectively. The basic rocks, chiefly gabbro, outcrop in Cote,
Robb and Turnbull Townships as large concordant sheets, and in 
Byers, Loveland and Macdiarmld Townships as small plugs which are 
associated, as are those in Godfrey Township (Hogg, 1954) with 
granodiorite with which they appear to be genetically related.
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The gabbro in Oke, Ford, Laldlaw and Mabee Townships is in 
concordant sheets and that in Kingsmill is a small plug which 
has been split up by faulting. The gabbro in all these areas is 
similar in appearance to that which occurs in Fripp Township (pp.
54, 59, 61 above): it is medium- to coarse-grained and made up of 
about 50 % each of hornblende and white feldspar with minor amounts 
of quartz and ilmenite. The rocks usually show the mi neralog!ca1 
effects of severe alteration; the feldspar which was presumably 
calcium-rich is now altered to albite and epidote (Plates XXVb and 
XXIXb) and the hornblende, which is sometimes seen to have been 
derived from pyroxene, is usually chloritized. The alteration, like 
that in Fripp Township, is spatially distributed in direct 
relationship to faulting which is related to the Mattagami River 
Fault and was probably produced by hydrothermal solutions which 
travelled along and near fault planes. Unlike the Fripp gabbros , 
however, those in the INPUT area have had epidote (clinozoisi te) 
produced in them and must have been subjected to higher pressures, 
higher temperatures, or both at the time of alteration (Barker, 
1950, p. 174-175; Noble, 1962, p. 236, Fyfe et al. 1957, p. 171; 
Goldsmith, 1953, p. 448).
A rock which many geologists have labelled "pyroxenite" 
occurs commonly in Crawford and surrounding townships as conform­
able layers amongst the metasediments and basic lavas. In thin 
section the rock is seen (Plate XXVa) to consist of large, corroded 
crystals of hornblende which are separated by very fine-grained 
material made up of quartz, chlorite, epidote and oligoclase (7). 
This rock occurs in bands which are less than 100 feet thick and 
therefore too small to differentiate on Map 4. It may well have 
been derived from sills of pyroxenite.
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(a)
(b)
PLATE XXV- Photomicrographs of basic rocks. Both X 40.
(a) under crossed nicols, (b) by plane light
(a) "Pyroxenite", Crawford Township.
(b) Altered granophyric Gabbro,
southeastern Cote Township.
a
14b
Ultrabasic intrusives occur as sills throughout the INPUT 
area, with the exception of the western and southwestern parts.
The sills are usually several hundred feet thick and occur in 
swarms of many parallel sills separated one form the other by 
layers of the rocks which they intrude. In the southern part of 
the area these layers are basic lavas but northward, where the 
metasedlmentary rocks become more abundant, the interlayered rocks 
are sometimes of sedimentary origin. Nevertheless, even in the 
northern parts, the ultrabasic rocks commonly occur in lavas rather 
than metasediments. The ultrabasic rocks are made up almost 
entirely of serpentine and carbonate but sometimes, as in Reaume 
Township, contain asbestos, chromium and nickel in nearly economic 
concentrations. As in Tisdale Township the ultrabasic intrusions 
mark the location of intersecting anticlinal axes and probably 
therefore were introduced along the fold axes while the folding 
was taking place. The folding may have been of cylindrical type 
at the time of intrusion but passed into similar type later.
Granites and Felsic Gneisses
High grade metamorphic felsic gneisses and granitic intrusive 
rocks are marked by the symbol "G" and coloured pink on Map 4. As 
mentioned above, many of the gneisses may be of metamorphic origin, 
occupying as they do the same stratigraphie position as the meta-
sedimentary rocks of the northern part of the area. For example,
the gneisses of northern Mabee Township appear to be the same rocks 
as are mapped as sediments in Ottaway Township. However, in the 
northwestern part of the area, lit-par-lit intrusion (Plate XXVIa)
and massive granitic rock with xenolithic inclusions (Plate XXVIb)
demonstrate that intrusive rock is also present. Also, it is
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(a)
%
(b)
PLATE XXVI
(a) Lit-par-llt gneiss from north of Mabee Township
(b) Mafic inclusion in granodiorite, southwestern Ford
Township.
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apparent from the distribution of the mafic gneisses in the 
northwestern part of Map 4 that batholithic intrusion has taken 
place in that area: the mafic gneisses, presumably derived from 
extrusive basic rock which would have considerable strike length 
as does similar rock elsewhere in the study area, are Irregularly 
shaped and discontinuous along their strike. Some of the discont­
inuity is due to faulting, as will be outlined below, but some is 
probably due to differential transport of the mafic rocks by 
Igneous intrusives.
Small plugs of intrusive granitic rock occur in Godfrey,
Robb, Loveland, Tisdale, Prosser, Beck, Mahaffy and Turnbull 
Townships. The plug in Prosser Township is a feldspar porphyry 
which is similar in structural setting, mineral content and 
fabric, and apparent origin,to the porphyries in Tisdale Township 
which have already been described (pp. 99-102, 88, 94). It occupies 
the crest of an east-west anticline at a point where it crosses a 
north-south anticline, is made up essentially of sericitized 
albite phenocrysts set in a groundmass of quartz and feldspar 
(Plate XXVII, p. 149), and appears to have served as a feeder for 
the lavas of the area— at least of a black rhyolite agglomerate 
which is distributed so as to surround the porphyritic plug.
With the exception of the porphyries, all the granitic 
intrusive rocks of the area can be classed as granodiorites. They 
are composed of oligoclase or andesine, quartz, and hornblende 
(Plates XXVIIb, XXVIIIa) and sometimes biotite, are medium- 
grained and are sometimes cut by numerous aplite dykes which are 
made up almost entirely of interlocking crystals of albite. In the 
northwest the feldspars in the granodiorites are commonly altered 
to albite and clinozoisite (Plate XXVIIb).
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(a)
(b)
plate XXVII- Photomicrographs of granitic Intrusive rocks.
Both X 40; both under crossed niçois.
(a) Pink feldspar porphyry from southwestern Prosser Township.
(b) Granodiorite from western Loveland Township.
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(a)
(b)
plate XXVIII- Photomicrographs from granitic rocks. Both X 40.
(a) under crossed nicols; (b) by plane light,
(a) Quartz-poor granodiorite from eastern Mann Township.
(b) Altered granodiorite from southeastern Kingsmill Township,
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In Godfrey, Robb, Cote and Loveland Townships the small 
plugs of granodiorite occur on the axes of anticlines, thereby 
suggesting that they were intruded during folding. The abundance 
of rhyolitic rocks in these townships suggests that centres of 
volcanism occurred nearby, perhaps in the vicinity of the plugs 
of granodiorite. This is particularly true in Jamieson and Godfrey 
Townships where very coarse volcanic breccias occur near to the 
plugs.
Pi aba se
Two sets of diabase dykes are recognised in the INPUT area. 
One long dyke which strikes in a northwest direction (the direction 
of the Sudbury dyke system--p. 20 above) occurs in Moberly, Byers, 
Loveland and Robb Townships. All of the remaining diabase dykes—  
literally hundreds—  belong to the Matachewan system and occur, with 
very few exceptions, in the western half of the map-area. All of 
the diabases look similar in hand specimen and have the same 
mineral content and texture as the Matachewan dykes which are 
“briefly described on pages 55 and 56 above, except where severely 
altered. The severe alteration is detected in thin section only 
and is found most commonly in the entire northwestern quarter of 
the map-area and in the central western part of the area in the 
vicinity of the Mattagami River Fault (Map 4). It has produced in 
the feldspars abundant epidote at the expense of the anorthite 
molecule and in the ferromagnesi ans hornblende at the expense of 
the pyroxene (Plate XXIXa). Some of the quartz (Plate XXIXb) may 
have been produced in the reaction which produced the epidote 
(eg. Fyfe et al., 1957, p. 170; Strens, 1965, pp. 466, 468).
Left-handed displacement of volcanic and sedimentary rocks
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(a)
(b)
PLATE XXIX - Photomicrographs showing retrograde metamorphism 
in basic rocks. Both X 60; both by plane light.
(a) Diabase from Aubin Township (b) Gabbro from Cote Township.
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is very commonly encountered where they are crossed by diabase 
dykes. This is particularly well-shown in Macdiarmid, Reid and 
Aubin Townships (Map A; Figure 9a, p. 122) where the lines of 
displacement (faulty can be followed for many miles and are seen to 
coincide with diabase dykes. Thus the diabase dykes, in a great 
many instances, appear to indicate fault planes. That the faults 
antedate the dykes is seen in the dykes themselves which are not 
sheared and which have normal chilled contacts.
A curious feature of the diabase dykes of the general area 
is worth mentioning. The dykes of the Matachewan system can be 
traced northward from west of the map-area for many miles by means 
of outcrops and aeromagnetic measurements to the southern boundary 
of a granulite complex# The complex owes its exposure to a series 
of northeast-trending faults which bound it and between which a 
great amount of uplift has taken place. The granulites have been 
brought to the surface from greater depths than have the surroung- 
ing gneisses. However, the diabases, which must have come from a 
greater depth then the gneisses, do not cut the granulites (P. T. 
George, 1967, personal communication; George et al., 1967b, pp. 7, 
16). Whether the diabases, which occur on both sides of the 
granulite zone, were intruded from below this zone but were so
squeezed after intrusion that they left no traces in the granulites,
or whether they were intruded from a horizon which was above the
granulite zone, or whether another explanation exists, is not
known.
Glacial D e p o s i t s
D r i l l i n g  th r o u g h  the o v e r b u r d e n  in the area us u a l l y  shows 
that iv c o n s i s t s  of a thin layer of gravel o v e r  the bedrock and
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a thick layer of clay over the gravel. The gravel measures a few 
inches or feet in thickness, but the clay sometimes exceeds 400 feet 
and has filled in depressions in the pre-glacial topography so that 
the present land surface is at about 900 feet above sea level.
Rising above this elevation, a few rock exposures in the southwest 
part of the area rise to over 1300 feet and three north-south 
eskers rise to about 1050 feet. The eskers trend through Cote and 
Laidlaw, Tisdale and Lennox, and Evelyn and Fournier Townships. 
Glacial striations in Byers, Loveland, Mahaffy, Reid, Mann, Kidd, 
Prosser and Little Townships all measure within 10° of true North, 
most commonly about 5° west of North,
Fau Iting
Three fault systems have been recognised in the INPUT area:
1. The Mattagami River Fault System in which two predominant 
directions of faulting are known, northerly and southeasterly, 
for the main faulting and subsidiary faulting respectively.
2. A northwesterly system in which the direction of faulting 
parallels the Sudbury diabase dykes.
3. A northeasterly system.
It is most likely that, in addition to the fault systems
•f*
mentioned, a great number faults exist which are related to folding. 
Many of the graphitic horizons which provide conductors in altered 
tuffs and sediments may well have been produced by faults which 
parallel the strike of the rocks, by bedding-plane slip produced 
by cylindrical folding, or by shearing during the similar folding. 
These zones are indicated on Map 4 by dashed lines which mark the 
locations of conductors.
1. The Mattagami River Fault System.
The Mattagami River Fault itself, which has previously been
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described in the Price-Fripp Area (pp. 66, 67, 68 above) bisects 
the INPUT Area into two unequal portions. The fault has an average 
trend of about 352° and, so far as can be determined from interp­
retation of isomagnetic maps, a nearly vertical dip. It is 
recognised by *
a) left - h a n d e d  d i s p l a c e m e n t  of m a r k e r  horizons, such as the 
iron f o r m a t i o n s  in K i n g s m i l l ,  Dargavel and Mabee T o w n s h i p s ,  
and r h y o l i t e s  in J a m i e s o n  and M a c d i a r m i d  Tow n s h i p s .
b) l e f t - h a n d e d  d i s p l a c e m e n t  of o t h e r  r ock-types which can be 
d e t e c t e d  on the a e r o m a g n e t i c  maps, such as the u l t r a b a s i c  
rocks in M a c d i a r m i d ,  Reid and M a h a f f y  T o w n s h i p s  and the iron 
f o r m a t i o n s  in M a c d i a r m i d  Township.
c) Severe left-handed drag on the rocks on the east side of 
the fault, particularly in Reid Township where it can be 
followed for 4 miles from the fault.
d) Less severe drag on the rocks on the west side of the fault.
e) Alteration in the diabases near the fault (p. 151).
f) The presence of several subsidiary faults which splay off 
the main fault and trend to the southeast. Among these the 
Burrows-Benedict Fault has already been mentioned with 
reference to Tisdale Township (p. 97) from where it can be 
traced to the northwest by means of the magnetic maps (Map 
3, Sheet 2). The Mountjoy Fault (Map 4) and a parallel fault 
in Jessop Township were traced in these townships by means 
of offset conductors and, farther to the north, by means of 
the offset in magnetic horizons (Map 3 Sheet 2). The Wark 
Fault (Map 4) was detected by the observed offset of 
conductors in Wark Township and by the presence of a stream
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which follows the assumed fault in southeastern Wark Township. 
All of these subsidiary faults have a strike slip displacement 
of between 1000 and 5000 feet. The vertical displacement, if 
any, is not known.
The strike slip displacement that was produced by the main 
Mattagami River Fault varies from 4^ miles in Jamieson and 
Macdiarmid Townships to Ih miles in Kingsmill and Dargavel 
Townships. The several subsidiary faults which join the main fault 
between Macdiarmid and Dargavel Townships all have, like the 
Mattagami River Fault, left handed displacement and it is probable 
that their combined offsets account for the difference in offset 
across the main fault between Macdiarmid and Dargavel Townships.
It is believed that the west side of the main fault has moved 
upwards in relation to the east side. This is suggested by the 
presence of higher grade metamorphic rocks on the west side, in 
Geary and Aubin Townships, than on the east side and by the fact 
that the Mattagami River Flault and its subsidiaries in Fripp 
Township have had their west sides moved relatively upwards (pp.
65, 74 above). In the INPUT area the main fault is nowhere cut by 
diabase and does not contain, unlike other faults in the system, 
Matachewan diabase along its plane. Thus, as in the Price-Fripp 
Area above (p. 74), the fault is younger than the Matachewan 
diabases and at least partly younger than the Sudbury diabases.
Other faults of the Mattagami River Fault System occur for 
the most part to the west of the main fault and antedate the 
Matachewan diabase dykes (pp. 151, 153 above). These faults occur 
in great numbers and have sliced the area into many narrow sectors# 
The larger and more obvious of these faults are marked on Map 4
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but It Is p r o b a b l e  that lit e r a l l y  thousands more exist and that 
the s p a c i n g  b e t w e e n  them Is m e a s u r a b l e  In h u n d r e d s  of feet. E v e r y  
diabase that was de t e c t e d  or u n d e t e c t e d  and every line a l o n g  w h i c h  
m a g n e t i c  zones truncate m u s t  be one of these faults. D i s p l a c e m e n t  
is u s u a l l y  l e f t - h a n d e d ,  but s o m etimes r i ght-handed, and as m u c h  as 
three m i l e s  in h o r i z o n t a l  o f f s e t  (Laidlaw Township). From the 
i r r e g u l a r  d i s t r i b u t i o n  and d i s c o n t i n u i t y  of the m a fic gn e i s s e s  
it is p r o b a b l e  that single slices of rock have m o ved u p w a r d s  w h i l e  
others m o v e d  d o w n wards. The a l t e r a t i o n  which a p pears to be 
related to this f a u l t i n g  (P la tes X X I X a ,XXIXb) is in part post- 
M a t a c h e w a n  d i a base in age. Some of the faulting may the r e f o r e  be 
y o u n g e r  than the diabases.
One fault, with the same strike direction as the Mattagami 
River Fault,is marked on the eastern part of Map 4 and named the 
Fournier Fault. Unlike the other faults its displacement is right- 
handed. Because this fault and the Mattagami River Fault both 
offset magnetic rocks for considerable distances they can both 
be traced northward on the published aeromagnetic maps (ODM Sheets 
7099G and 7100G) for more than 100 miles to a point where they 
can be seen to splay off a large fault which trends in a north­
easterly direction. This fault in turn marks the southeastern 
boundary of the granulite zone referred to above (p. 153). Thus 
the Mattagami River Fault and the Fournier Fault appear to be 
related to the uplift which has brought granulite (as well as 
carbonatites and kimberlite) to the surface in northeastern 
Ontario. Most of the activity relating to this uplift occurred in 
Proterozoic time, but some (ie. the intrusion of kimberlite) 
is post-Middle Devonian in age (George et al., 1967b, pp. 2, 3).
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No kimberlites have been identified from the INPUT, Tisdale or 
Price-Fripp areas, but dyke rocks which may have a similar origin 
(eg. Holmes, 1965, pp. 273- 276) have been encountered in drill 
core in central Mahaffy Township and in outcrop in Fripp Township 
near Kato Lake. The rock is made up of rounded, pebble-sized 
fragments of mixed metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks which 
are held in a matrix of pink leucocratic granodiorite or aplite.
The mixed pebbles, their roundness,and their occurance in a 
granitic dyke all testify to considerable transport of the pebbles 
during the intrusion of the granitic matrix.
2. The Northwesterly Fault System.
One fault, the Kam Kotia Fault which occurs in the south­
western part of the INPUT area, trends to the northwest in the 
same direction as the Sudbury Diabase System (Map 4). This fault 
/can be traced by means of a magnetometer through Moberly, Loveland 
and Robb Townships because of a diabase which occurs along its 
plane and through part of Jamieson Township by means of a shear 
zone which occurs to the south and east of the Kam Kotia mine. In 
central Jamieson Township there is evidence of a left-handed 
displacement to this fault, but it is inconclusive, being based 
on rather poor quality aeromagnetic data (Map 3, Sheet 3).
3, The Northeasterly Fault System.
Throughout the entire INPUT area, small faults with about 
two hundred feet displacement and a northeastern strike direction 
were encountered, notably in Jessop and in Loveland Townships.
In Loveland Township a Sudbury diabase dyke has been offset (Map 
4) by two of these faults, thus indicating that they are relatively 
young.
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Folding
Three sets of folds have been identified in Tisdale Township 
and two of these sets, the Tisdale with a dominantly northerly 
direction, and the Regional with a dominantly northeasterly 
direction, can be identified in the INPUT area. Another set, with 
a dominantly northwesterly direction (like that in the Fripp and 
Deloro rocks) has been identified in the eastern, southeastern and 
southwestern parts of the INPUT area. East-west folding occurs in 
the northwestern part of the area. It may well be that the 
east-west, the northwesterly and the Regional folding are all 
part of the same fold system.
Directions of folding have been largely determined from an 
Interpretation of aeromagnetic and ground magnetic maps, for the 
dominant direction of the isomagnetic contours indicates the 
dominant Strike ' of the folded rocks. Fold axes, at least in the 
area around Tisdale Township where the lithologie sequence is 
simple (p. 105-6 above) were traced by means of magnetic maxima, 
by symmetry of magnetic horizons or of electromagnetic conductors, 
by the tracing of geological marker horizons and by interpolating 
axes at one, two or greater wavelengths from, and parallel to, 
known axes. Minor structures, lineation and schistosity, were very 
useful when they were observed in outcrop for determining fold 
attitude, but the same structures when encountered in drill core 
were less useful because of the lack of knowledge about the 
orientation of the drill core. An exception to this was encountered 
in drill core from Wark, Prosser, Carnegie, Crawford, Lucas and 
Nesbitt Townships in which slaty cleavage and sedimentary banding 
were mutually perpendicular, thus indicating the location of fold 
axés.
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Within the INPUT area the several fold directions that have 
been recognised are
1. North-south (Tisdale) folds,
2. Northeast (Regional) folds,
3. East-west (Regional, Porphyry, or older) folds and
4. Northwest (Regional or older) folds.
1. North-south folds.
The Tisdale anticline (pi 95) can be traced through the
northern part of Tisdale Township and into Murphy Township by means
of basic rock horizons which are symmetrically distributed, or 
nearly symmetrically distributed, about it (Figures 7, 7a, pp 79, 
78), Northward from Tisdale Township the anticline can be traced 
into Wark and Prosser Townships by similar rock symmetry .(Map 4 
for Wark Township, the marker horizon in Prosser Township is not 
differentiated). Between Tisdale and Prosser Townships the axis 
of the Tisdale anticline goes through several oval magnetic "highs", 
thus giving support to the belief which was expressed on pages 105 
and 106 above that magnetic "highs" mark anticlinal axes. North­
ward from Tisdale Township the anticline trends in a nearly north- 
soU'th direction and, northward from Prosser Township a series of 
oval magnetic "highs" occur which are nearly in line with a 
projection of the Tisdale anticline along a north-south line. The 
anticline is therefore believed to continue through Prosser, 
Crawford, Nesbitt and Lennox Townships, through the locations of 
the magnetic"highs" (Map 3, Sheets 2, 5 and 7; Map 4). Parallel 
with the magnetic "highs" which mark the probable location of the 
Tisdale anticline, several other sets of m a gnetic"highs" occur 
which probably mark parallel anticlines (Map 3 Sheets 1 - 7). The
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locations of these parallel anticlines are marked on Map 4, the 
principal ones being named, from east to west, Evelyn, Duff, Tully, 
Whitney, Tisdale, Mountjoy, Turnbull and Cote. The basic rocks in 
the Tisdale-Prosser area, in particular in Tisdale and Kidd 
Townships, show a strong schistosity in a northeasterly direction 
in which a well-developed lineation plunges at angles from about 
45° to 70° to the northeast. The schistosity reflects the direction 
of folding in the Regional folds and it it believed that the 
lineation marks the intersection of the axial plane cleavage or 
schistosity of the Tisdale folds with this schistosity of the 
Regional folds (p. 96 above). Because the northeasterly schistosity 
is now well-developed and the assumed north-south schistosity is 
now represented only by a lineation, it is concluded that the 
northeasterly schistosity and therefore the Regional folding, is 
younger in part than the north-south Tisdale folding, although it 
is realised that much of the folding occurred simultaneously in 
both a north-south and a northeasterly direction (pp. 108, 109 
above). Away from the Tisdale-Prosser area both the lineation and 
the foliation are less strongly developed and the similar (shear) 
folding may be inferred to have been less intense. However, the 
paucity of outcrop and the reliance opon drill core for structural 
measurements throughout most of the area make such conclusions 
very tentative.
On Map 4 only the anticlinal axes have been shown. Where 
synclinal axes have been identified, they have been found to occur 
a little to the east of half way between two anticlinal axes. This 
would indicate that the folds are overturned to the west (p. 96).
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The dimensions of the Tisdale folds are variable and the 
wavelength can be anything from 1 to 8 miles with an amplitude, 
at least in Tisdale Township, of about 4 miles. Some of the folds 
appear to undulate so that their amplitudes may vary from nothing 
to several miles within a few miles of strike length. Others 
appear to originate by branching from a main fold (eg. in Gowan 
Townshi p).
2. Northeast folds.
Folds which have a northeast trend have been described in 
Tisdale Township as Regional folds. In the INPUT area the folds 
which have this direction occur in Tisdale, Jessop, Murphy, Kidd, 
Wark and Nesbitt Townships. Elsewhere, in Jamieson, Macdiarmid,
Reid and M a h a f f y  T o w n s h i p s ,  the n o r t h e a s t  strike d i r e c t i o n  was 
produced from n o r t h w e s t - s t r i k i n g  folds by drag from the M a t t a g a m i  
River Fault.
The Regional folds appear to be the youngest and the tightest
folds to have been produced in the area. Their relationship with
fold patterns of an east-west and bf a northwesterly direction are,
however, not clearly known. N o r t h w a r d  from Kidd T o w n s h i p  it a p p e a r s
on Map 4 that the northeasterly folds merely change direction and
become e a s t - w e s t  in strike and then n o r t h w e s t  in strike. The same
appears to occur in a westward direction from the northwest corner
of wark Township. Thu s  the n o r t h w e s t  folds in M a h a f f y ,  N e s b i t t ,
Crawford, Beck, Lucas, Reid, Carnegie and Prosser Townships, the
east-west folds in Carnegie, Prosser and Kidd Townships and the
northeast folds in Jamieson, Macdiarmid and Reid Townships that
were produced (insofar as strike direction is concerned) from the
northwesterly folds by drag from the Mattagami River Fault may all 
belong to the Regional fold system.
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3, East-west folds.
East-west foldi , termed the Porphyry folds, occur In 
Tisdale Township and appear to be related to the intrusion of 
porphyry at the McIntyre mine (p. 96 above). The occurance of 
porphyry at the southwest corner of Prosser Township where east- 
west folding also occurs (Map A) suggests that the east-west folding 
in the Carnegie-Prosser area may be due to the Porphyry and not due 
to the Regional folding, contrary to the suggestion made at the 
bottom of page 162. However, throughout the INPUT area there is 
insufficient data to permit differentiation of fold patterns of 
the Regional and the Porphyry folding (if, indeed, both took place 
throughout the area) and the east-west folds are therefore included 
with the Regional folds.
In the northeast part of the area, in Reaume, Fournier, Hanna 
and Lamarche Townships the folding is in an east-west or a northeast 
direction.
In the area of gneisses in the northwestern part of the INPUT 
area, the folding has been in a dominantly east-west direction and 
the rocks can be traced eastward across the Mattagami River Fault 
into Dargavel and Lennox Townships to where they strike in a 
northwesterly direction and, farther to the east, in an east-west 
direction. A second area of gneisses to the south of the one just 
mentioned, in Oke, Kirkland, Kingsmill and Aubin Townships 
principally,also contains rocks which have been folded into a 
dominantly east-west direction but which in the east part of Aubin 
Township appear to terminate in the nose of a fold. This fold may 
rest unconformably over or under the rest of the rocks in the 
northern part of the INPUT area; it is marked on Map 4 as the Beck- 
Oke Basin.
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The north-south chains of magnetic "highs", by which the 
axes of the Tisdale folds have been traced, do not cross or occur 
in the area covered by the Beck-Oke Basin, but rather appear to 
stop at its edge. The basin, therefore, is believed to unconform-
i
ably overlie the rocks of the northeastern part of the INPUT area. 
Additional evidence of the existence of an unconformable relation­
ship between the rocks of the basin and those which surround it
is to be found in the aeromagnetic maps which cover northern
Kingsmill and southern Geary Townships. In both cases the magnetic 
patterns (Map 3, Sheets 4 and 7) diverge at the edge of the basin 
by about 20°, the magnetic bands within the basin continuing past, 
and appearing to overlie, magnetic bands within the surrounding 
rocks, which appear to stop against the rocks of the basin. Thus 
the rocks of the basin appear to overlie unconformably the rocks 
that surround it. Paradoxically, however, the rocks of the basin 
in Aubin Township are in a higher grade of metamorphism than are 
the surrounding rocks, which suggests that the rocks of the Basin 
may unde rli e the surrounding rocks. Moreover, if uplift occurred 
westward across the Mattagami River Fault (p. 156 above), then it 
is to be expected that older, rather than younger, rocks will be 
exposed as the fault is approached from the east. It is possible, 
therefore, that the Beck-Oke rocks are older than those which 
surround them although the belief is held, from the evidence which
has been given above, that the Beck-Oke rocks are younger.
The east-west folding which has deformed the rocks in the 
Beck-Oke Basin is probably, although not necessarily, of a different 
age than the east-west Regional folding in the surrounding rocks t 
much of the Regional folding is synchronous with the Tisdale 
folding, which appears to antedate the deposition of the Beck-Oke
rocks.
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4. Northwest folds.
The dominant trend of the rocks in Thorburn, Loveland, Robb, 
western Jamieson and Macdiarmid, Carnegie, Crawford, Mahaffy, 
Dargavel, Lennox, Lucas, Duff, Little and Evelyn Townships is to 
the northwest. As has been indicated above, some of these rocks can 
be traced to areas where they trend in an east-west or even a north­
easterly direction, for example in Carnegie and Prosser Townships. 
Therefore some or all of the northwesterly folds may be equatable 
with the Regional folds of the Tisdale-Wark area. However, in the 
area to the west of the Mattagami River Fault the possibility exists 
that the northwest folds are older than the Regional folds. If 
uplift of the rocks to the west of the fault took place, then the 
possibility exists that the rocks in, say, Jamieson Township west 
of the fault are older than rocks which occur east of the fault—  
say in Tisdale Township. In Tisdale Township the rocks which are 
Older than the majority of those which occur in the township belong 
to the Deloro Group or, farther to the south and west, to the Fripp 
Group. Both of these groups have been folded in a northeasterly 
direction, the direction of folding to the west of the fault. The 
Deloro rocks contain rhyolite,* a rock-type which is virtually 
absent from the rocks of northern Tisdale Township, but abundantly 
present to the west of the fault. It may well be, therefore, that 
the rocks to the west of the fault belong to the Deloro Group and 
were folded, like the Déloro Group, before the Tisdale rocks were 
deposited and in a northwesterly direction. If this is so then the 
rocki to the east of the fault in, say, Macdiarmid, Kidd, Carnegie 
and Prosser Townships, which are correlated with similar rocks to 
the west of the fatjlt, may also belong to the Deloro Group. The 
change of trends, therefore, between the Tisdale rocks in Wark
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Township and the rocks of Prosser Township (Map 4) may indicate 
an unconformity, north of which the rocks are older than the 
Tisdale rocks and the folding older than the Regional folding. 
This in turn may indicate that uplift took place in the area to 
the north of Timmins to a greater degree than it took place near 
Timmins, a possibility that is consistent with the appearance, 
farther to the north, of high-grade gneisses. Despite this 
reasoning, however, the correlation of the rocks of Jamieson, 
Macdiarmid, Reid, Carnegie and Prosser Townships with those of 
southern Tisdale and Deloro Townships is conjectural. No definite 
evidence (for example a distinctive marker horizon) that would 
Justify such a correlation is known,
A prominent band of northwesterly folding trends through 
Evelyn, Little, Duff, Beck, Lennox and Dargavel Townships and 
appears to separate two areas in which the dominant trends are 
in an east-west or northeasterly direction. In Tully and also in 
Beck Townships the east-west and northeasterly folds appear to 
change direction and merge with or parallel the northwesterly 
folds. Thus some of the northwesterly folding may belong to the 
Regional fold system, although in Beck Township some of the folds 
of this system seem to cross this band. Its cause is not known. 
Perhaps as the dominant trends of the folding are parallel with 
those in the Deloro rocks which may underlie the area at depth 
they somehow owe their origin to this folding. Perhaps some of 
the early folding in the post-Deloro rocks was parallel with the 
folding in the Dp loro rocks and this band marks where it was 
preserved in the centre or a broad basin or anticline. Perhaps 
the early fold patterns, controlling the land forms, also 
controlled the sedimentation so that this band marks a lithologie
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change which affected the fold patterns, a hypothesis which is 
supported by the fact that a sedimentary facies change does 
occur northward from the south boundary of this band (pp. 142-3). 
However, the writer is of the opinion that younger folding which 
affected the Beck-Oke rocks (p. 164 above) also affected some 
of the rocks to the east of the Beck-Oke Basin and resulted in 
this broad northwesterly trending band. The rocks along the 
southern edge of this band, in Lucas, Prosser and Tully Townships 
(Map 4) show patterns which strongly suggest that they have been 
refolded,
PART IV
GEOLOGY AND MINERAL DEPOSITS 
In Tisdale, Kidd, Robb, Jamieson and Godfrey Townships, a 
great number of producing gold and base metal mines exist, or 
have existed, over the past 60 years. Although many geological 
reports exist and have been published regarding the detailed 
setting of individual mines, there has been little work done 
regarding the broader setting of orebodies. The original purpose 
of the present study was to determine the structural setting of 
the several base metal mines in the area in the hope that other, 
similar, structural settings could be found to serve as targets 
for exploration.
The principal orebodies of the area are:
1. The gold deposits of Tisdale Township.
2. The McIntyre copper mine, Tisdale Township.
3. The Texas Gulf Sulfur Mine, Kidd Township.
4. The Kam Kotia and Jameland deposits, Robb & Jamieson Townships,
3. The Cenex and Jamieson deposits, Godfrey Township.
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1. The gold deposits of Tisdale Township,
In Tisdale Township most of the gold deposits occur as 
free gold in quartz veins which radiate outwards from the 
contacts of, or from near the contacts of, the porphyry masses. 
Whatever the local control for the emplacement of the veins or 
however the quartz may have been emplaced (either injected from 
the porphyry during its intrusion^ or "sweated" from the country 
rock by heat from the porphyry as suggested on page 80 above) 
there is nevertheless an apparent genetic relationship between 
the porphyry and the gold-quartz veins. The account which is 
given below concerning the emplacement of the porphyry in which 
occurs the copper at the McIntyre Mine is therefore applicable 
to the emplacement of the gold-quartz veins as well,
2, The McIntyre copper mine, Tisdale Township.
The copper-bearing ores at the McIntyre Mine occur as 
disseminations and veinlets of copper sulphides which form a 
planar zone within and entirely surrounded by the Pearl Lake 
Porphyry. The zone is oriented parallel with the dominant schist­
osity in the porphyry which is, particularly near the ores, highly 
sericitized. A syngenetlc origin of the copper ores with the 
Intrusion of the porphyry is suggested (Carter, 1967, p. 120).
It is apparent from Figures 7 and 7a, Section 1 and in the 
section given by Michie (1967, p. 113) that the porphyries in 
Tisdale Township mark the crest and flanks of the Tisdale Anticline 
at points where it is crossed by Regional or Porphyry anticlines
 ^ Accounts of the geology of the various mines of the area are 
given in the following symposia:
(a) Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (1948); Structural
Geology of Canadian Ore Deposits, pp. 442-579.
(b) Ferguson, S.A. (1964); Geology of Mining Properties in Tisdale
Township, Porcupine Area. O.D.M. P.R. 1964-5, 124 pp.
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and thus mark the locations of domal structures. The porphyries 
themselves are believed to mark the locations of feeder pipes for 
the lavas of the area which were extruded at the same time as the 
porphyries were intruded during the formation of the domal 
structures by synchronous intersecting superposed folding. Thus 
the orebodies appear to be related to active volcanism which is 
in turn related to the formation of domes,
3, The Texas Gulf Sulfur Mine, Kidd Township
No published information is available about the geology of 
the TGS orebody so that this account must rely largely upon the 
writer’s own observations which were made during two short visits 
to the mine. The geological information (Figure 12) was obtained 
along four east-west traverses and three north-south traverses 
across the large open pit. The area has been explored to a depth 
of 3500 feet by diamond drilling, with little change in the 
general geology or grade of the ore, A total value of the ore 
reserves is estimated at between $3,000,000,000 and $5,000,000,000 
with present mining operations yielding a profit of about $300,000 
per day, the total number of men employed being approximately 
300, Copper in chalcopyrite, zinc in sphalerite, silver and 
minor cadmium and lead are the principal metals mined.
The ore occurs as completely massive sphalerite or chalco­
pyrite, or massive sphalerite and chalcopyrite, or as dissemin­
ations of these minerals in the host rocks. Nodular pyrite is 
common both with and away from the ore and within the ore-zone 
often contains flecks of native silver or is surrounded by galena. 
No pyrrhotlte is present.
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The ores at the TGS mine are entirely within a horizon of 
pyroclastic rocks which consist of agglomerates which are overlain 
with slight unconformity by rhyolitic and graphitic tuffs. The 
agglomerates contain fragments of a distinctive black rhyolite 
which is found elsewhere in the area. Overlying the pyroclastic 
horizon which contains the ores a thick layer of andesitic lava, 
locally pillowed with tops to the west, occurs. In one place at 
the southernmost ore zone (Figure 12) massive sphalerite and 
chalcopyrite abut against the andesitic layer which contains no 
visible sphalerite or chalcopyrite right up to its contact with 
the sulphides, thus suggesting that the sulphides may antedate 
the andésite. Underlying the agglomerate layer to the east of the 
northern ore zones, andésite and peridot!te probably occur (Map 
4; the orebody is on Lot 4, Concession 5, Kidd Township), but 
to the east of the southern ore zone in the immediate vicinity of 
the mine "diorite" of unknown extrusive or intrusive origin occurs, 
The ores and rocks strike at 020° and dip eastward at 75° being 
overturned to the west. Little evidence of faulting was seen, 
except for one shear zone in an approximately east-west direction. 
As little horizontal offset was observed across this shear 
zone of the andésite-tuff contact or°^the ores and as lineation 
in the schistosity plunges at the same angle and direction as 
this contact dips it is believed that motion across the shear 
zone has been mostly in a vertical direction as the contact and 
the shear zone both dip very steeply.
The orebodies occur (Map 4) above the rocks of the Tisdale 
Group and below the rocks of the Hoyle Group and on the western 
flank of an anticline of the Tisdale fold system at a point where 
it is crossed by a northeasterly (Regional) fold. The general area
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at the northeastern part of Kidd Township and the southwestern 
part of Prosser Township is believed to be a centre of volcanism 
which is marked by the presence of porphyry and by the black 
rhyolitic agglomerate which surrounds it (p. 148). Thus the ores 
at the TGS deposit in Kidd Township, like those in Tisdale 
Township, appear to be related to intersecting anticlines (domes) 
and to the nearby presence of a centre of volcanism. Unlike the 
ores of Tisdale they occur in a pyroclastic rock which occurs 
in the volcanic-sedimentary pile at a point where the volcanism 
gives way to sedimentation.
Geologists of the Texas Gulf Sulfur Company are divided 
among themselves as to whether the available evidence indicates 
that the ores are syngenetlc with the deposition of the host rocks 
(either sedimentary or volcanic-exhalative- eg. Knight (1957), 
Temple (1964) and Oftedahl (1958)) or are epigenetic (eg. Wilson, 
(1967), In the former case the overlying andésite can be used 
as evidence that the ores antedate some of the volcanism; in the 
latter case it can be considered to be a cap rock which served to 
trap and concentrate the younger ores below it.
4. The Kam Kotia and Jameland deposits, Robb and Jamieson Townships 
Little information is available about the Jameland deposit 
as it is now barely past the stage of discovery, but as it adjoins 
the Kam Kotia deposit at the boundary between Robb and Jamieson 
Townships it will be considered with the Kam Kotia deposit.
The Kam Kotia ores (Somerville, 1967) consist of massive 
sulphides and rarer sulphide stringers which are made up of 
pyrite, pyrrhotlte, chalcopyrite and sphalerite as irregular 
northwest-trending conformable zones within andésites and andésite
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tuffs which dip steeply and face to the northeast, Somerville 
states (1967, p, 134) that "a shear zone of unknown width, and 
roughly the same strike and dip as the rocks in the mine area , is 
the main structural element in the emplacement of ore". This shear 
zone may well be the Kam Kotia Fault which has been referred to 
on page 158 above. The presence of Pelean-type welded tuffs and 
agglomerates (Some rvi 1 le , pJ.32 ) and the existence immediately to 
the south of coarse rhyolitic breccias (p. 138) and granitic plugs 
(Map 4) indicate that a centre of volcanism existed to the south 
of the mine. The mine itself occurs on the crest of a north-south 
anticline on the flank of a dome which owes its origin to the 
intersection of this anticline with an east-west anticline.
Again, as with the TGS and the Tisdale orebodies, the Kam 
Kotia and Jameland orebodies are associated with a dome and with 
a volcanic centre,
5,The Genex and Jamieson deposits, Godfrey Township,
The Jamieson orebody (Hogg, 1954, pp. 36-41) and the Genex 
deposit both occur at or near the contacts of the same Matachewan 
diabase dyke in western Godfrey Township, but are separated one 
from the other by about 3 miles. The host rocks are both andésites 
and rhyolites and the ore zones, although locally striking in an 
east-west or northwest direction have an overall strike of north- 
south and a vertical dip. The economic minerals are mainly 
sphalerite and chalcopyrite. In the vicinity of the Genex deposit 
the sulphide minerals occur in north-south faults and shear zones 
and at the Jamieson Mine they have invaded the country rocks from 
a north-south fault zone which is now occupied by a younger 
Matachewan diabase dyke.
Structurally, both deposits occur on the flank of the same
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dome with which the Kam Kotia Mine is associated and at about the 
same distance from the apex of the dome. The crest of an east-west 
(actually northwest at the boundary of Godfrey and Jamieson 
Townships) anticline appears to occur at the Jamieson Mine (Map 4).
As with the other deposits in the INPUT area, the Jamieson 
and Cenex deposits are associated with a domal structure near a 
centre of volcanism.
Sum mary
All economic mineral deposits in the INPUT area are assoc­
iated with domal structures and occur at or near the crests of 
the domes as in Tisdale Township or, more commonly, on the flanks 
of the domes as in Kidd, Robb, Jamieson and Godfrey Townships.
With the great number of intersecting anticlines that occur 
in the INPUT area (Map 4) it is not very unusual that the ore 
deposits are located on domal structures. However, all the deposits 
also occur close to volcanic feeders, either directly in or at the 
edge of the feeders as in Tisdale Township or else some distance 
from the feeders as is found elsewhere in the area.
Local control of the orebodies has been the volcanic feeder 
itself or its margin in Tisdale Township, a tuffaceous rock capped 
with andésite in Kidd Township, and faults and shear zones in 
Robb, Jamieson and Godfrey Townships. It is believed that the 
association of volcanic centres and orebodies in the area is more 
than fortuitous and that the ores owe their emplacement to the 
presence of nearby volcanic activity. The sulphur isotope evidence 
of Shima jsl. (p# 112 above) indicates that the sulphides at the 
McIntyre Mine originated below the earth's crust and travelled 
to the surface with the magmatic fluids which fed the lava pile.
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If the sulphides elsewhere in the INPUT area have similar sulphur 
isotope ratios to those in Tisdale Township, then it is probable 
that they too originated below the earth's crust and, to judge 
from their association with volcanic centres, travelled to near 
the earth's surface along the same routes that the lavas took but 
locally were diverted from these paths to follow faults, porous 
rock horizons, anticlinal crests or other zones of weakness.
Suggestions for Prospecting.
For base metals, electromagnetic surveys of the ground for 
about 3 miles around known volcanic centres can be made. These 
would be in Godfrey, Turnbull, Robb, Jamieson, Loveland, Macdiar- 
mid, Reid, Carnegie, Prosser, Mann, Beck (?), Murphy and eastern 
Kidd and Jessop Townships. Drilling of conductors which occur in 
recognised faults, agglomerates or anticlinal axes would then 
quickly test for mineral concentrations.
The exploration for gold deposits would be very difficult 
in the absence of abundant outcrop as no geophysical means is now 
known for the detection of gold in the concentrations in which it 
commonly occurs. Detailed magnetometer surveys near the volcanic 
centres may outline the presence of porphyries and blind drilling 
of their contacts might turn up gold veins. If it is assumed that 
the gold was injected from the igneous rock then it may be 
desirable to prove that the rock originated in the earth's mantle. 
This might be proven by means of sulphur or strontium isotopes 
before a great amount of drilling is done. If it is assumed that 
the gold was "sweated" from the country rocks, then geochemical 
studies of these rocks would be desirable to locate gold-rich 
horizons and to trace them to the margins of acid igneous 
intrusions.
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PART V 
SUMMARY
A geological map (Maps 3 and 4) has been prepared to cover 
a large area in which there is virtually no outcrop but in which 
a great number of bore holes have been put down to bedrock. The 
map was made by plotting the geological information from the bore 
holes and extrapolating it by means of magnetic, electromagnetic 
and gravity measurements. Sometimes the rock-types and their 
contacts were inferred directly from the geophysical data. The 
depositional and structural history of the area is deduced from 
the geological map and the history of metamorphism and alteration 
is deduced from thin-section examination of drill core specimens.
1, The rocks which make up the Tisdale Group, the Krist Horizon 
and the Hoyle Group can be traced with fair confidence northward 
from Tisdale Township to Prosser Township. In a northeasterly 
direction the rocks of the Tisdale and Hoyle Groups only
can be traced, the Krist Horizon being limited to the Tisdale- 
Prosser area. The "Krist" rocks of Prosser and Kidd Townships are 
different in makeup although similar in origin and stratigraphie 
position and were ejected from different volcanic centres. North­
ward from Wark and Evelyn Townships the volcanic members of the 
Tisdale Group finger out as sedimentary members become more 
dominant. Within the presumed Hoyle Group in the northern parts 
of the area volcanic members appear which are not present in 
Tisdale Township. The"Hoyle" rocks in the northern part of the 
area are overlain by a much younger group which is termed the
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Beck-Oke Group. The sedimentary rocks undergo a facies change 
along a line approximately through Mahaffy, Prosser and Little 
Townships, north of which they become finer grained and more 
uniformly banded. Northward from the Tisdale area the rocks appear 
to have been deposited in a geosyncline which was progressively 
deeper, both in terms of the depth of the sea at the time of 
deposition and the total thickness of sediments, towards the north. 
Rocks of the shelf facies occur in the vicinity of Timmins and to 
the west and south, notably in the De loro Group (Goodwin, 1967 , 
p, 140).
2, Centres of volcanism are exposed in Tisdale, Prosser, Godfrey, 
Robb, Loveland and perhaps Beck and Mann Township. Except for the 
questionable centres in Beck and Mann Townships, none are 
recognised in the northern parts of the area where deep sea 
sedimentation took place.
3, Andésites and basalts have been the principal volcanic rock 
extruded in the area, but minor rhyolite, rhyolite tuff and 
agglomerate, dacite, andesitic and dacitic tuff and rhyodacite 
also occur. The volcanic rocks belong to the basalt-andesite- 
rhyolite association of orogenic belts. Greywackes in the southern 
part of the area and siltstone and shale in the northern part have 
been the principal sedimentary rocks deposited in the INPUT area.
4, In the central, southern and eastern parts of the area the rocks 
have been metamorphosed to the greenschist facies of regional 
metamorphism, but elsewhere they have been metamorphosed to the 
amphibolite facies. In the western, northwestern and northeastern 
parts of the area the sedimentary rocks have been altered to 
granitic gneisses.
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5, The overturned north-south Tisdale folds have affected all the 
rocks of the area with the exception of the northwestern parts 
where the Beck-Oke rocks have only been affected by east-west fold­
ing. Centres of volcanism occured on the axes of north-south 
anticlines at places where they have formed into domes due to their 
intersection with east-west, northeasterly, or northwesterly 
trending anticlines. The folds which intersect the Tisdale folds 
belong mostly to the Regional fold system, but there is some 
possibility that some of them belong to the Porphyry fold system. 
Also, there is a possibility that the rocks of the western, northern 
and eastern parts of the area have been uplifted so that rocks of 
the De loro Group are exposed and the fold patterns are older than 
the Regional or Porphyry systems.
6 , Diabase dykes occur predominantly in the western part of the 
INPUT area and, with one or two exceptions, trend in a northerly 
direction. The exceptions trend in a northwesterly direction. The 
diabases were intruded along the planes of pre-existing faults, 
those of northwesterly trend being intruded along the Kam Kotia 
Fault and the others, which antedate the Kam Kotia Fault, were 
intruded into faults of the Mattagami River Fault System,
7, The younger faulting in the area has been minor and restricted
to a northeasterly or a northwesterly direction. The older faulting 
belongs to the Mattagami River Fault System, which is of at least 
two ages. The older Mattagami River faulting antedates the diabase 
dykes and has sliced the area into a great number of thin fault 
blocks, most of which have left-handed displacement,along their 
margins,of a few hundred feet. The younger Mattagami River faulting 
has occured mainly along the Mattagami River Fault itself and is
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younger than the Matachewan diabase in age. It has a left-handed 
displacement in the northern part of the area of 1\ miles and in 
the southern part of the area of 4% miles, the difference in dis­
placements between the north and the south being taken up by 
several southeast-trending faults which also have left-handed 
displacement. The west side of the faults may have moved upwards 
in relation to the east side.
8 . Associated with the faulting, severe alteration of the country 
rocks— in particular the gabbrosc and diabases—has produced 
clinozoisite and albite at the expense of calcic feldspar and 
hornblende and chlorite at the expense of pyroxenes,
9. Economic deposits of gold, copper, zinc and silver occur in 
domal structures near or in the centres of volcanism. The deposits 
are in, or near the contacts of, volcanic feeders in Tisdale 
Township, in a stratigraphie trap in Kidd Township and in fault 
traps in Robb, Jamieson and Godfrey Townships.
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CHAPTER 5 
General Summary
The geological histories of three areas which are within 
the Porcupine Mining District of Ontario have been briefly 
described. The purpose of this chapter is to give a general 
geological history of the area as a whole insofar as it can be 
inferred from the histories of these three areas.
Depositional History
Three volcanic-sedimentary depositional cycles, with 
perhaps a total thickness of 100,000 feet, are recognised. The 
oldest, which is termed the Fripp Group, is represented by the 
upper member only in the areas of study. However, to the southeast 
of Fripp Township in McArthur and Bartlett Townships (Map 1), on 
strike or nearly so with the Fripp Group of rocks, large areas of 
ground are underlain by rocks which are typical of the lower 
members of a volcanic-sedimentary cycle and it is believed that 
they are part of the Fripp Group, In Fripp Township itself only 
about 5000 to 8000 feet of the Fripp Group is represented and this
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consists of alternating layers of me tagreywaeke, metashale 
and meta si 1 1 stone , and recrystallized iron formation.
The De loro Group of rocks conformably overlies the Fripp 
rocks in Fripp and Price Townships and underlies the ground 
between this area and southern Tisdale Township, There is 
some possibility that rocks in the southwestern and northern 
parts of the INPUT area can be correlated with rocks of the 
De loro Group, but this is unproven and the rocks of the INPUT 
area are correlated with the overlying Tisdale rocks. In Fripp 
and Price Townships the lowermost members of the Deloro Group 
consist of pillow lavas of andesitic composition which occur 
in layers about 2 0 0  feet thick which are separated, one from 
another, by tuffaceous rocks in layers about 4 feet thick and 
also of andesitic composition. Certain horizons of massive 
andesitic rock which are included in the Deloro Group are 
believed to be sills. The upper members of the Deloro Group 
are exposed in Deloro, Tisdale and Whitney Townships (Map 1) 
where they consist of rocks of rhyolitic composition overlain 
by banded metagreywackes. Because of recrystallization due to 
metamorphism, no textural evidence remains to indicate whether 
the rhyolitic rocks are of effusive (flow) or pyroclastic 
origin.
Overlying the Deloro rocks, probably with angular 
unconformity but separated from the Deloro rocks by a fault 
so that exact structural relationships cannot be observed, the 
Tisdale rocks occur. In Tisdale Township these consist of a 
thick sequence of pillowed and massive rocks of andesitic, 
basaltic and dacitic composition, with thin, minor, intercal­
ated tuffaceous horizôns, termed the Tisdale Group, Its
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lowermost members are not exposed, A felsic agglomerate known 
as the Krist Horizon overlies the rocks of the Tisdale Group 
with angular unconformity of a few degrees and it is in turn 
overlain unconforraably by a thick series of metagreywackes 
and metashales known as the Hoyle Group, The Hoyle Group is 
overlain wit& great unconformity by conglomerates and metashale 
of the Timiskaming Series. In the northwest part of the INPUT 
area the (presumed) Hoyle rocks are overlain unconformab1 y by 
basic rocks and metasediments of the Beck-Oke Group, These 
rocks appear to be unaffected by one period of folding which 
affected the Timiskaming Series and may therefore be younger.
Thus three successive cycles of volcanic-sedimentary 
deposition took place In the Frlpp-Tisdale area and these 
were followed by a period of sedimentary deposition, A younger 
period of deposition which involved both sedimentary and 
basic (volcanic Î) rocks took place in the northwestern part 
of the INPUT area. All of the sedimentary and volcanic rocks 
as well as the assumed basic sills are older than 2500 m,y. 
and thus are Archaean in age,
lateral Variation
Because of the small areas in which the Fripp and Deloro 
rocks were observed, little lateral variation was encountered. 
The Tisdale rocks, however, are believed to underlie most of 
the INPUT area, which is about 1500 square miles in size, and 
considerable stratigraphie variation occurs throughout this 
large area.
The basic rocks which make up the Tisdale Group appear 
to occur throughout the INPUT area, but in the area to the
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north of Prosser Township, and indeed within Prosser Township 
itself, layers of metasedimentary rock appear which, farther 
to the north become thicker as the layers of basic rock become 
thinner. The felsic rocks which overlie the Tisdale Group in 
Tisdale Township are represented by different felsic rocks 
elsewhere: in Jamieson and Macdiarmid Townships by cream- 
coloured rhyolites and rhyolite breccias and in Carnegie and 
Prosser Townships by green to black rhyolites, agglomerates 
and tuffs instead of the porphyritic agglomerates which occur 
in Tisdale and Murphy Townships. The felsic rocks of different 
types are related to different centres of volcanism, which 
were In Tisdale, Jamieson and Loveland, and Prosser Townships,
To the north and east of Carnegie and Prosser Townships 
the clastic metasedimentary rocks which make up the Hoyle 
Group become finer grained and, instead of being derived from 
greywackes were probably derived from slltstones and shales. 
Sedimentary banding is thinner and more uniform to the north 
and east of Carnegie and Prosser Townships as well as in the 
extreme northwestern part of the area. The more uniform 
sedimentation which must have occurred in the northern parts of 
the area as evidenced by the grain size and banding in the 
metasedimentary rocks is believed to indicate the transition 
from shelf type deposition which occurred in Tisdale Township 
to deep sea deposition which occurred farther to the north.
Iron formations occur in the western part of the area and are 
common in the extreme north, but are absent in the south and 
east.
To the north o£ the INPUT area and in its northwestern 
parts, the metasedimentary rocks give way to felsic gneisses
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which are believed to be also of metasedimentary origin 
although containing some igneous material. It is believed 
that these gneisses represent sediments that were deposited 
in a yet deeper sea environment than those in the northern 
part of the INPUT area. It is also believed that the gneisses 
occur in an area where the geosyncline in which the sediments 
were deposited was at its thickest. The extent of the geosyn­
cline is inferred from the known distribution and dominant 
trends of the gneisses, which are incompletely mapped. The 
available maps (eg. George et al., 1967, p. 37) indicate that 
they occur at least as far north as latitude 51°, where they 
disappear northward under Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks 
(latitude 49° passed through the INPUT area) and that their 
dominant strike is easterly or northeasterly between latitudes 
49°and 51°. Evidence of a sedimentary origin for the gneissic 
rocks is found in stratiform banding, the presence of iron 
formation, the presence of "ghost" conglomerates (George, 1968, 
personal communication) and, in the INPUT area, an on-strike 
relationship between metasedimentary rocks and gneisses. If 
the rocks of Fripp, Deloro and Tisdale Townships, the INPUT 
area and the gneissic terrain to the north were deposited in 
the same geosyncline in Archaean time, then the geosyncline 
was of considerable width, much like those of Palaeozoic or 
younger age, and unlike the geosynclines which Pettijohn (1943) 
believed to be typical of the Archaean.
A graphical representation of the stratigraphie columns 
within the Fripp-Tisdale-INPUT areas is shown in Figure 13, 
page 185.
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Folding
The oldest folding that was detected in the area affected 
the Fripp and Deloro rocks and appears to have taken place 
before the deposition of the overlying Tisdale rocks. This 
folding produced steep dips and northwesterly trends to the 
Fripp and Deloro rocks and also produced a strong foliation 
which parallels the strike and dip of the rocks. A lineation 
in the schistosity which plunges in a southward direction, to­
gether with an apparent plunge of the folds in a northwesterly 
direction, suggests the existence of folding in a northeasterly 
direction as well as that which is in a northwesterly direction.
Two, and probably three, sets of synchronous superposed 
folds began forming before the end of the deposition of the 
Tisdale Group of rocks and continued to form after the deposition 
of the Timiskaming Series. Although these folds appear to be 
of shear or similar type it is believed that their earliest 
manifestation was as cylindrical folds which permitted crestal 
intrusion of ultrabasic and granitic rocks. The dominant fold 
patterns In the INPUT area are in northeasterly, northwesterly 
or east-west lines superposed on folds which occur along north- 
south lines. Dips of sedimentary beds and planes of schistosity 
are generally steep or vertical.
The Beck-Oke Group of rocks, which may be the youngest 
stratiform rocks in the area, has been deformed along east-west 
lines by folding which must postdate that which has affected 
the rocks of Tisdale Township. What may be a continuation along 
strike of this folding occurs in the eastern central parts of 
the INPUT area where northwesterly trends appear to cut across 
the dominantly east-west Regional trends. However, there is
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also the possibility (p. 166 above) that this northwesterly 
folding is related to the older folding which affected the Fripp 
and Deloro rocks.
Folding in the INPUT area is probably much more complex 
than is indicated here, however. For example, some of the fold 
patterns in Lucas, Prosser and Tully Townships (Map 4) are 
similar to those which occur in the very complexely folded 
Grenville rocks in the Frontenac axis area of Ontario (Wynne- 
Edwards, 1967, pp. 74, 79, 83).
Me tamo rphi sm
Regional metamorphism, which probably took place at the 
same time as the shear folding in each of the areas covered by 
the present study, has been to the amphibolite facies, except 
in the central and southern parts of the INPUT area, nearly all 
of Tisdale Township and the extreme northeasterly part of the 
Price-Fripp area where metamorphism of the greenschist facies 
occurs.
Contact metamorphism near the ultrabasic rocks and porphy­
ries,in Tisdale Township and northward, is lacking, thus (p. 101) 
indicating that these rocks antedate the shear folding. In Fripp 
Township there are distinct metamorphic aureoles around the acid 
intrusions in which the rocks have been raised from the green­
schist facies of regional metamorphism to the hornblende hornfels 
facies of contact metamorphism, thus indicating that the acid 
intrusions postdate the regional metamorphism in that area. As 
the folding in Fripp Township antedates the folding in Tisdale 
Township it is possible that the acid intrusions in the two town­
ships invaded the country rocks at the same time.
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Ig ne ou s In t r u s i o n
It is a s sume d that m a n y  of the massive "lavas" in the 
Fripp, Tisdale and INPUT areas are in fact sills and therefore 
sl i ght ly  y o u n g e r  than the lavas which enclose them. In Tisdale 
T o w n s h i p  the p o r p h y r y  m a s s e s ,  w h ich  are believe d to have been 
feeders for the o v e r l y i n g  lavas, cut across the assumed sills, 
thus i n d i c a t i n g  that the sills are virtua ll y of the same age as 
the lavas. The i n t r u s i o n  of the porphyry ma ss e s  in Tisdal e 
T o w n s h i p  and P r o s s e r  T o w n s h i p  as well as, probably, the g r a n i t i c  
bod ies  in L o v e lan d,  Robb and G o d f r e y  Townshi ps, tog ether with 
the e x t r u s i o n  of some of the lavas, took place at the same time 
as the fold ing began in these areas and probabl y d u r i n g  a p e r i o d  
of c y l i n d r i c a l  fo ld in g w h i c h  pr e c e d e d  the similar folding. The 
I n t r u s i o n  of these rocks and the intrus io n of diorite, gabbro and 
u l t r a b a s i c s  was loca li zed in domal stru ctures which m a r k  the 
i n t e r s e c t i o n  of a n t i c l i n e s  of s yn ch ronous  superpose d fold s y s t e m s  
w h i c h  i n t e r s e c t  n e a r l y  at right angles. In Price and Fripp 
T o w n s h i p s  the u l t r a b a s i c  rock and gabbro both ap pear to have been 
i n t ru ded at the same time as folding, o l d e r  than the f o l d i n g  in 
T i sdal e T o w n s h i p ,  took place. Gr a n i t i c  bodies are y o u n g e r  and 
m ay in fact have been int ru ded at about the same time as the 
g r a n i t i c  bo di e s  in Tis d a l e ,  Prosser, Loveland,  Robb and G o d f r e y  
To wn ship s,  In the n o r t h w e s t e r n  part of the INPUT area, c o n s i d e r ­
able l i t - pa r- lit i n j e c t i o n  of graniti c m a t e r i a l ,  p e r h a p s  l o c ally 
d e rive d from m e t a m o r p h o s e d  sedi m e n t a r y  rocks, took place. T h i s  
p r o b a b l y  o c c u r r e d  at the same time as the m e t a m o r p h i s m  which  
p r o du ced the a m p h i b o l i t e  gn eisses  took place.
Di abase dyk es are the yo u n g e s t  rocks to have been i n t r u d e d  
in the area and these are of three r a d i o a c t i v e l y - d e t e r m i n e d  ages:
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2400 m.y., the dykes of which system follow north-south faults, 
1300 m.y., the dykes of which system follow northwesterly faults, 
and 1200 m.y., the dykes of which follow northeasterly lines, the 
cause of which is not known. The granitic rocks of the area all 
have radiochemical ages of about 2500 m.y,
Fau I t i n g .
Early faulting which is parallel with, or nearly parallel 
with, the sedimentary banding in the rocks of the area is 
indicated by the presence of graphitic zones which mark shear 
planes in these rocks. It is probable that this faulting was
produced during the folding which affected the area, but the
amount of displacement is not known and the direction of displace- 
ment (as indicated by slickensides) is only rarely known. The 
slickensides are common enough, but were usually encountered in 
drill core in which orientation could not be determined.
Later faulting was in three directions or systems. The 
earliest was in a northeasterly direction, is marked mainly by 
the Destor-Porcupine Fault (Map 1) and had a displacement of 
several miles both in a vertical and horizontal direction. The 
horizontal displacement was left-handed and the vertical 
displacement was such as to move the south side upwards in
relation to the north side. This fault may have had a long
history and is marked for much of its length by a wide shear.
Faults of the Mattagami River Fault system have offset the 
Destor-Porcupine Fault and are therefore younger than it is. The 
earliest faults of this system antedate the 2400 m.y. diabase 
dykes and serve as channelways for these dykes. They have cut
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the area to the northwest of the Mattagami River (Map 4) into 
a great number of thin slices, most of which have moved with 
left-handed displacement. The Mattagami River Fault itself 
postdates the 2400 m.y. diabases and in part postdates the 1200 
m.y. diabases and has therefore had a long history of movement.
It has a left-handed displacement of 3.1 miles in Fripp Township 
and this displacement builds up to the north so that it reaches 
7.5 miles in Mabee Township. The buildup has been produced by 
many subsidiary faults which join the main fault from a south­
easterly direction. In all cases where a vertical displacement 
can be shown it has been found that the west side has moved 
upwards in relation to the east side.
A northwesterly fault of unknown displacement occurs in 
the southwestern INPUT area and has served as a channelway for 
a diabase dyke, perhaps one of the 1300 m.y. dykes.
A fault with a r i g h t - h a n d e d  displ a c e m e n t  o c c u r s  in 
F o u r n i e r  T o w n s h i p ;  one with a left handed d i s p l a c e m e n t  o c c u r s  in 
Littl e T o w n sh ip. Both of these faults have a n o r t h e r l y  strike end 
may th erefo re  be related to the Mattagami Ri ver system.
M i n o r  fa u l t i n g  in a n o r t h e a s t  di r e c t i o n  (Loveland and J e s s o p  
T o w n s h i p s )  and in an e a s t - w e s t  d i r ec ti on (Kidd T o w nship) also 
occurs.
The faults of the Mattagami River system can be traced 
northward to beyond latitude 50® where they are seen to^'subsi di a ry 
faults which branch off large northeasterly faults which mark the 
boundary of a major uplift in that part of the Canadian Shield. 
Carbonatite Intrusions which are related to this uplift have been 
radiochemically dated at between lOlO and 1740 m.y, (Glttins et al. 
1967, pp. 652, 653).
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A l t e r a t i o n
C a r b o n a t i z a tion , s i l i c i f i c a t i o n  and s e r p e n t i n i zation 
a s s o c i a t e d  wit h folding and fau lti ng in the INPUT, Tisdale and 
Fripp ar eas co m m o n l y  occur. Aside from these types of a l t e r a t i o n  
the pri n c i p a l ,  and c e r t a i n l y  the m os t wid esp re ad, a l t e r a t i o n  in 
the area o c c u r s  in the v i c i n i t y  of faults of the Mattagami River 
Fault system in the Fripp area and in the w e s ter n parts of the 
INPUT area.
In the Fripp area, pyroxenes, calcic feldspars and 
magnetite which are present in norite and diabase have been 
converted to hornblende and chlorite, albite and sericitic 
minerals, and hematite respectively in the vicinity of the 
faults. These minerals, in terms of regional metamorphism, are 
of the low greenschist facies and possibly produced at temper­
atures of about 300° C. and pressures of about 7000 bars (Fyfe 
et al., 1958, pp. 218, 237). Kaolinite and other clay minerals 
are produced near the faults in Fripp Township, which may indicate 
lower temperatures and pressures of formation, perhaps close to 
those which now obtain at the surface of the earth.
In the INPUT area the same original minerals which occur 
in gabbro and diabase in the Fripp area have been altered to 
chlorite and hornblende, albite and clinozoisite, and magnetite 
(or, where ilmenite was the original mineral, magnetite and 
sphene). These minerals are of a higher grade than those which 
occur in the Fripp alteration and indicate that higher pressure 
and temperature existed in the INPUT area than in the Fripp area 
during the time of alteration. This may indicate deeper burial 
and therefore greater subsequent uplift in the INPUT area.
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Mineral Deposits
In the Porcupine area, within the areas of study, the known 
economic mineral concentrations consist of gold, silver, copper, 
zinc, lead and cadmium. Local structural control usually exists 
with which the ores are associated: faults at the Kam Kotia, 
Jamieson and G^nex deposits, abrupt stratigraphie changes at the 
Texas Gulf deposit and marginal relationships with the porphyry 
masses in southwestern Tisdale Township. All orebodies occur at 
the crest of, or on the flanks of, domal structures caused by the 
intersections of anticlines of superposed fold systems. All ore 
deposits occur close to centres of volcanism.
HISTORICAL SEQUENCE
There is some indication, from anomalous age dates from 
lead in galena from the Timmins area that some orogenic activity 
took place in the Porcupine area at about 3100 m.y. before present. 
However, most radiochemical dates from rocks of the area indicate 
that the most recent mountain building episode took place at 
about 2500 m.y. Geological evidence suggests the existence of a 
period of folding older than this.
The oldest rocka that have been identified occur in the area 
to the south of Timmins. These consist of two series of lavas and 
metasediments that were deposited and then folded along northwest- 
trending lines. At the same time as folding took place, metamor­
phism of the rocks to the greenschist facies and the amphibolite 
facies also took place and Intrusion of ultrabasic rock and gabbro 
occurred.
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Overlying the above-mentioned rocks, a series of basic 
lavas, tuffs, agglomerates and clastic sediments were laid down. 
These were deposited, in the area that is now Tisdale Township, 
on the southern margin of a broad geosyncline which extended for 
several hundred miles northward and probably also eastward and 
westward. As volcanic extrusion progressed at near-shore locations 
in this geosyncline, sedimentation took place in the deep sea 
environment. Synchronous, superposed folding, first of cylindrical 
type but later of similar type, affected the deposited rocks be for* 
the cessation of volcanism in Tisdale Township and continued after 
the cessation of sedimentation in the same township. The folding 
took place along north-south lines and approximately east-west 
lines and with it occurred igneous intrusion of ultrabasic rock, 
gabbro and granodiorite, both equigranular and porphyritic. It is 
probable that the later stages of volcanism, the early stages of 
folding, the intrusion of magma, some early faulting and the 
emplacement of orebodies were synchronous.
After the completion of the north-south folding, 
further sedimentation took place in the area that is now
the northwestern part of the INPUT area and folding progressed 
along east-west lines and, in the eastern part of the INPUT area, 
along northwesterly lines. Metamorphic grade in the southern and 
central INPUT area was of the greenschist facies, but in the 
northwestern parts and northward, was in the high amphibolite 
facies so that felsic gneisses now occur. Low amphibolite facies 
metamorphism took place elsewhere in the INPUT area.
Uplift, which was progressively greater towards the centre 
of the geosyncline, was accompanied by widespread north-south 
faulting with left-handed displacement, which provided channelways
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for the Intrusion of diabase dykes. Preceding the north-south 
faulting, northeasterly left-handed faulting had taken place,and 
postdating it,northwesterly faulting occurred. Northwesterly 
diabase intrusion along the northwesterly fault planes took place 
at 1300 m.y. and diabase intrusion, nearly parallel with the 
northeasterly faulting,took place at 1200 m.y. The north-south 
faulting, itself a product of block faulting and uplift which 
took place about 100 miles to the north, continued from its 
earliest recorded activity before 2400 m.y. to a point in time 
which is more recent than 1200 m.y., the age of the youngest 
dykes which it offsets.
Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks, now completely eroded away, 
may have covered the area at one time.
Pleistocene glacial activity has deposited thick layers of 
sand and clay.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The present study has described, in general terms, the 
geology of a large block of ground in the Porcupine area of 
Canada, Because of the general nature of the study it is possible 
to do a great number of specific studies which would cover or 
test virtually any of the points raised in this thesis. Specific 
studies which might aid in the understunding of the structure 
of the area might be;
1. fabric analysis of specimens of drill core from the area. 
Although the specific orientation of the samples are not known, 
the angular relationships between the structural elements 
could be determined.
2. mathematical analysis of magnetometer data.
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An Indicator of the depositional or intrusive history of the area 
might be found in the trace element content of the various 
intrusive, extrusive and sedimentary rocks. For
example, Holman (1964, p. 46) has found that greywackes of 
different ages in the Kirkland Lake area could be recognised by 
their barium content.
Sulphur isotope, carbon isotope and hydrocarbon determin­
ations from graphitic and pyritic material in the Keewatin 
rocks may indicate the role of organisms in their formation 
(Oro et al., 1965; Barghoorn et al., 1965) although examination 
of the sulphides (Moorhouse, personal communication) and of the 
graphitic material (K,Hooper, personal communication) in samples 
which were supplied by the writer failed to show any physical 
evidence of life. A study of the sulphur and other iso topic 
content of some of the intrusive rocks might indicate their 
derivation, either from the mantle of the earth or from melted 
geosynclinal material.
For the location of new orebodies, the trace element 
content of rocks could be determined in the thousands or rock 
specimens which the writer has collected from the area. Pathfinder 
elements such as silver and mercury as well as copper, zinc, lead, 
gold and other valuable metals could be determined. Copper, Zinc 
and lead determinations in basal till material which is encountered 
in drilling through the clay deposits in the area could detect 
glacially transported metals (eg. Fortescue at a 1., 1965 , pp. 23- 
27). By using both of these geochemical methods in an exploration 
or drilling program, both primary and secondary dispersion haloes 
might be detected.
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A claim of originality and contribution to geological 
knowledge is made on the following grounds:
1. The two areas which were mapped by the writer, the Price-Fripp 
and the INPUT areas, have never before been geologically mapped 
and the geology is therefore outlined here for the first time. The 
Tisdale area, although largely mapped by others, is here generally 
interpreted and described for the first time,
2. The relationship between the orebodies and the presence of 
domal structures and volcanic centres, in addition to the relation­
ship between the orebodies and faulting, folding and stratigraphy 
(eg. Goodwin, 1967, Dunbar, 1948) is indicated for the Porcupine 
area for the first time.
3. The existence and history of the Mattagami River Fault system 
is here reported for the first time, although at least one author 
suspected its existence previously (Ferguson, 1957).
4. The general stratigraphy and lateral variation in an Archaean 
geosyncline is described and some of the complex folding that 
the rocks of the geosyncline have undergone has been indicated,
5. A relationship, both in space and time, between volcanic 
activity and the presence of structural domes in the Porcupine 
area has been Indicated.
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in support of this theses. They were previously included in 
support of the writer's 1965 MSc thesis in the University of 
London.
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XHE AGE OF THE NEPEAN (POTSDAM) SANDSTONE 
IN EASTERN ONTARIO
J. L. KIRW AN
\BSTRACT. The Nepean sandstone forms the basal formation of the Paleozoic sequence 
in eastern Ontario and is made up of nearly fiat-lying clastic sediments ranging from con­
glomerate to orthoquartzite. Most workers correlate these rocks with the Potsdam forma­
tion of New York State, which is regarded, on fauna) evidence from the eastern part of 
ihe slate, to be Upper Cambrian in age. In Ontario the gradation of the sandstones into 
(lie overlying Lower Ordovician (Beekmantown) sediments suggests that the Nepean 
formation may be of Ordovician age. Using the evidence that the Paleozoic seas invaded 
eastern Ontario from the southeast, that tlie fossiliferous formations overlying the sand­
stones cross the Cambrian-Ordovician time boundary in New York State before reaching 
O ntario, and that Ordovician fossils have been found in one locality in Ontario in the 
N’epean sandstone, it is concluded that the formation is of Ordovician (Beekmantown) 
ai'c in most of the area. East of the area under discussion, in the Province of Quebec, an 
unconformity separates the sandstone into two units, the lower of which is likely Cambrian 
in age. The Nepean and Potsdam formations and the sedimentary rocks overlying them 
jhow the transgression of a sea from Upper Cambrian to Lower Ordovician time in eastern 
New York State and eastern Ontario. The sea invaded over rough topography of the Pre- 
cambrian rocks and, except for an area in the Province of Quebec, there was no break in 
sedimentation between the Cambrian and the Ordovician.
Geologists have long disputed the age of the Nepean sandstone of eastern 
Ontario. Most early workers believed the formation to be of Cambrian age and 
correlated it with the lithologically and stratigraphically similar Potsdam  
lorniation of adjoining New York State, which was also thought to be Cambrian 
in age. However, as pointed out by Wilson (1946, p. 16, 1 7 ), the formation is 
conformable and gradational with the overlying Lower Ordovician rocks and 
may therefore have been deposited at the heginning of the Ordovician period. 
A final answer to the question of age of the sandstone can be made only if  a 
L'ooil distribution of fossils of known, limited ages can be found in it. U n­
fortunately, such material is extremely rare in tliese rocks, so that conclusions 
must he somewhat tentative.
The Nepean sandstone is a well bedded, nearly flat-lying, cross-bedded and 
ripplc-niarkcd, iniff-wealhering quartz-grain sandstone, the grains of which are 
often cemented by silica to yield a remarkably pure orthoquartzite. Calcite- 
cenienled, ferruginous, argillaceous, and feldspathic varieties are also known, 
and a basal conglomerate is normal. It is defined (W ilson, 1946, p. 10) as that 
sandstone that underlies the March formation of dolomite and sandy dolomite, 
of Lower Ordovician (Beekmantown) age. It is widely distributed throughout 
eastern Ontario and unconformably overlies the igneous and metamorphic 
rocks of the Precambrian to form the basal member of the Paleozoic sequence 
in the area. Its basal conglomerate and gradational contact with the overlying, 
marine March formation, as well as the presence of certain fossils, indicate that 
the sandstone is for the most part a marine deposit, although there is evidence 
lhat some of it was wind-laid. Thicknesses are of the order of 50 to 300 feet, 
kit the formation thins northward and westward to zero near the towns of 
Arnprior and Perth, Ontario. Exceptional thicknesses have been reported in the 
vicinity of Montreal and in New York State by Fisher (1956, p. 325: 1500 
feet), DeBlois (1959, p. 119: over 1962 fee t), (îlark (1952, p. 22: 1696 fee t), 
and others. These thicknesses probably represent the filling-in of great depres­
sions in the Precambrian topography, but they may be due to postdepositional
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faulting. The top of the Nepean formation is defined as the bottom of the 
March formation, which begins at the first dolomite bed above the hase of the 
section.
Fossils, except for some problematical ones and the inconclusive Lingulepis 
acuminata Conrad, are extremely rare in the formation, but a few important 
discoveries have been made. Fisher reports (1956, p. 325, 339) that, in north­
eastern and central eastern New York State, Upper Cambrian faunas have been 
found in the Potsdam sandstone and that in the central eastern part of the 
state it is overlain by the Theresa formation (or its equivalent), also containing 
Upper Cambrian fossils. These fossils include, in the Theresa (p. 344) : 
Berkeia saratogensis, Camaraspis sp., Elvinia ruedemanni, and Foralites and, 
in the Potsdam, Elvinia, Berkeia, P tychaspis, Prosaukia, Kom aspidella, Lon- 
clwcephalus, CUmachtichnites, and Protichnites, some of which are problemati­
cal. Northwestward, the Theresa formation— which is equivalent to the March 
formation in Ontario— crosses the boundary between the Cambrian and Or­
dovician periods and contains the Ordovician forms Ophilela hunterensis, 
Ecculiomphalus, and Sinuopea  (Fisher, p. 3 4 4 ). Farther west the underlying 
Potsdam sandstone may also cross this boundary, but proof— at least in New  
York State— is lacking. In Ontario the March, or Theresa, formation is mapped 
as Lower Ordovician (W ilson, 1946, p. 9 ; Clark, 1952, p. 1 3 ). The observed 
sequence of sandstone overlain by dolomite is indicative of a transgressing sea, 
as is the cros.sing of the Cambrian-Ordovician time boundary by the Theresa 
rocks. That this boundary was crossed toward the northwest in northern New  
York State indicates that the transgressing sea moved into eastern Ontario 
from a southeasterly direction and that the rocks in the northwestern part of 
the area are younger than lithologically equivalent rocks in the southeast.
Although Lower Ordovician throughout the area, the March beds and the 
rest of the Beekmantown rocks contain, as m ight be expected, “older” fauna 
in the eastern part of the basin than in the western part (A. E. Wilson, per­
sonal com m unication). As it is also known that the underlying sandstone is in 
gradational contact with the March formation and that the sea transgressed 
from the southeast, the sandstone must be of Ordovician age, at least in the 
western part of the area. Proof comes from a fossil find made by M. L. Keith 
in shaly layers in calcareous sandstone southwest of Brockville, Ontario, which  
was mapped as Potsdam by early workers (Baker, 1922, map 31c; Wright, 
1923, map 1964) and more recently as Nepean by Wilson (1946, map 85 2 A ). 
The fossils, Raphistom ena canadensis Billings, Raphistomena calcifera  Billings, 
and Eccyliopterus disjunctus Billinas, are all of Beekmantown aae (Keith. 
1949, p. 8 ) .
One of the more important features of the sandstone is the presence of one 
or more unconformities or disconformities within it. R. S. Dean (personal 
communication) describes an unconformity southwest of Montreal, Wright 
(1923, p. 37) notes one near Brockville, and Cushing and others (1910, p. 62) 
found one in the Thousand Islands area in New York State. Dean’s unconform» 
ity is of particular interest because it is near the top of the sandstone sequence, 
has been mapped over several miles, truncates a considerable thickness of the 
formation, and has been found in the general area of unusually great thick­
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nesses of the sandstone. There is evidence that the sandstone under the uncon­
formity, which Dean correlates with the Potsdam, supplied sand to the overly, 
ing sandstone, which he includes with the March formation, and was lithifiecj 
before the overlying material was deposited. The unconformity is difficult to 
detect, and it is likely that material both ahove and below it have elsewhere 
been mapped as Nepean or Potsdam. In all probability it represents the division 
between the Cambrian and Orodovician in the area southwest of Montreal, but 
it is not known if it extends into Ontario or New York State or can be cor­
related with the unconformities observed by Cushing and Wright.
A tentative history of the area during early Paleozoic time may be made. 
Drill hole records indicate that the Canadian Shield had fairly rugged topog­
raphy with relief exceeding 3300 feet at the time the Paleozoic seas invaded it. 
There is some evidence that it was covered by a deep regolith at that time, al­
though this may have developed much later due to weathering from substrata! 
water after consolidation of the Paleozoic cover. During Upper Cambrian time 
the sea, which advanced from the area near Lake Champlain, flooded the area 
southwest of Montreal and northeastern New York State where it deposited 
sand in deep valleys in Precambrian rocks. This sea may also have left deposits 
in the Thousand Islands area and near Brockville. Toward the end of Cambrian 
time the sea withdrew from the eastern Ontario and Montreal areas but ap­
pears to have continued to progress in a nortlrwesterly direction across New 
York State, with no break in sedimentation until Ordovician time. At the be­
ginning of the Ordovician, eastern Ontario was again flooded from the south­
east, and much of the Nepean formation was deposited as well as the overlying 
Beekmantown sediments. These deposits cover the area referred to as the 
Ottawa-St. Lawrence Lowland, which extends east of the Frontenac Axis and 
north to nearly 46° latitude. Before the end of Beekmantown time the seas 
withdrew and did not return until well into the M iddle Ordovician (Wilson. 
1946, p. 7 ) .
Although considerable geological work has been done in eastern Ontario 
and New York State, it is hoped that future work will be of sufficiently detailed 
nature to yield more fossil finds in the Nepean formation that will add to our 
knowledge of the history of the early Paleozoic in the area.
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MARCH, HUNTLEY AND NEPEAN,
CARLETON COUNTY, ONTARIO
J o h n  L. K i r w a n  
Departm ent o f  G eology , Carleton U niversity, Ottawa, Ontario
Introduction
The Ottawa Sheet, as standardized in the National T opographic System, 
.between latitudes 45°15' and 45°30' and longitudes 75°30' and 76°00'. 
is area, which is partly in the Province o f  Q uebec and partly in the province 
Ontario, is underlain m ostly by Palaeozoic rocks of the Ottawa-St. Law- 
jce lowland, but includes some Precambrian rocks o f the Canadian Shield.
In that part o f the sheet that is in the province o f Ontario, the Shield rocks 
:man area of about 15 square miles. This is the eastern half o f  a south- 
•rerlv trending ridge o f  such rocks w hich joins the main mass o f the 
ladian Shield near the tow n  o f Arnprior, about 10 miles to the west.
Brief mention is made o f the Precambrian rocks o f the area in the geolo- 
nlreports by A m i (1904), Ells (1902) and W ilson  (1946).
G eneral G eology
Principal rock types are quartzite, crystalline limestone and granitic 
igneisses w hich are deformed into a vertically plunging, S-shaped fold and 
iided by stocks o f granite, diorite and syenite. Northw ard and eastward 
s rocks are overlain by flat-lying Palaeozoic sandstones, but to the south 
ivarein fault contact w ith  Ordovician limestone (Figure 1).
■TASEDIMENTARY GROUP
Good outcrops o f banded quartz rock occur on lots 7, cons. I ll  
rilV of March tp. (in  a road cut on the Trans-Canada H igh w ay), on lots 14 
i  15, con. I, Flu Utley tp. and in a w ide band through lots 1 to 5, con. I, 
■ipean tp. A lthough massive and feldspathic varieties o f this rock do occur, 
■itdimentary origin is indicated by the regular stratiform partings w ithin the 
' i  as well as by its occasional interbanding w ith  the limestones and banded 
:ms (Figure 2). In thin-section the rock was seen to consist o f elliptical, 
'cdocking grains o f  quartz about 3 mm in length, sutured and minutely 
:cciated and containing fine needles o f sillimanite and rutile. M icrocline 
ibiotite, the latter broken dow n to m uscovite and hematite, are also present.
locations of particular outcrops in this report have been given by lot, concession and township, but 
did not permit showing these on the accom panying map. Nepean township is covered only at the 
ywt corner of the map-area, its western boundary being the straight road which runs a little west adh and which meets the northern boundary of the map about a m ile east of the title block. Con- 
*[> I is south of the Trans-Canada H ighway, its lots being numbered eastward from the township  
3^ry so that lot 5 covers the intersection of the railway tracks. The southwestern com er of the map 
I of Huntley township and the lots, which are each about .4 of a mile wide, are 
ytrfd so that number 15 is southeast and number 16 is northeast of the Trans-Canada Highway  
them. The rest of the map is March township. Concessions I to IV appear on the 
•* less than a m ile deep and numbered from the boundary with Huntley township. This 
'MS)' IS the northwesterly running road a little soutliwest of the words “Hazeldean Fault”. Lots are 
as in Huntley township.
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Sometimes, both across and along strike, the feldspar content of these 
jrtdtes increases so that the rock has a com position approaching that of 
fite. For this reason, and because quartzites and granite gneisses are often  
t r b a n d e d ,  contacts between the tw o rock types are som ewhat arbitrary, 
the accompanying map, the tem i “quartzite” refers to those rocks in w hich  
;rtz predominates over all other minerals and w hich form  more than half o f  
; outcrop.
■istdlme hhnestone . Bands o f crystalline carbonate rock w ere found par- 
lilarly useful for outlining geological structure in the map-area because they  
Til marker horizons w hich are easily traced in the field. T h e bands typically  
%K[of grey-weathering medium- to coarse-grained calcite euhedra and often  
jc biotite, quartz, apatite, hornblende and other m inor constituents aligned 
lao give the rock a stratified appearance (Figure 3). Other types include 
passive cryptocrystalline grey and purple variety w hich outcrops on lot 15, 
a, I, H untley tp, and a medium-grained pink crystalline variety which  
[urs interbanded w ith  w hite quartzite on lot 2, con. I, N epean tp.
A prominent feature o f the limestones is their association w ith  white, 
irse-grained granite; w henever the w hite granite occurs it indicates the 
:ience of carbonate rock nearby. O ften the granitic material appears as 
troids 2 to 10 inches in diameter imbedded in the limestone (such as on 
,5 and 7, con. II, March tp .), otherwise the granite is massive and has a 
Jarional contact w ith  the carbonate. A  thin-section from the w hite granite 
J composed o f m icrocline feldspar, quartz, scapolite and graphite in grain 
3 from 0.1 to 10 mm in diameter.
T h e  significance o f the association o f the w hite granite and crystalline 
e s to n e  is not know n, but there is some evidence that the granitic spheroids 
jlœd from the brecciation of granitic dykes and the rounding of the frag- 
:irs by rolling in the plastic carbonate during folding.
, Pyroxeriite, Serpenth iite . A  band o f rock com posed chiefly of 
niblende and calcite, w ith  a little serpentine, outcrops on lot 3, con. I ll, 
rch tp. This amphibolite, being associated w ith crystalline limestone, was 
:lv produced by metamorphism o f an impure facies o f the carbonate.
A  grey weathering mass o f dark green to black rock outcrops along the 
à  edge of lot 4, con. II o f March tp. In thin-section the rock was seen to  
m  of diopside, in crystals about 4 mm in diameter, w ith  a little interstitial 
cite and quartz. Field relationships show  that this pyroxenite is part of a 
ad of crystalline limestone. It probably represents the metamorphic pro- 
cts of a quartzose, magnesium-rich segm ent o f the limestone.
On lot 16, con. I, March tp., serpentine-rich carbonate rocks occur, 
cause the outcrops are small but elongate and the serpentine is platy it seems 
dy that this occurrence indicates local faulting.
''TISSIC GROUP
The banded feldspathic rocks form tlte com m onest occurring map-unit 
•the area. T h ey consist o f a vdde variety o f rock types ranging in composi-
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tion from quartz diorite to  feldspathic quartzite, w ith granite predominatin 
That many of these are o f sedimentary origin is suggested by their remihr h! 
of banding, their conformable association with quartzites and limestone thclr 
confinem ent to  definite stratigraphie layers and, occasionally, & minerdop 
suggestive o f altered pelitic sediments. Drag-folds, boudinage and questionable 
crossbedding are also present.
Several types are noted, but not differentiated on the accompanying geo- 
logical map. gyzeirr is composed of medium-grained pertWtic
feldspar, green hornblende, quartz and some biotite and crops out chiedy h 
the western part o f the area. Bzof/te gyzefrr is virtually the same, except dut 
biotite predominates over hornblende. D/onoz? gzzg/rr is a term applied to 
banded rocks having a com position and appearance similar to the intrusÎTe 
diorites o f the area and w hich usually outcrop near such bodies, kzm;
gMczrr describes a fissile arrangement o f quartz, mica and potasaom 
feldspar, w ith  pyrite and magnetite, the weathering out of which stains & 
outcrop a rusty brown. One or tw o small outcrops of this rock type vere 
observed on lots 4 and 5, cons. ÏÏ and III, March tp. is a dis-
tinctive rock type w hich contains abundant red garnets segregated into irregu. 
lar bands, the garnets usually being arranged into a series of ellipses about 2 
inches in diameter. Outcrops o f this rock are common on lots 6 and 7, con.
Ill, March tp., a thin-section from the latter showing garnet, abundant biotite, 
antiperthitic feldspar and quartz.
In virtually every outcrop of the banded gneisses, lenses and layers of 
granitic material w hich show  crosscutting and other intrusive relationships 
w ith the gneisses appear. W hen the intrusive material was prominent iii die 
outcrop- such as on lot 5, con. II, March tp. — the rock was termed mjerdon 
gTzefrr.
A s w ith  the boundary of the gneisses w ith  the quartzites, the boundary of 
the gneisses w ith the intrusives is poorly defined. An attempt was made to 
restrict the banded rocks to the gneissic group (to  include as many paragneisses 
as possible) and massive rocks, including those having truly gneissic texture, 
to the intrusive group (to exclude as many paragneisses as possible). Never­
theless, when banded rocks become truly gneissic along strike — such as on 
lots 10, 11 and 12, con. I, March tp. —contacts are necessarily somewhat #  
arbitrary.
,kite
INTRUSIVE GROUP |
D fonte Several bodies o f massive, or occasionally gncisdc,
crystalline rock w ith  a medium grey weathered surface and dark grey to dark 
greenish grey fresh surface outcrop within the map-area. These bodies con­
sist o f fine- to  medium-grained assemblages o f andesine, augite and biotite wiÈ 
hornblende, diopiside, quartz, scapolite or calcite sometimes present. Spheoe 
and iron ores are characteristic. T he masses are fairly variable (with sharp Ti
contacts betw een different phases), but generally they have the composition of tpeai 
a diorite. T h at the bodies are at least locally intrusive into the gneisses is shown Jicoui
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,die presence of banded xenolirhs in the diorite (lot 4, con. II, March tp.) 
iby dykes o f dioritic composition in the gneisses (lo t 5, con. Ill, March tp .).
W f. Massive granitic rocks are restricted to the crest o f the fold appear- 
1 in the western part o f the map-area and to the rims of the diorite masses. 
I'diin-section from the granite on lot 10, con. I, March tp. taken from an 
c^fop about 1000 feet from massive diorite consists o f about 70 percent albite 
,lb„-Abioo), 20 percent quartz and some microcline and biotite, all showing a 
^ 1-grained granoblastic texture. This unusual composition, as w ell as 
i%feld association o f diorite, suggests that this granite was derived from the 
,rc mahc rock. On the other hand, the massive and gneissic granite from  
12. con. I of March tp. has a com position similar to that o f the surrounding 
,^ s , which m ight indicate that it was derived from these rocks.
The granite from  the edge of a diorite mass on lot 4, con. II, March tp. is 
:;resring. A lthough massive, it can be traced into banded gneisses southward 
jisma^ up of minerals similar to those in the gneisses, y e t it has a grada- 
contact w ith the diorite and contains minor amounts o f minerals typical 
Ë diorite, such as andesine and sphene. That this was derived from  fusion 
;die gneisses seems apparent, the mechanism involved being either melting 
m the heat from the diorite during intrusion or, noting that this rock out- 
at the nose of a fold, from plastic flow  of the gneisses along a pressure 
pdient during folding.
The Geological Survey of Canada's aeromagnetic map of the area (1950) 
m  distinct magnetic anomalies over some of the granitic bodies, reflecting 
(Occurrence of disseminated magnetite present in some of these rocks.
Mftc. At the extreme w est end o f the area a large body o f crystalline rock 
jcrnps. This rock was termed syenite on the basis o f field relationships 
y of the map-area, but its com position is much more variable than the name 
Quartz-rich and highly mafic facies were noted in the field and thin- 
dons show some minerals typical o f the diorites. Perhaps the rock reprc 
a contaminated diorite.
ijpMtkc and Conformable and discordant veins of aplite and
autite are present in m ost o f the outcrops near plutons and in dilated zones 
ie crests of folds. Large masses o f coarse pegmatite have intruded the 
ates and gneisses in many locations and feldspar quarries bave been made 
'some. The quarries — the principal ones being on lots 3 and 6, con. II, 
tp. — have all been abandoned.
iAEOZOIC SEDIMENTS
The lowest member o f the Palaeozoic sequence in the Ottawa area is the 
(pwn formation o f  A . E. W ilson (1946), the nearly flat-lying strata w hich  
Mformably overly the G renville-type rocks o f the Precambrian. Because
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Figure 2. W ell-b a n d ed  quartzite in terhanded u ith in jected  d iorite and granitic rocks anJ 
cu t b y  pegm atite  d yk es. L ocation  is just southeast o f  the main diorite mass in the area.
F i g u r e  3 . C rystalline lim eston e w est o f  the T rans-C anada H ig h w a y , sh o w in g  weU- 
d ev e lo p ed  stratiform  banding.
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-}ie virtual absence of fossils in the clastic rocks w hich comprise the forma- 
 ^ there is uncertainty as to whether the formation is Cambrian or Ordo\d-
Conglomerates are relatively rare and poorly exposed. T h ey  occur on 
;[4and 15, con. I, March tp. and a few  feet south o f the intersection of the 
Itvay tracks at the east end of the map-area. T he first mentioned is an 
tniblage of rounded quartz pebbles w hich range in size from sand grains to 
,mt 18 inches and whose occurrence defines part o f  the northern boundary of  
; P r e c a m b r ia n .  T he second is composed o f quartz pebbles about one inch  
diameter in an arkose matrix w hich overlies the Precambrian but whose 
]1 area is only about three square feet. T he third is an assemblage of 
aiiffolar quartz pebbles about one inch in diameter held in a matrix of 
Jspathic quartz sandstone outcropping w itliin 20 feet of Precambrian quart- 
c, Uniform, cream coloured or w hite strata of orthoquartzite are common  
me area and may be observed on lots 2, 3, 10 and 11, con. II, March tp. and 
c l i f f  facings along the eastern margins of the map-area.
On lot 9, con. I, March tp., a small hill o f  bedded, medium- to coarsely- 
iined crystalline limestone containing abundant broken fossil shells, and 
ipins; about 20 degrees to the northwest, outcrops. On the same lot and on 
: adjoining lot 8, horizontal strata o f normal, microcrystalline, fossiliferous 
;r limestone outcrops to form a small hill about 200 feet long. Specimens 
11 these two outcrops were dated by A . E. W ilson of the G eological Survey 
Canada (personal communication) as belonging to the H ull member o f the 
nwa formation, Trenton group o f the Middle Ordovician.
azoic DEPOSITS
Unconsolidated glacial and lacustrine deposits, consisting o f sand, gravel,
1 and silt occur throughout the area and reach their greatest development 
avard and southward. T h ey  are described in detail in the memoir by  
iisron (1917) so are not elaborated upon 'here.
Structural G eology
The accompanying geological map o f the area (Figure 1) shows that the 
h have been deformed into a nearby S-shaped fold w hich plunges nearly 
lically. Evidence o f folding is found in individual outcrops as drag-folds, 
[linage, slickensides between beds and, on lot 5, con. I ll, March tp., the 
Ï of a fold. Unfortunately, top determinations could not be made with  
miintw
In the Precambrian rocks, minor faulting occurs in almost every outcrop, 
ino major displacements w ere detected. T he post-Ordovician Hazeldean 
It, which defines the southern edge of the Precambrian in the area is 
ûionstrated by the tilted beds o f H ull limestone. These outcrop within 200 
:t of the Precambrian rocks but are at a lower elevation. This location is 
istrike of the Hazeldean fault defined b y  W ilson  (1946) a few  miles to the
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T a b l e  I. —  F o r m a t i o n s
CENOZOIC PL E IST O C E N E  and R E C E N T Sand, Gravel, Clay, Silt
Unconform ity
PALAEOZOIC O R D O V IC IA N : Trenton  
Group
Ottawa Formation
Hull Member: Crystalline 
Limestone
C A M B R IA N  or 
O R D O V IC IA N  
Nepean Formation
Orthoquartzite, Arkose, 
Conglomerate
Unconform ity
PR E C A M B R IA N Intrusive Group Pegm atite and Aplite Dykes
Sy^enite
Granite
Diorite and Allied Rocks
Gneissic Group Injection Gneiss 
Granitic Paragneisses 
Garnet Gneiss 
Rusty Weathering Gneiss 
Dioritic Gneiss 
Biotite Gneiss 
Hornblende Gneiss
M etasedim entary Group Serpentinite 
Pyroxenite 
Amphibolite 
Crystalline Limestone 
Quartzite
southeast, so must be a continuation o f it. T otal displacement is not known 
w ith  accuracy because o f the uncertainty associated with the thicknesses of 
some o f the sedimentary formations, but from  the figures contained in Wilson’s 
memoir (1946) a vertical displacement o f over 700 feet is calculated.
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THE GRENVILLE ^TRONT»» OF THE CANADIAN SHIELD
By
John L. Kirwan 
CANADA
The Cirenvillc province o f ihe Canadian Shield, exposed mainly in a 30O-mile 
wide zone along the north shore o f the St. Lawrence River, represents the late 
Pre-Cambrian, north-east-trending period o f m ountain building and granite intrusion. Its 
north-west border, or "Front", in contact with Iluronian-type, Temiskaming and 
K ccwatin-typc sedim ents and lavas, was thought to be an enormous thrust-fault w ith no 
detectable equivalence between the rocks on either side o f it. Recent geological work  
along the CirenviJIe front yields the opposite conclusion.
The myth of a single through-going fault along the Grenville front has been 
eliminated; though faulted in places, there are areas o f complete metamorphic gradation  
Irom the lluron ian , Tem iskam ing and Kccwatin to the Grenville. Thus, various authors 
report that the transition from  H uronian-lypc, Temiskaming and Kccwatin-typc rocks to 
Grenville gneisses is m etam orphie and gradational, as shown by field mapping. Chemical 
S tu d i e s  indicate equivalence of rocks across the front and a gravity survey shows easterly 
trends in the Keewatin to continue through the Grenville to reveal that the pre-Grenville 
basement was Keewatin.
The present distribution o f ferruginous Huronian sediments as an irregular horse­
shoe-shaped loop through eastern Canada and the United States, grading into the G renville, 
has stratigraphie im plications. Restriction o f iron in the Huronian to exposures mainly 
away from the G renville and its near abscncp in the metamorphic equivalents within 
Ihe G ren\ ille suggests a dilferencc in original sedimentary facies. Jt is supposed that the 
fciruginous llu io u ia n  represents the continental facies, and the Grenville mclascdimeiUs, 
the sea facies, o f llu ron ian  sedim entation.
H istorically, the area seem s to have been occupied by cast-west m ountain-built 
rocks now mapped as K eewatin or Tem iskam ing. Sedimentation within Huronian tim e 
involved ferruginous sedim ents in the continental area and normal carbonaceous sedim ents 
in the sea to the south-west, all on top of the peneplane^ Archaean (K eewatin and 
Tem iskam ing) basem ent. M ountain-building, clim axed at about 1,000 m.y. resulted in 
the igneous and m etam orphic terrain mapped as Grenville. Later, easterly faulting in 
the extra-G renville rocks intersected the G renville front but tended to parallel it so  that 
it is now  locally  faulted.
Because o f  the intimate m ixing o f rocks o f the Keewatin, Tem iskam ing and 
lluron ian  in the G renville orogenies, the term Grenville must be considered a m etam orphic  
rather than a tim c-stratigraphic one.
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By J O H N  L A U R E N C E  K I R W A N *
B e c a u s e  o f  t h e  e n o r m o u s  t o n n a g e s  o f  e co n o m ic  
minerals that have  been  extracted  from  the Sudbury area  
over the past three-quarters o f  a cen tu ry , trem endou s  
geological in terest has d ev e lo p ed  in  it. A s a result, sev er­
al contrasting h yp o th eses have arisen  to  ex p la in  the origin  
of the n ickel-b earing  ores and their asso c ia tio n  w ith  the  
host-rocks. T h ere  have been  severa l stu d ies in the past 
decade or so  w h ich  help  to  test these  h y p o th eses and w h ich  
enable an o u tlin e  o f  the lik ely  in trusive  and structural 
history to  be m ade.
The Sudbury B asin  is an oval top o g ra p h ic  d epression  
measuring about 10 by  30  m iles (e lo n g a ted  north easterly )  
underlain by a sy n clin o r iu m  o f  P recam b rian  v o lca n ic  and  
sedim entary rock s term ed  the W hitew ater  Series (F ig . T). 
Surrounding the W hitew ater  Series and  d ip p in g  generally  
inwards is a ring o f  g ran op h yric  granite or m icro p eg m a ­
tite w h ich  passes ou tw ard  through  a narrow  transtiion  
zone into w h at is lo o se ly  term ed  norite. T h e  m icropeg-  
m atite-norite un it is ca lled  the Sudbury Irruptive and  the  
ores are a sso c ia ted  w ith  its outer  r im , or base, particu ­
larly in or near a qu artzose  phase o f  the ro ck  term ed  
quartz d iorite . T h e  ores are usually , but not a lw ays, in 
fault p lanes and  b reccias.
R ocks su rroun d ing  the irruptive are d ifferen t from  
those o f  the W h itew a ter  Series. T h ey  c o n sist, to  the n orth ­
west, o f  a h igh ly  variab le ig n eou s and m etam orp h ic  a s­
semblage k n o w n  as the L evack  C o m p lex , and im m ed ia te ly  
to the south  and east o f  steep ly -d ip p in g  m eta v o lca n ics and  
m etasedim ents co lle c tiv e ly  ca lled  the Sudbury Series. G e n ­
tly-dipping rock s to  the so u th ea st have  been  m app ed  as
TiPdl'i^ iKt, McIntyre Exploration. Timmins, Ont.
1- (S
f ig .  1. O u tl ine  g e o lo g ic a l  m a p  o f  the  S u d b u r y  area, O n ta ­
rio,' Canada. T he  h e a v y  d a s h e d  l ines ind ica te  the loca tions  
of the c h e m ic a l  tra v er se s  in F igure  3 (C lo ck w ise  f r o m  
northwest  corner'. L e v a c k ,  T ro u t  L a k e ,  C a p reo l ,  M ac le l lan  
lownship ,  C a p r e o l  H ig h w a y ,  C a m e r o n  M in e ,  C re igh ton  
Mine, Fairhank L a k e ) .
H uron ian . G ranite, gabbro and late d iabase d )k e s  li.rve 
been intruded in the area as well as the S u d b u r y  In  mo­
tive  (F ig . 1 ) .
F ive  theories o f  origin o f  the structure and its ores ha v e  
received  m ost attention (F ig . 2 ) .
1. W . H. C ollins and E. D. K indle, [1934 , 1935 , 1936 . 
1937] presented the view  held by som e earlier w orkers  
that the irruptive had been injected  as a fla t-ly in g  sili 
along the unconform ity  under the then f la t-ly in g  W h ite ­
w ater Series, and had there d ifferen tiated  in to  the upper  
m icropegm atite layer, the low er norite layer and the basal 
su lphide layer, before being folded in to  its present sp o o n ­
shaped form . This theory accou nted  for  the o ccu rren ce  
'4 ores at the edge (b o tto m ) o f  the norite, e sp ec ia lly  in  
em baym ents into the surrounding rock , and  ex p la in ed  the  
transition upwards from  norite to  m icrop egm atite .
2. [K night ( 1 9 1 7 ) ]  suggested that the norite  and m i­
cropegm atite were each separately in jected  as r in g -d y k es, 
line concen tric  stovepipes, around the W h itew a ter  Ser ies, 
the gradation betw een the tw o rock -typ es b e in g  ex p la in ed  
as due to assim ilation . [T hom son ( 1956 , p. 4 5 ] , m o d ified  
this v iew  by pointing out that the rock s o f  the north  range  
o f  the irruptive are gently-dipping in m ine w o rk in g s and  
w ere probably intruded as a  sill. N e ith er  v iew  req u ires  
post-em placem ent fo ld ing, and both ex p la in  the nearly  v er ­
tical attitudes o f  the irruptive’s fo o tw a ll in a fe w  m in es  
along the south range [Y ates, 1948, p. 61 4 ]; [L o c h h e a d , 
1955, p. 4 7 ] .
3‘. I W ilson] suggested that the norite and g ra n op h yric  
granite were the upperm ost m em bers o f  a d ifferen tia ted , 
funnel-shaped intrusive, low er m em bers o f  w h ic h  w ere  
ultrabasic and probably serpentin ized .
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Fig. 2. T heo r ies  o f  origin o f  the S u d b u ry  S tru c tu re .  / .  
Collims' f la t- ly in g  sheet,  2. K nigh t's  r ing-dykes ,  3 .  W i b o n ' s  
ultrabasic  funne l,  4. H am ilton 's  L a va  L ake .
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4. i H an'iii:on, (1 9 6 0 ) 1  proposed  an extru sive orig in . 
The noriie, m icrop egm atite  and tu ffs  o f  the W hitew ater  
Series w ere all part o f a vast lava lake w h ich  ex ten d ed  
over a con sid erab ly  larger area. D ifferen tia tio n  a ccou n ts  
for the present rock a sso cia tio n s in the irruptive, fo ld in g  
for their present attitudes and fau ltin g  and erosion  for  the  
elimination o f  the m ain bod y o f  the lava  lake ou tsid e  the  
area.
5. I D ietz  ( 1 9 6 4 ) | is o f  the op in io n  that the structure  
could have orig inated  from  crustal reaction  to  m eteoric  
impact. T he m eteor excavated  a large c ircu lar d epression  
whose w alls b ecam e plastered w ith  the m eteorite  ( o r e ) ,  
melted greyw acke w hich  form ed the rock target (qu artz  
diorite) and w as then filled  w ith  m agm a from  b e lo w . 
The m agm a d ifferen tia ted  into the norite-m icrop egm atite-  
tuff assem blage before hardening in to  rock  and later tilted  
bv folding. T h e  W hitew ater Series w o u ld  th erefore  partly  
be post-norite in age.
These theories all have fea tu res w h ich  a llo w  them  to  be  
tested. T h eories I, 4  and 5 , for  ex a m p le , require the n o ­
rite to have been tilted  from  an orig ina lly  horizon ta l 
attitude to, in p laces, a presently  vertica l one . T heory  3 
requires an u ltrabasic  bod y  to be now  b e lo w  the basin . 
The general sh ape o f  the bod y b e lo w  the basin has a 
bearing on all these  th eories’ a ccep ta n ce . T h e  tilting  h ist­
ory has been tested  by using the d irection  o f  stab le  rock  
magnetism ( p a la e o m a g n e tism ) as a structural to o l. T he  
shape and co m p o sitio n  o f  the bod y  at depth  has b een  
investigated by m eans o f  a gravity  su rvey . B y co u p lin g  
these studies w ith  the availab le  g eo lo g ica l and ch em ica l 
knowledge o f  the area a theory o f  the Sudbury Irruptive, 
somewhat d ifferen t from  any o f  th ose  ab ove , em erges.
Form of t h e  i r ru p t iv e
I That the norite and  m icro p eg m a tite  w ere ea ch  intruded
I as a single unit is sh ow n  by the co n tin u ity  o f  these  b od ies
I in the field, w ith o u t and textural ch a n g e  (c h ill in g )  w ith in  
each rock type. T h e rela tion sh ip  betw een  th e  norite and  
the m icropegm atite is not so  o b v io u s. B eca u se  these  rocks  
occupy the p osition  betw een  the W hitew ater Series and  
the underlying rock s, it w o u ld  seem  that they w ere in ­
truded along the u n co n fo rm ity  at the base o f  the series. 
Nevertheless, b eca u se  the sh ape o f  the in trusive  is kn ow n  
only for a few  thou san d  feet b e lo w  land su rface, in m ine  
workings and drill h o les , ideas as to  the shape o f  the  
entire body at depth  m ust be so m ew h a t sp ecu la tive . E v i­
dence may be provided  by o b servation s on the attitude  
oi the contact betw een  the norite and the country  rock  and  
on the dip o f  the W hitew ater  Series near the m icropeg-  
niatite (the co n ta ct be ing  rarely e x p o se d ) , from  g eo p h y ­
sical studies and deep  drilling.
The geo log ica l ev id en ce  is am biguou s. F au ltin g , c o m ­
mon on the fo o tw all o f  the norite, cou ld  easily  have  o b ­
scured the true angle  o f  dip. T h e  deta iled  g eo lo g ica l and  
geophysical studies w h ich  the In ternational N ic k e l C o m ­
pany and other m in in g  co m p a n ies have con d u cted  in  the  
i'rea remain essen tia lly  un pu b lish ed , as are the results 
of the airborne m agn etic  su rveys undertaken by the G e o lo ­
gical Survey o f  C a n ad a  so m e  years ago . IN C O ’s deep  
lirilling results in the basin  are still secret. T h e  m ain  
published geop h y sica l su rvey , h ow ever, is probably the  
most usetul one. It is the gravity survey o f  [M iller  and  
’mes (1 9 5 5 ) ] .
The gravity su rvey , thou gh it can n ot g ive a unique  
|>uliition to the prob lem , presents stron g  ev id en ce  that the  
irruptive is an asy m m etrica l, sp o on -sh ap ed , concord ant  
imrusioiv. Or rather, it supports this v iew  and opp oses  
mhers. T he ring-dyke o f  theory 2 ab ove  sh ou ld  produce  
 ^ •'ing of high gravity  va lues in a u n iform ly  lo w  back- 
^Hind, with nearly sym m etr ica l p rofile s over the norite,
*■' ultrabasic funnel o f  theory 3 sh ou ld  have a strik ingly
d ifferen t gravity pattern: low  background va lues w h ich  
increase over the norite and build up to  a m ax im u m  in  
the centre o f  the basin over the dense u ltrabasic rock . 
A  com fortab le  basic sill should  give m axim um  va lu es over  
its outcrop  area, w hich gradually lessen  to a m in im u m  in 
the cen tre o f  the basin, the gravity profile  be ing  sy m m e ­
trical over the norite w ith the m ore gentle  s lo p e  over th e  
basin side o f  the intrusive. T his pattern is ex a ctly  w h at  
the published m ap and profiles sh ow  [M iller  and In nes, 
1955J .
Q uantitatively , M iller and Innes ca lcu lated  a th eoretica l 
gravity profile  such as w ou ld  be produ ced  o ver  the a s­
su m ed conform ab le  sill. T he p rofile  that w as ev en tu a lly  
produced from  field work agreed w ith this th eoretica l 
profile  very closely . T he m axim um  d ivergen ce  o f  th e  tw o  
p rofiles was but 3 m illigals, and that w as o ver  an area  
o f  fau lting  not considered in the ca lcu la tions. A lth o u g h  
it is realized that geophysical results can  lend th em se lv es  
to  various interpretations to fit various assum ed  g e o lo g ic ­
al m odels, yet it is very d ifficu lt to im agin e  a m o d el o ther  
than that used by these workers w h ich  fits  so  w e ll bo th  
the geo log ica l and the geophysical ev id en ce . It th erefo re  
seem s apparent that the Sudbury Irruptive is an a sy m m e ­
trical, spoon-shaped  intrusive, co n fo rm a b le  w ith  the W h ite ­
w ater Series and intruded along the u n co n fo rm ity  at its 
base. T his m uch, at least, agrees w ith  the theory  as c h a m ­
p ion ed  by C ollins.
In m ost p laces the footw all con tact o f  the norite  w ith  
the country rocks (w h ich  averages 4 0  degrees o n  the  
north range and 45  to 90  degrees on  the so u th ) rep re­
sents the true dip o f  the irruptive as ind ica ted  b y  th e  g ra­
vity study. N o  dense d ifferentiates o ccu r  b e lo w  th e  basin  
as w ou ld  be present in the “ultrabasic fu n n e l” th eo ry  
a bove and M iller and Innes found n o  ev id en ce  o f  a  f e e d ­
er pipe greater than a m ile in d iam eter un d er  the basin . 
H o w e v e i , an unexplained gravity high so u th w est o f  the  
basin , not predicted by density m easurem ents o f  su rfa ce  
rocks, cou ld  perhaps represent su ch  a feeder.
Relationship between the norite and 
the  micropegmatite
A sid e  from  the fact that the norite is s lig h tly  ligh ter  in  
co lou r  on the north range than on the so u th , it and  th e  
m icropegm atite are each rem arkably u n ifo rm , m in era l-  
og ica liy  and texturally, around the Sudbury B asin — and  
there is no reason to suppose that each  is n o t a s in g le  
intrusion. W hether the tw o  togeth er co n stitu te  a s in g le  
intrusion has been debated [see: C o llin s, 1 9 3 5 , 1 9 3 6 ,  
1937; P hem ister, 1925, 1937; Y ates, 1948 , p. 6 0 1 ; L a n g ­
ford, 1960, pp. 5 9 -6 4 ] .  T he critical e v id en ce  is in  the  
transition zone betw een  the norite and the m icro p eg m a ­
tite. T his has been explained as i)  norm al gradation  in an  
igneous rock that has undergone gravity d iffe re n tia tio n  in 
place, ii) reaction  b etw een  tw o  separate in tru sion s or  
JÜ) gradation betw een a noritic  intrusion and a partly  
assim ilated country rock  n ow  represented  by th e  m icr o p e g ­
m atite. T here are certain  objections to  the gravity  d iffe r ­
entiation  theory. T here is a dyke o f  m icrop egm atite  cu ttin g  
the norite [P h em ister , 1 9 2 5 ]  a lso , quartzite ra fts and  
ep idote-rich  rock s occu r in the transition  zon e; and , the  
contact b etw een  the norite and the m icrop egm atite  is in  
som e p laces ch illed . B ut, opp osing  th is, a  go o d  argum ent  
against the co n c lu sio n  that the m icropegm atite  is later  
than the norite is g iven  by [C o llin s (1 9 3 5 , p. 1 5 1 ) ] .
N o w  a good  test for gravity d ifferen tia tion  in si tu ,  or  
for assim ila tion  o f  overlying sed im ents, w o u ld  seem  to  
be a series o f  ch em ica l analyses across the Sudbury Irrup­
tive co u p led  w ith  a series o f  sp ec ific  gravity d eterm in a ­
tions o f  the rock s. M any such analyses w ere m ade in the  
1 9 2 0 ’s and 1 9 3 0 ’s and these have been  published by [C o l­
lins ( 1 9 3 5 ) ]  and are sum m arized here (F ig . 3 ) .  T h ese
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Irruptive, a f te r  C ollins :  the  tra verse  lo ca t io ns  are  sh o w n  
on Figure 1.
all have several characteristics in c o m m o n .
1. T he m icrop egm atite  is m ore “a c id ” than  the norite, 
as w ould be ex p ected .
2. T he m icrop egm atite  and norite are each  rem arkably  
uniform over their respective  th ick n esses in both  c h e m ­
ical com p o sitio n  and sp ec ific  gravity , w ith  on e  or tw o  
irregularities. In no case  is there a sm o o th , regular varia­
tion as one m ight ex p ect by assim ila tion  or sim p le  gravity  
differentiation w ith increasing  basic ity  dow nw ards. In ­
stead the norite and the m icrop egm atite  are each  separate  
units.
3. T here are sp ectacu lar fluctuations in the variab les  
in the v icin ity  o f  the transition  zone: the norite b eco m es  
much m ore b asic  w ith in  a few  hundred feet o f  its top  
and then steadily  decreases in sp ec ific  gravity and basicity  
over the transition  zo n e  until the m icropegm atite  is 
reached.
It w ould seem  that the norite and m icrop egm atite  are 
separate in trusions, to  judge fro m  the ch em ica l, g eo lo g ica l  
and physical ev id en ce . T h e  basic peak at the top  o f  the  
norite m ay represent the level w here the early-form ed  
minerals in the n oritic  in trusion  accu m u lated , perhaps 
against a recently  pre-in truded and partly co o led  m icro­
pegmatite, a d ifferen tia te  o f  the sam e m agm a. T he tran­
sition zone m ay be a zon e  o f  fu s io n  or d iffu s io n , the 
even gradation being  d u e to  the m icropegm atite  having  
I’een near its fu s io n  p o in t w h en  the norite cam e in.
Although the ev id en ce  q u oted  ab ove  d o es not support 
the belief that the rock s b ecam e gravitationally  d iffe re n ­
tiated in si tu,  there is ev id en ce  that the o res— at least in 
one m ine— did.
i ;,;:2 e v e s
T h e  n ickel and copper ores, m ainly pyrrhotite-penth indiic  
exso lu tio n s w ith  later chalcopyrite, sphalerite, e leclru n i 
and sperrylite, are all associated w ith the base o f  the  
norite, a lthough w eak d issem ination s o f  pyrrhotite, pent- 
land ite  and chalcopyrite  are to be found through out the  
intrusion . A lthou gh  in m ost cases the ore appears to  be  
in jected , in fault planes w ith  very little hydrotherm al a l ­
teration  (ex cep t on hanging w alls— [see L ochhead , 1 9 5 5 ])  
there are cases o f  apparent gravity segregation  o f  the  
su lphides from  the norite. T he best such  ex a m p les is the  
F rood -S tob i deposit in the eastern part o f  the sou th  range, 
w h ich  has served as an im portant area for study o f  th e  
relationsh ips betw een  the su lphides and the norite  (se e  
[H aw ley , 1 9 6 2 ]) . H a w ley ’s study, the result o f  o ver  thirty  
years’ w ork by h im self and by num erous graduate stu ­
dents, appears to so lve  the question  o f  the orig in  o f  th e  
ores and their history, especially  in the F ro o d -S to b ie  area. 
Several m od ifications o f  H a w ley ’s theory (a s  it ap p lies  
to  areas other than the F rood-Stobie d ep o sit) w h ich  c o m e  
as the result o f  a palaeom agnetic  study o f  th e  area, w ill 
be g iven  below .
The age of the  irruptive
R ad ioch em ica l dates o f  Sudbury rocks are pu b lish ed  in  a 
paper bv Fairbairn et al  ( 1 9 6 0 ) .  T h ese  are K :A r  d ates  
from  m icas, R b :Sr dates from  feldspars, and R b :S r  dates  
fro m  w h o le  rock analysis (T ab le  I ) .
T A B L E  I— R a d io a c t ive  A g e  D e te r m in a t io n s  a t  S u d b u r y  
{ A f t e r  F a irb a irn  e t  al .)
Af iea
W koh Rock 
Rb:SrRock Unit K;.4r Rh:Sr Rh-.Sr
Onaping Tuffs 1065
1610
1700
1465
±
±
75
80
85
70
1665 ±  185 
1270 ±  120
Onwatin Slate 1610
Norite 1700
1630
1400
1565 ±  
1345 ±
45
40
Micropegmatite 1695
1670
1200 ±  
1275 ±
35
35
1720
1515
1840
±
±
50
80
90 1530 ±  75
Murray Granite 1700 1190 ± 35 1365 ± 40 2065 ±  70
Creighton Granite 1360 1195 ±  
1275 ±
35
40
1720
1490 ±
55
50 2055 ± 1 1 0
T.evack Granite 1530
1600
1350
1330
1730 ±  
1530 ±
85
45
1750
1325
rfc
±
120
195
1815 ±  225
Birch Lake Granite 1820 1540 ± 75
Copper Cliff 
'%hyolite"
2070 1310 ± 40 1985
1655
±
±
60
65
2215 ±  80 
2140 ±  90
Olivine Diabase 1020
Matrix of ore breccia 1650
1710
D ales are in mlUions o{ years before present.
T he W hitew ater Series, dated on  secon d ary  m eta m o rp h ic  
m inerals appears to  have been  m etam orph osed  abou t 1 6 0 0 -  
1700 m illion  years ago. F or how  long it ex isted  b e fo re  that 
w e do  not k n ow . D ates on  the norite, in so far  as m ica s  
are co n cern ed , range from  1400  to  1700  m .y ., but th ese  
w ere d eterm ined  o n  rocks taken from  m ine w ork in gs and  
the y o u n gest o f  these  dates m ay represent the age o f  s e c ­
ondary m icas form ed  in co n n ectio n  w ith shearing m o v e ­
m ents later than  the coo lin g  o f  the norite. H o w ev er , as 
the m icas are generally  described as being prim ary e ls e ­
w here in the norite [W alker, p. 4 9 ] ,  it is likely  that the
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nori to,  .-' t' io!. o u o o  i i a v -  b . . on  a b o u t  17b ù  j -ndl ion y e a r s  
ago. T h e  m i c r o p c ; ^ n i a l i l e  h a s  b e e n  s i m i l a r l y  d a t e d  (1670 
and 1695 m . y . ;  t h e  a y e  o f  m i c a s  f a r  a w a y  f r o m  m i n e  
wo rk i ngs  ) .
The granites .surrounding the irruptive are older than it 
(Table 1— W h o l e  R ock C o lu m n ) or bear ev id en ce  o f a 
m e t a m o r p h i c  event about 17 0 0  m .y . (T a b le  1— K :A r  
c o l u m n ) .  A  possib le youn ger  granite is the C reigh ton  
body near the sou thw est corner o f  the area. T he late d ia ­
bases are dated at 1020 m .y .
Original  o f f i f u d e  a n d  s t r u c t u r a l  h i s t o r y  of
t h e  i r r u p t i v e
B e c a u s e  the irruptive rocks and the d iab ases w ere fou n d  
to h a v e  very stab le rem anent m agnetism  and are there­
fore su itab le for a p a la eo m a g n etic  stu d y , p a la eo m a g n etism  
became a pow erfu l tool in d isco v erin g  the structural h is­
tory o f the Sudbury Irruptive [Sopher, 1961]. A s the  
entire irruptive appears to have been  in truded  at ap­
p r o x im a t e ly  the sam e date, th e  rem anent m agnetism  w h ich  
was acquired w h en  the m agnetite  in the rock  c o o le d  be low  
its Curie P oin ts sh ou ld  have a sim ilar orien ta tion  in all 
parts o f  the b o d y — provided there has been  no tilting  
of one part o f  the irruptive in relation  to  another. U n d er  
these c o n d itio n s  p a laeom agn etism  can  be u sed  to  test for  
tilting o f  on e  part o f  the irruptive in relation  to  another, 
for exam ple to see  if the oval sh ape o f  the bod y w as p ro ­
duced from  a nearly c ircu lar bod y by com p ress io n  w ith  
resultant tilting .
M ethods, in stru m en tation , the variab les o f  the problem  
and tests for the accu racy  o f  the results are d escrib ed  by 
I Sopher ( 1 9 6 1 ) ]  and [C o x  and D o e ll ( I 9 6 0 ) ] ,  and in 
references g iven  by these  authors. T h e  Sudbury norite, 
m icropegm atite and  d iab ases w ere  fo u n d  to  have  particu ­
larly stable rem anent m agnetism , as sh o w n  in laboratory  
tests, m agnetic “ w ashing" and by the rem arkab le c o n sist­
ency in d irection  o f  rem an en t m agnetism  in m any sp ec i­
mens co llected  from  particu lar areas.
9 !ic pa laeom agnetic  results are sh ow n  in F i e .  4. F y  
u a b i t r a n i y  div id ing  the irruptive in to  13 sectors and sm- 
reograph icalh ' plotting the d irections o f  stab le rcr.-ar-c.':'; 
m agnetism  from  each o f these sectors, Sopher sh o w ed  tb;-;;'; 
various parts o f  the irruptive have been tilted  v ario  '.z 
am oun ts since the body coo led . H e  also  fo u n d  that there  
w as no d ifferen ce  in direction o f  m agnetism  b etw een  no- 
rite and m icropegm atite from  any one sector, sh o w in g  
that there w as no great tim e break b etw een  the in trusion  
o f  the m icropegm atite and the norite.
T he tilting o f the sectors o f  the irruptive has a bearin g  
on the valid ity  o f  som e o f  the theories a d v o cated  fo r  in, 
orig in , so m e requiring great and others requiring no  post 
irruptive tilting. Sopher’s results in d icate  that the rock s  
o f  the north and south ranges have been  tilted  through  
so m e 35 degrees in relation to each other. W here the  
fo o tw all contact is now  steep, as in the F a lco n b rid g e  area, 
the tilting  has been found to have been co rresp on d in g ly  
greater, w ith the exception  o f  the rock s o f  the so u th w est  
corner w here the norite is vertical and seem s not to  h a v e  
been tilted at all. H ow ever, the overall tilting  is in su ff i­
c ien t to account for the present dips o f  the n orite , if  it 
is assum ed that it was once fla t-ly in g , as p rop osed  in  the  
theories o f  C ollin s, H am ilton and D ie tz , for  th ese  th eo r ies
V V
^4'. 4. Stcrcoi^rapliic p ro je c t io n  o f  the d ire c t io n s  o f  s table  
tenuinent maç;netisi}i in the  S u d b u r y  ro ck s .  The  thin d o t t e d  
lines gn e the c irc les  o f  c o n f id e n c e  a n d  the a rro w s  indi-  
Uî/r the lUtiny necessa ry  to  6rm g the d irec t io n s  o f  renui- 
Diaenetisni o f  all the s e c to r s  to g e th er  7 he a rro w s  
'tulicaie the anu>unt o /  p o s t - i r ru p t iv e  t il t it iy .
Fi^. 5. S u g g es ted  h is tory  o f  th e  S u d b u r y  Basin . J. T he  
W h itew a te r  Series  d e p o s i te d  in a basin (or  else w a r p e d  
into a basin-like  fo r m )  on the co n ta c t  b e tw e e n  th e  L e v a c k  
C o m p le x  a n d  the  S u dbury  Series. 2 .  S teep en in g  o f  th e  
sou thern c o n ta c t  o f  the series b y  faulting. 3. In tru s io n  o f  
the  S u d b u r y  I r ru p tive  a long the  L e v a c k - S u d b u r y -W k i te -  
water  c o n ta c t  f r o m  a d if feren tia ted  m ag m a .  4 .  T il t in g  o f  
the  north  a n d  the  sou th  ranges o f  the irruptive ,  f o ld in g  o f  
the  W h i te w a te r  Series, and  intrusion o f  later gran ite ;  
se v ere n c e  o f  the f e e d e r  d yke .  Sec tions are idea l ized ,  n e a r ­
ly nor th -sou th  through the so u th w es t  co rner  o f  the  basin.
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,oiiid require over 80  degrees o f  tilting to a ccou n t for  
present attitudes, w h ich  is m ore than dou b le  the o i>  
.rved value. T he east range has been tilted tow ards the  
entre of the basin by 35 degrees, but the d iab ase d yk es  
,re very un iform  w h erever sam p led , in d icatin g  that they  
yve not b een  a ffec ted  by the tillin g  ( i .e .  that the tillin g  
WLirred at a date greater than 102 0  m .y .) .  T here is evi- 
t^ nce of tec to n ic  activ ity  about 1350  m .y . (T a b le  1) and  
ijiis may be the tim e at w h ich  the irrup tive  w as d istorted . 
Xhe p a laeom agn etic  stud ies appear to co n tra d ict the  
■fceories w h ich  require an or ig in a lly  fla t-ly in g  form  to  the  
luptive [C o llin s', H a m ilton 's, D ie tz ’ and p ossib ly  W il- 
,nn's]. It a lso  contrad icts the theory [K n ig h t and T h o m -  
;jnJ which requires no post-irruptive tilting  to  the intru- 
vve.
I f  the am oun ts w h ich  Sop her determ ined  the irruptive  
ijs tilted are subtracted  from  the present fo o tw a ll-co n ta c t  
iigles of the norite, the angles o f  d ip o f  th is co n ta ct at the  
ime of intrusion can  be determ in ed . T h ese  angles w ere: 
iorth range, 30  degrees; sou th  range, 33 degrees (ex cep t  
,1 the southw est corn er w h ere the con ta ct w a s vertica l)  
id east range, abou t 35 degrees. T h u s the Sudbury Ir- 
uptive appears to  have been  in truded  as a sau cer-shap ed  
o d y ,  the entire rim  o f  w h ich  d ip ped  tow ards the cen tre  
f the area at abou t 3 0  or 35 degrees, e x cep t at th e  sou th -  
.est corner, w here it w as vertica l. A s the gravity  ev id en ce  
ymls to a possib le  feed er  at the so u th w est corn er it m ay  
X that the vertical d ips at this p o in t at the tim e o f  intru- 
lon represent the attitude o f  the feed er-d y k e  and len d  
ïjpport to the idea that the fe e d e r  w as there.
An independent ch eck  on  the accu racy  o f  the p a la eo -  
nagnetic m easurem ents w as p rovided  by the d iab ase  dyk es. 
A pole  position for  the earth ’s m agn etic  fie ld  at th e  tim e  
;f intrusion o f  th ese  d y k es (1 0 2 0  m .y .)  w as ca lcu la ted  
irom the orientation  o f  the m a g n etism  in them . T h is agreed  
n within 5 degrees o f  a p o le  p o sitio n  c a lcu la ted  for  the  
kit Series o f  British C o lu m b ia  (ca.lOOO m .y .) .  
f
Summary
I appears that th e  Sudbury Irruptive w a s in truded  about 
ilOO m illion years a g o  as a sa u cer-sh ap ed  sh eet w h o se  
ruler rim dipped at abou t 35  d egrees, lik ely  as tw o  sep a ­
rate intrusions fro m  the sam e m a gm a. T h e  ch a n n elw a y  
*as near the present so u th w est corn er  o f  the area and  the  
Micropegmatite m ay ha v e  b een  in truded  first. O ne o f  the  
objections to  the theory  that the irruptive d ifferen tia ted  
in silu has a lw ays b een  that there is to o  m uch  m icro- 
fegmatite in rela tion  to  norite, but th is problem  w o u ld  
sot arise if  the d iffe re n tia tio n  to o k  p lace  b efore  in trusion  
ind only part o f  the n orite  in truded .
The ores probab ly  se ttled  o u t o f  the m agm a after  in ­
trusion in a m ann er sim ilar  to  the n ick el ores at L ynn  
fake, M anitoba [E m slie  an d  M o o re , 1 9 6 1 , pp. 6 8 -6 9 ] .  
At Lynn Lake the b o d y  h ad  d ifferen tia ted , but th e  ores  
did not settle out o f  the m a g m a  un til after the u ltrabasic  
part of the m agm a had  cry sta llized  and d ifferen tia ted , the  
assumed reason b e in g  th at F eO , C aO , M gO  and M nO  
retain sulphur in the m a g m a  and the su lp h ides co u ld  n ot  
settle until these  o x id es  h ad  b een  rem oved  by  crysta lliza­
tion into ultrabasic rock . A n o th er  possib ility  is an increase  
in the partial pressure o f  o x y g e n  (pO *) w h ic h  co u ld  c o m e  
about by injection o f  th e  m a g m a  in to  w ater-b earing  sed i­
ments, lowered the so lu b ility  o f  th e  su lp h id es until they  
"''ere precipitated. T h is  c o u ld  be th e  m ajor fa c to r  at Su d­
bury. At both Sudb ury  an d  L y n n  L a k e  m o st o f  the ore  
""as remobilized in to  fa u lt p la n es, th o u g h  at Sudbury som e  
Ù still in place.
Shortly a fter  in tru sion , at 1 7 0 0  m .y ., and  again  at about 
'350 m.y., the rock s w ere  sq u eezed  b y  pressure from  the  
southeast so  that th e  W h itew a ter  S eries w a s fo ld ed  and  
’be irruptive tilted  to  its p resen t a ttitude. A t 102 0  m .y .
t he  d i ab a s e  d y k es  we r e  i n t ru d ed  to  m a r k  t he  last  geologi ca l  
e v en t  i n  t h e  a rea .
it has been noted [H aw ley, p. 24 ] that som e weak  
crystal layering exists in the norite, with attitudes less than 
the attitudes of the present footwall contact. This probably 
means that som e layering occurred w hile the rim o f the 
body was at its original attitude of about 35 degrees, so  
should differ from the contact angle by this amount.
A  possible control for the intrusion (aside from the 
W hitewater unconform ity) shows up on regional geo log ic­
al maps o f the area. The intrusive is seen to be on the 
contact between granitic and sedim entary-m etam orphic 
terrains at a point where the strike o f this contact bends 
sharply from eastward to northward. It may be that the 
contact was a zone of weakness along which a fault-in­
duced channelway could form. The writer has mapped  
areas to the north of Sudbury along this, or similar con ­
tacts, and encountered norites and igneous breccias w hich  
are very similar to those at Sudbury although the struc­
ture was different.
N o  satisfactory equivalents have been found outside 
the Sudbury Basin for the W hitewater Series. A  decade  
ago the basal tuff of this series was described as a “g low ­
ing avalanche’’ o f acid tuffs and correlated with a thin  
horizon of basic tuffs in the Stobie Group o f the Sudbury 
Series [W illiam s, 1956, Thom son, 1956] —  despite the 
obvious objection that the Stobie rocks occur as inclu ­
sions in the Levack and Wanapitei granites and the W hite­
water rocks do not. In fact the tuffs in the W hitewater 
contain fragments o f Levack rocks [C ooke, 1946, p. 51, 
Langford, I960]. Since then the acid tuffs have been  
found to be mainly o f quartzite fragm ents feldspathized  
by the micropegmatite [Stevenson, 1961] w hose corre­
lation with any quartzite outside the basin places the over- 
lying tuffs above the Stobie rocks [H aw ley, p. 7 ] .  The 
rocks are certainly older than 1600 m .y. but must be 
younger than the Sudbury Series, which m ay be K eew atin  
in age. But the Whitewater rocks were not affected by the 
W anapitei granite o f 2060 m.y. [H aw ley, p. 7 ] so they  
must be between 1700 m.y. and 2060 m .y. old. This w ould  
make them Huronian and, because they are very carbon­
aceous (in fact, coal-bearing) which suggests the presence  
o f  abundant life, they are likely of U pper H uronian or 
Anim ikean age.
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